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It strains credulity that RCA records sold in the Life package,
RCA records sold in the Reader s Digest package, RCA records
sold by the RCA Record Club and RCA records sold by dealers,
department stores and racks , are all in different markets.

Another mail-order seller of some stature is Book-of-the- :\10nth
Club , which offered a package of folk records produced by Van-
guard (RX 499) ; Pickwick (RX 538) ; and Concert Hall Society
(RX 541).

In a footnote to CPF 425 , the Government states that RX 345
shows that in 1962 the Columbia Club had 44;;; of all sales by
direct mail. Later in the footnote, that sweeping statement is
qualified by the statement that
RX 345 tends to be ambiguous on its face. The desi!!nation "Columbia Club"
was intended to include some indeterminate non-Club mail order sales of Co-
lumbia and Epic records (Wright 8039).

Actually, that figure includes;

(1) SaJes of Columbia, its subsidiary labels and of outside
labeJs through the Columbia Record Club.

(2) ?\on-Club mail-order sales of Columbia and its own sub-
sidiary Jabels by record dealers , mail-order specialty houses, etc.

(3) Packages sold by Columbia on a test basis.
(4) Packages pressed by Columbia for, and sold by, third

parties.
The 44 % figure represented sales for the first three quarters

of 1962 and not the entire year , as indicated in the Government'
proposed finding. Moreover , the figure represented a decline from
the third and fourth quarters of 1961 (RX 450).

Otherwise, the record indicates that Columbia s share of all
mail-order sales continued to slide during the rest of 1962. Life
for exan1ple , achieved its maj or sales volume on record packages
at the end of 1962 (see RPF 273) ; BOMC increased its mail-order
activity in and toward the end of 1962 (see RPF 274; RX 496,
RX 502 in canwm) ; and the RCA Clubs grew rapidly during the
entire year (see RPF 437).

The Government notes "a high degree of concentration in direct
mail sales " on the basis of RXs 345 and 450;

Columbia
RCA Victor -
Reader s Digest
Capitol

Total
All others

PCTI:cnt

20.
18.

91.
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According to respondents, this conclusion of concentration is

contrary to the facts. It refers to RX 451 , which purports to show
a decline in Columbia s share of the so-called club market. RX 451
shows Columbia s percentage share of total record club dollar
purchases as declining from 66% in 1957 to 41.5 % in 1961 (or
possibly 50.5% as of May 1961).

Respondents aJso compJain that the Government ignores the

trend toward a dispersion of sales with the entry of new firms
into this new field of mail order (see RPFs 273-78, 436-40).

Respondents "Iso challenge the Government' s statement that

there is no question that the Reader s Digest is the largest direct
mail seller by far, apart from the record clubs" (citing Adler
4915) .

AdJer did testify that Reader s Digest was the largest direct-
maiJ seller (Tr. 4915) -a fact acknowledged by Hitesman (Tr.
10143-45)-but without comparing its sales to those of record
clubs.

In carnera evidence shows that Reader s Digest sales are sub-

stantially higher than those of the CapitoJ Record Club (compare
RX 700 in camera and CX 465 in camera; see also RPF 299) .

The demonstrated fact that records sold by the Reader s Digest
and the RCA Record Club sound similar is dismissed by Govern-
ment counsel as "nothing more than a revelation that some classi-
cal and popular music is recorded from a standard written score.
* * * n It is diffcult to reconcile this argument with the Govern-
ment' s repeated insistence that performances by individual artists
are "unique." The fact of the matter is that records may be
artistically distinctive and yet compete with each other in the
market place. "A man by the name of Rene Leibowitz" wil hardly
be credited with contributing to the Government's effort to draw
a hard-and-fast linc between club records and package records
(compare CPF 443 with Exceptions , pages 388-89) .

The opinion testimony of Marek and RCA as to claimed differ-
ences between record club members and buyers of record packages
is contradicted by the business operations of his own organization
(see respondents ' Exceptions to CPFs 425 and 439).

The price structure used in the mail-order salc of packages is
not "entirely different" from club prices. The per unit price, or

the total dollar commitment, is similar.
The best selling Reader s Digest packages (in mono) have

prices ranging from $12. 98 to 322.89 (RXs 386c, 703a b). Kew
mono members of the RCA Record Club have obligated themselves
to spend from $16 to $22 during the first year of membership
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for enro11ment and commitment records. (Both the Reader s Digest
packages and the RCA Club payments are exclusive of mailng
and handJing charges , the amounts of which are not shown in
this record.

On a per-LP basis , prices of the Reader s Digest packages and
the RCA Record Club are also similar. The average prices per
LP for the Reader s Digest packages (mono) range from $1.33

to $2.33.

Prices charged by the RCA Record Club during the first year
of membership have averaged from $1. 77 to $2. 18 per record.

Interestingly enough , the Reader s Digest offers a preferential
price to members of the Reade,. s Digest Family. The Govern-
ment, in a footnote, identifies the Family as comprising Reader
Digest subscribers. Actually, the Family includes also active and
cancelled members of the RCA Record Club (RX 386; Hitesman
10079; AdJer 5008). This broadening of the FamiJy to embrace

both package buyers and club members il comports with the
Government' s theory of separate markets.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSIOX

JULY 25 , 1967

BY DIXO Commissioner:
The complaint in this case , issued on June 25 , 1962, charged

that the Columbia Broadcasting System , Inc., and its wholly
owned subsidiary, Columbia Record Club , Inc., had engaged in
certain unfair business practices in violation of Section 5 of the

Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 D. C. 45 ' including attempted
monopoJization , the " squeezing" of retail dealers with whom it
competes, and the making of agreements with competing record
manufacturers to fix noncompetitive record prices , fix and depress
the prices paid to artists for their recording services (royalties),

and cut off the supply of certain records to actuaJ and potential

competitors in the "club" sector of the phonograph record
industry. ' Hearings werc held before a hearing examiner of the
Commission, and approximately 11 000 pages of testimony and

400 exhibits In support of and in opposition to the allegations
1 That section provide' in part: " Cnfail' methods of cumpetition in rint"1" tatel cummerce

and unfair 0)' deceptive act.s O . practices in commerce , are hereby declared lml;nvI1J)."
2 The complaint also charged (C01mt II) that J"e.'ipondcr. ts had unfa;rly miSI'€IHesented, in

certain of their advertising-, th€ "savings " to be n'alized by the consumer in Pl;rchasing records
from the ClulJ. Tbat cbarR'e w.. ubseq Jently abandoned by cuunsel SUppo!' ting the complaint.
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of the compJaint were received into the record. In an initial
decision of 304 pages filed September 30 , 1964 , the examiner found
that the allegations of the compJaint had not been sustained by

the evidence and ordered the dismissal of the proceeding.

We believe that decision was erroneous and hence must be
reversed and set aside.

The charges in the compJaint center around Columbia s forma-
tion and operation of its Columbia Record Club , an organization
that distributes phonograph records direct to the consuming public
through what is called the "club" or "subscription" form of mail
order selling.

CoJumbia entered the club market in August of 1955. One of

its purposes in so doing was to prevent the entry of certain non-
record firms , particularly the entry of maiJ order book-distributing
organizations.
Commencing in May 1958, Columbia decided that the Club

couJd be more profitably operated if it sold not just its own

(Columbia) records, but those of some of its competitors as well.
However, instead of going to those manufacturers' wholesaJe
distributors (the "open market" ) and buying the records at the
same price paid by other record retaiJers (the CoJumbia Record
Club is admittedly a " retailer " in that it sells directly to the
ultimate consumer), the Club entered into a series of " licensing
agreements with ninc (9) of its medium-sized and smaller com-
petitors under which it gets their records for a total of some 87.51,
versus a price of $1.60 or more all competing retailers are required
to pay for those same records. It aJso included in those " licensing
agreements provisions (a) fixing (depressing) the price (royalty)
to be paid by those manufacturers to their artists on records soJd
through the Columbia Record Club," and (b) giving the Columbia
Record Club the sale and "exclusive" right or " license" to make
records from those nine competitors

' "

master" () recordings (for
a "royaJty" of some 17.81 per record made from them), those
competitors expressJy promising not to engage in a cJub operation
themselves , not to sell directly to anyone else who operates a club

3 Finding 3.
4 Findin" 5.
5 Two of the enrJier contract! 1'150 contained provision,; fu:i1lg the price at which the Columbia

Record Club waR to sell the competitors ' recorns through the Club and fixing the price at which
the competitors themseJves were to sell the same j"ccurds to their own distribut.ors (nonclub
channel). There is insuffcient evidence to establish that those agreements are currently in
effect , however , OJ' that similar agl'eements were ever entered into with the other seven licensor-
competitors. The evidence on the fixing of artisv;' royaJties , on the other hand , is clearly set
out in severaJ of th" contracv; , including the Jater ones. Findings 10 and 11.

fJ A master is an original recording OJ' duplicate thereof , from which other phonograph records
can be manufactured.
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and not to aHow anyone else to use their "masters" for the purpose
of producing records to be sold through a club. In short, Columbia
sought to assure itself that no one else would be able to seH the

records of those nine producers through the man in competition
with the Columbia Record Club.

The Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. (hereinafter CBS or
Columbia) is a New York corporation with seven (7) operating
divisions , one of which is Columbia Records, "j a manufacturer and
seHer of phonograph records. In 1961 , CBS as a whole had sales
of $473.8 million and net assets of $142.4 million. In 1961 and
1962, the Columbia Record Club had phonograph record sales
of $41.5 million and $53 million , respectively; the company
nonclub sales of records (to wholesalers and retailers) was
roughly the same in volume, making phonograph records some-

what less than 20 ft of CBS' total sales.
Columbia is the leading producer and seller of phonograph

records in the L.nited States. In 1960 , total consumer expenditures
for aH kinds of records (including "LP' " and " singles

" '

through all channels of distribution (including clubs, racks
juke boxes , and dealer stores), was an estimated $521 milion.

One of the principal issues to be determined in this proceeding
is the "relevant market" in which the competitive effects of these
challenged agreements with Columbia s nine competitors are to

be evaluated. Respondent argues in favor of a broad "all-record"
market. Counsel supporting the complaint, on the other hand,

argues that the appropriate " relevant market" involved here is
not the sale of aH records through aH channels of distribution but
the sale of " LP" records only, through only one of the mail  order
channels , a method of sel1ing by mail caHed the subscription of
club" technique.

The outer boundary of the relevant market is the broad , all-

record market. This market , however , consists of four channels
by whieh records are distributed to consumers; retail stores . racks

-The otne!" jx are: (1) CBS Televisi(JT Ketwurk-, (2) CBS Television Stations

, (,

j) cns
Radio, (4) cns Lab01-atories. (5) CBS Jntel"national, and (6) CBS New

S "LP' " are the "Jong-playing, " !arger discs that have si;. IJedormances un €ah side and
retail for 82 and up; "singles " ,ne the smalle!' di.",s witn one performance on each side , retailing
for If's than 51. Tne LP' s acco!.n! fo!' auout 1S'i- of a:l record sale

, "

sindEs " for the remaining
25'1'

9 " Rack " a!'e the famijiar str'-du1"e. displaying the 50 01' so ':\1Tent " hits " in upermllrkets
drug storf's , and othe!' high traffLC areas
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nonclub mail, and club mai1. We find the club market to be a
relevant submarket.

The very fact of these agreements excluding competitors from
an equaJ opportunity to sell these records "through any mail order
record club" 11 evidences Columbia own conviction that the clubs

are a suffciently distinct market to make this restrictive arrange-
ment economically worthwhile. As one text writer has put it, "the
courts wi1 take as the market, for the purposes of deciding cases

just that market which the concern itself takes for its field of
activity; if a firm shows an intent to exclude competition from
that field , it will be assumed that the field suffciently describes a
market, for otherwise what would be the point of the effort to
exclude 7" 12

Furthermore, as discussed in some detail in the accompanying
Findings As To The Facts , a number of economic factors operate
to produce entirely different conditions of supply and demand in
the sale of phonograph records through the various submarkets.
Each of the relevant submarkets possesses different cost compo-
nents and structures. On the demand side they offer consumers
different sets of advantages and disadvantages. The clubs especially
appeal to a group of customers that have certain distinctive char-
acteristics.14 These supply and demand conditions are suffcient.ly
different between the retail and club markets, for example, that
each is capable of generating particular competitive forces which
in turn , can discipline one another.
The present arrangement is found to be a restriction upon

competition in the club market as a relevant submarket. In addi-
tion, this practice lessens the competitive contribution of the
club submarket to the broader , al1-record market. In certain struc-
tural situations a given practice which occurs and is measured
in a relevant submarket can have an adverse effect not only in
that submarket but also upon the broader market itself. This is
especially true-as in the instant case-where the submarket
under question enjoys a cost advantage, '" The capacity of the other
channels of distribution to discipline the club sector is limited
by their cost disadvantages. In such an instance it is especially

10 Fjndin
11 ex 20.

12 Neale The Antitn18t L(!1C of th" USA, 125 (1960).
13 FindinJ, 22.
14 Findings 19 and 20.
15 Findings 22 through 24. :For a brief discussion of the significance of different cost stn.Jc-

tures upon cum petition among relevant s\.bmarkcts (or " interindustry competition ) see:

(1) Kaysen and Turner Antitrust. Policy, p. 102 , fn. 2 (1959) and (2) fh",:ted States v. Corn
Products Refininc Co., 234 Fed. 964 , 975-977 (S. Y. 1(111).
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important to maintain the level of competition in the advantaged
outlet.

CoJumbia maintains that the "Jicensing" agreements challenged
in this proceeding were entered into with its nine competitors
for the purpose of meeting the demands of its Club members for
a greater "variety" of records to choose from. The evidence 
very clear , however, that the relatively small number of records
offered by the Columbia Record Club is not a matter of record
shortage but a deliberate policy on the part of the CJub's offcials,
in accordance with what they conceive to be the particular tastes
of their Club members. The Columbia Record Club could offer an
unlimited variety of phonograph records to its members if it
thought such a policy would be more profitable than the narrower
selection it now offersY;

The purposes and the effects of the " licensing" agreements at
issue here are twofold , namely, (a) to give the Columbia Record
Club a discriminatorily low price on the "hit" records of those
nine competitors, and (b) to bar the entry of competing clubs
into the market by denying them access to suitable records

hits ) on equally favorable terms at costs that would
permit them to profitably compete with the Columbia Record Club.

It should be emphasized that, while these agreements are
couched in terms of "exclusive" contracts , their immediate effect
is not to deny other club operators access to those records alto-
gether, but simply to make the newcomer pay a higher price for
them. Thus , it was agreed between Mercury Records , one of the
nine " licensors " and the Columbia Record Club , that during
the term of this agreement you rMercury Records) wil not, in
the territory of the Vnited States and Canada, (1) sell by direct
mail , (2) offer for sale by direct mail , or (3) authorize or consent
to the sale or offering for sale by direct mail by any third party
of phonograph records manufactured from master recordings
which you now own or control or which you may hereafter own
or control." J7 The effect of this provision is not, however , to

physically prevent other clubs from acquiring these records at
all; rather, since anyone can buy any manufacturer s records on
an "open market" at a going market price from the country

it) See Findings 21 , 25 and 28.
1. ex 34 , p. 3, VR)' , I.
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hundreds of independent whoJesalers 18 the effect is simpJy to

force any other club desiring to sell those records to go to the
wholesalers and pay that "open market" (distributor-to-dealer)
price of $1.60 to $2.47.10 Under these licensing agreements , how-
ever, the Columbia Record Club's totaJ costs of acquiring a fin-
ished Mercury, Kapp, or other licensor record, ready for sale

through the club, is 87.5(.'" This gives it, then , a cost advantage
on these records of from 72.50 to $1.59%, depending on whether
the new club operator is able to acquire those same records from
the wholesaJers at the "best" price ($1.60) or the "list" price

($2.47). The magnitude of this barrier 21 thus thrown up in the
path of potential club operators is suggested by the fact that the

Columbia Record Club's own profit , according to its own figures,
was no more than 24(' per record on sales to first- year members
and 75f per record on ales to second-year members.

This cost "handicap" imposed on potential club entrants by
these licensing agreements has obviously affected the structure
of the club market and seriousJy lessened the vigor of competition
in it. There can be litte question but that entry into that market
would be substantially more attractive if the potential entrant
could secure the records of these nine manufacturers for the

87.5(; paid by the Columbia Record Club, rather than for the
$1. 60 to $2.47 charged by the wholesalers. The records of these
nine firms constitute a quite substantial share of the totaJ supply

of records available to club operators on at least potentially
realistic terms. As discussed in the accompanying Findings , the
big three Columbia, RCA , and Capitol-can foreclose from

potential entrants into the club field some 48"' of all records
simply by unilaterally refusing to sell their own respective labels
(Columbia , RCA , and Capitol) directly to such potential entrants
18 These nine competitors of Columbia promised only that they would not sell to any other

club operatol' and wuuldn t "authorize 01' eon ent" to the sale of their records through a club
by any third party. There is of c.ourse no authority Undel" tn.. law for the5e manufacturers to
control the furthe\" disposition of their records , once those records have been sold to their whole-

salers the producers cannot lawfully prevent theil' wholesalers from rcselling the records
to other club , l"clIllrdJcsof what the "")(elusive " contracts with Columbia might say about it.

Finding 2.
20 Finding 22.
1 BarricrR to entry are "evaluated J"ughly by tire 'Idvalltayes of established sellcrs in un in-

dustrJj over potcntial entrant sellers. 

. . .

" Rain BarricrB to Ncw Competition 3 (1956) (em-
phasis in originaJ). One such banier is the :lbiJity of ('!;tahH!;hed firms to secure needed input
facton phonograph I"ecord8 for !'esale

, "

at Jower price!; than potentiaJ entrants can.
ld. at 14.

22 The Colnmbia Record Club repurted total C08to5 of not less than 82.13 per record. Suhtracting
thi8 from its first- and second-year prices of 82.37 and 82. 88 Rives a profit of 24!i and 75!i,
respectively.
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(or by refusing to sel1 to him except on prohibitive terms 23

For all practical purposes, then, the new c1ub that expects to
seriously compete with the c1ubs of the "big three" would be
Jimited to the records of the nonbig three manufacturers, those
represented by the remaining 52 %.

Since RCA and CapitoJ both testified in this proceeding that
their clubs had been profitably operated with the use of only
their own records- , RCA has operated a successful club using
onJy RCA records (16% of all records sold in the country in
1960), and Capitol has operated a successful club offering only
Capitol records (11.1 % of all records)-this remaining 52%
would undoubtedly be suffcient to permit the profitable operation
of a number of additional record c1ubs besides those of the "big
three." The "licensing" contracts involved here, however, not
only expressly bar these nine most likely entrants from starting
their own c1ubs " but dries up their share of that remaining 52 fi
of the total supply of records to all other potential entrants. They
soJd , in the 12 months prior to the signing of their respective
licensing contracts with Columbia , an aggregate of some 11. 2'10

of the LP' s 23 sold through retail dealer stores," This transfer of
another 11.2 percentage points out of the nonintegrated sector

and over to one of the "big three" integrated firms further reduces
by that amount the supply of records available to potential new
club operators on economical terms.

The foreclosure involved here, however , is considerably greater
than that indicated by any of these figures. As noted above , not
all of the approximately 25 000 separate records offered for sale
by the country s approximately 50 record manufacturers are
equal1y attractive to the particular segment of the record-buying
public that joins clubs. Their preferences run primarily to the most
popular of the "hit" records , particularly to the 150 or so records
that are, at any given moment , on the popularity "charts" pub-
lished by the trade magazines (Billboard etc. ). It is from these
much smaller groups of records that the bulk of the records
suitable fOT club use are apparently drawn in actual practice.

_._

3 Columbia did in fact refu e tu seJl to one ultimately unsuccessfuJ cJl1b except at the full
wholesaler- to-dealel' " Jist " price of 82.47, Jess periodic discounts, or at an average price of
$2. 12. Tr. 9014-9015; tinding 27. A dub paying that price for its records , and incurring the
same additional costs that the Columbia Hecord Club incurs , would have total costs of sa. 37Jj
and hence wouJd Jose just over 81 on each record sajd in competition ,,,ith the Columbia Record
Club at the latter s price of $2.'3i.

24 Findings 6-
3 " SingJes " cannot he old economically through ciub

26 This is presumably a fail" approximation also of their share of all LP sales through all

nonclub channels of distributior.. e.. racks and juke hoxes as well as dealer stores.
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And of course it was precisely on the basis of their actuaJ or
potentiaJ capacity for producing "hits" that the nine " licensors
were selected by Columbia in the first place.

These licensing contracts foreclosed to potential club entrants
(except on disadvantageous terms) some 41.2 % of what would
otherwise have been an "open" market in "hit" records suitable
for club use.

But even if the effects of these contracts are evaluated not in
terms of the share of club-type records actually tied up by the
Columbia Record Club and hence actually foreclosed to potential
club operators, but simply in terms of the smaller dollar share

represented by the Columbia Record Club' sales of those partic-
ular records it ultimately elected to use itself (approximately 30,1,
of the records it tied up), the principal conclusion would still be
the same.

The Club's 1961 sales of $41.5 million were an estimated 53 '
of al1 "club" sales in that year, with approximately 36.7 per-
centage points representing its sale of its own (Columbia) records
($28.7 milion), and the other 16.3 percentage points ($12.
million) representing its sale of the nine competitors' records.
In these circumstances we think the most clearly appropriate
legal standards by which to judge the legality of the conduct
involved aTe those expressed in the Supreme Court' s recenl
merger '" decisions, particularly those involving the so-called
horizontal" combinations. \n The factual situation before us-one

27 FindinK 25.
nlbid.
29 While c-ombinations effected by cantloact are admittedly Jess " permanent" than mergers of

stock and nil physical a sets . we du not understand the law to be that competition may be
lessened and monopoly created merely benlllse it is scheduled to end at ome Hpecified future
date; if there is injUl-Y to competition , there is injury to the public and should be ended without
delay. Here, ffOl"eOVel' , the time limit itseJf is marc apparent than re"l: the contlacL run
for a stated period of years (e. three yefir ), but they are hequentJy renewed for additional
periods of imilar length.

It might be uggested that , since the actual effect of thcse agreements is not to "exclude
competitors from acce s to the records of these nine licensors in the physical sense of that term
but only to make them pay a higher price than the Columbia Record Ch1b pays, the applicable
legal standard should be that eXIJ!'essed in the price discrimination law. Since the price differ-
ential (87. vs. 81.r,O) has allowed into the cluj, m,nket nu significant competitors other than
the integrated "big three " and has thus given the Columbi,, Recortl Club a virtutd monopoly on
the sale of the records of these nine firm8 through clubs , we think the situation ho'Jld be

evaluated prjmari y in terms of merger ,tanda!"d . Ho,veve" , considering the magnitude of the
criminatory price invo1ved (a di"cI' imination of som" :,4, 7'i" in th" Columbia Record Cjuu'

favor) and of the market share it ha been able to get and huld as a result of it (53';';' in 1%2),
the conclusion would doubtJess be the same under th" price cliHcriminatiun Jaw. Utf'h Pie Co.
v. Continental Baking Co. :J86l). S. 68 (April 24 196i).

30 Brown Shoe Co. v. United States 370 U. S. 294 (962): United. States Philadelvhia Nat
Bank 374 U. S. 321 (1963); Unitrd StateN v. rM l'.;'nt'l Hrm/, &: Tn/5t Co. , 376 U. S. 665 (1964);
United Stat v. El Paso l\' rLt"ral Gas Cu. 376 U. S. 651 (1%4): United States v. Continental
Can Co. 37R U. S. 441 09(4): United States v. Atumilwm Co. of Amcrica (Alcoa-Rome), ;177
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in which a firm with some 36.7% of the relevant market already,
has acquired by contract with nine of its competitors another
16.3%, and in which it then shares over 90 % of that market with
only two other firms 31 fal1s squarely within the rule of Phila-
delp.ia Nat' l Bank against a consoJidation that "produces a firm

contr01lng an undue percentage share of the reJevant market
and results in a significant increase in the concentration of firms
in that market. * * * .. 32 That merger, had it been al1owed , wouJd
have produced a firm with 36 % of the relevant market, substan-
tial1y less than the 53 % heJd here by the Columbia Record Club.

CoJumbia offers several "business justifications" as to why it
should be al10wed to retain its "exclusive" hoJd on the sale of the
records of these nine competitors in the club market. One of
them-the argument that the Columbia Record Club is a Jess
effcient retailer of records than the country s approximately
000 record deaJers and thus shouJd be al10wed to buy at a lower

price in order to offset the latter s al1eged cost advantages-would
be relevant only if the question was soJely one of discrimination

against, and competitive injury to, the dealers. Here , however
the competitive injury we find has occurred in the club rather

than the nonclub market. A club's "justification" for inducing a
discriminatory price not accorded to the operators of deaJer stores
obviously is no "justification" for contract provisions imposing a

higher price on clubs.
Respondent argues further, however , that the Columbia Record

Club is entitled to keep its "exclusive" hold on the Club sale of
these records , and hence its advantage over other clubs , because
of certain "guarantees" it gave the nine competitors in question.
In negotiating these contracts , Columbia expanded its obJigation
beyond the unit "royalty" payment of so much for each licensor
record sold (an average of 17.81, per record) by adding a promise
on its part to pay the licensor-competitors a minimum total dol1ar

figure , regardless of how few licensor records the Club might in
fact seJI. For exampJe, in its contract with Kapp, respondent
agreed to pay Kapp royalties on at least 150 000 records per year

for four years." From this point, respondent reasons as fo11ows,
S. 271 (1964); United States v, Pabst Brewing Co. 384 U. S. 546 (1966); United States 

Von s Grocery Co., 384 U. S. 270 (1966).
31 See generally Federal Trade Commission Procter G07nble Co. 386 U.S. 568 (1967);

BrodJey, "Oligopoly Power Under the Sherman and Clayton Acts-From Economic Theory to
Legal Policy, " HI Stanford L. Rev. 285 , 299 (January 1967).

United States v. Philadelphia Nat l Hank 374 U. S. 321 , 363 (19(3).
33 See ex 41 , 44 , 45, 81 180 184 , 191 , 265 , 512.
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(TJ hese (licensor J companies almost universal1y demanded guar-
antees and we felt that we could meet the guarantees more success-
ful1y if we had exclusivity on the artists and the product (recordsJ
produced by these companies. " 34

There would seem to be no question but that the Columbia
Record Club could , in fact

, "

meet the guarantees mOTe successfully
if we had exclusivity" on those records that it could take in

more revenue if it had a monopoly on the mail  order distribution
of those records than if it had to compete with others sel1ing those
same records through the mail. This  fol1ows from the elementary
economic principle that the sale of any product is more profitable

that more money can be gotten for it, if it is sold in a monopo-
lized rather than a competitive market. It does not fol1ow, how-
ever , that one can first agree to pay a high price for something,
a price that reflects the expectation of being able to resel1 it in
a market free of competition , and then use the high price original1y
paid for it as "justification" for keeping the monopoly. This is
a circular or "boot-strap" argument, to say the least. Assuming
that Columbia has in fact "guaranteed" to pay Kapp and the
others more than the club can earn from the sale of their records
in a genuinely competitive market ' this establishes only that the
parties knowingly bargained for the purchase and sale of a
monopoly, not that the monopoly itself should be sustained. We
know of no principle of law under which a private interest in real-
izing the fruits of a purchased monopoly must be given precedence
over the public interest in preventing such monopolies.

Respondent' s "advertising" argument is somewhat simHar to
those already discussed. A Club offcial explained it to the hearing
examiner this way: "The basic reason (for demanding "exclusive
rights to sel1 these records through the mailJ was that we wouJd
be advertising the artists and the labels extensively, spending
millons of dol1ars in advertising for new members and in promot-
ing these artists and their records and the labels in our club maga-
zines, and we felt that during the period of the contract our

34Tr. 5240.
3j There is little evidence that the "guarant(',, " given arc actually all that " high. " Thanks to

the "negative option tem employpi! by the Club , approximately 35S of the Club's total
membership (some 2 miJJion) can be expeeted to accept the record "selected" for them (the
regular selection ) each munth (Finding 3). Thus , in 1962 , no "regular selection " in the

Club' s "popular division " (40% of the total membership) sold less thlln 95 000 records. Tn effect
this means that the Columbia Reconl Club can generally meet a 100 000-150 000 "guarantee
by simply picking one of the lic",nsor s recu\"1s fo). the covetpd role of "reg-ular seJpction" of
the month. In faet, there is rea sun . to believe this is the real sig-nif\cance of the guarantee pro-
visions in the contracts-they assur.. the licensur he lJ g-et at least one of his records featured
as Ii " regular selection " and hence in the hands of 100 000 "automatic" buyers.
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(advertisingJ investment justified this exclusivity."" As we under-
stand it , respondent' s basic argument here is that its advertise-
ments , some of which carry the names of these nine Jicensor-com-
petitors ' labels , and the names and pictures of some of their more
popuJar artists , have created some sort of residual or continuing
demand" for the records of those manufacturers and their artists

and that this continuing "demand" is something respondent alone
as its creator, should be allowed to exploit. To allow a newcomer
to sell Mercury, Liberty, Verve, Caedmon , Kapp, Warner Bros.
United Artists, Vanguard, and Cameo-Parkway records through
the mail  would thus permit such a newcomer to take a part of what
respondent' s advertising had created-in short, it would , as we
understand the reasoning, permit him to reap where he had never
sowed. Or, stated another way, respondent is apparently arguing
for the establishment of a principle of law that the first sel1er to

adveTtise a given product must thenceforth be allowed to enjoy a
monopoly on the sale of that product in the area covered by his
advertisement, lest some residual "demand" created but not har-
vested by that first advertiser be garnered by later entrants into
that market. We are at a loss to understand how , under such a rule
as this , competition could ever arise at all.

There is nothing in respondent' s advertisements to support such
a conclusioTI.

The purpose of these advertisements is as straightforward as
their appeal to the customer s "bargain" instinct:

Q. Mr. Rabar , \vhat is the basic purpose of Columbia
advertising?

A. There is only onc purpose; to get members.

Record Club national

The sole criteria applied in determining whether a club advertise-
ment wil be placed in a particular periodical is whether it produces

3(; Tr. 5239 (emphasis added). Although Columbia s Jicensing cor.t!' acts give it an " exclusive
un aU of the records in each Jicensor s catalog (incillding new ones as they re nleased), it
doesIj t actua ly use aU of them. Thu , of the 2 509 records offered fQl' sale by these nine pro-
ducers , the Columbia Record Club has elected to use or offe!' to Club members only 736 (29. 3'1c

of them. Its "exclusiye " contracts , however , balTed aU other cltlbs from using not only these
736 records but the other 1 77., records (iG. 'II/c as w",ll. records that it had no desire to us",

ibdf but didn t want anyone else to use , either. The President of HCA testified that , in his view
this was one of the " deleterious " effects of exclusive licensing: " o record c;ub can me up
all of the repertoire of a Verve, a l:nited Artists , other lab , and that it may well be, if you
have an f'xelusive eon tract with anoth"J' label , that pllrt of th", repertoire remain6 unused: it
lies fallow; it stays on the shelf. And if that is tnw , then the eu:Llral effect , as you caU it
would be de eterious." Tr. 1871. He also though: it had had " commercial" effeet: "I think
exclusive lIic"'TlsingJ contracts , in that sense . sl:ch as the one that ColLmbia has bad with Itnese
jicensorl labels , lisl like:)' to ha.-e c ltain bad e;feets. Tr. se bad eF.eds * * always do com..

about when one agency in distribution 01' in entertainment , become o "Ii-powerful :aJ smaller
manufac urcl' Jistens a;1 too c"refully to ,vhat this agency (lictates 01' tells litl. " '11" 1B71

:n See Finding 3 , n. 4
iSTr. (;779.
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a "profitabJe cost per order (Ilember enrollment)" ratio. '" Every
word in the advertisement itseJi-incJuding the prices quoted , and
the artists mentioned by name-is similarly aimed at improving
the advertisement's "pull the percentage of the advertise-
ment's viewers that respond and join the Club.

In short, this is not " institutional" advertising engaged in to
promote these nine competitors' names or their particular
brands ; 411 rather, it is straightforward "price" advertising,

aimed at selling not so much the idea that these records are " better
than some other sellers ' records, but at selling the consumer on the
idea that the Columbia Record Club is a better or more economicaJ
source from which to buy records the public already knows about.
(The Club is normally not interested in offering a record of one of
its licensors until that record has already become relatively well
known, until its sales hit the 50 000 mark.)

Respondent' s argument here is also inconsistent with the rela-
tively short " life" of the typical popular record. There was testi-
mony that the "normal sales curve" of a hit record generally covers
a span of some three months (in order to have at least one popular
record selling well at any given time , the better known artists
carefully arrange to release a new one at least once every three
months). In this situation, it is not clear how much "harvest" is
actually left in the fields for any newcomers to get from the
old" records advertised by the Club in times past. The real harvest

is more likely to come from the sale of records not yet recorded
and hence not yet advertised by the Columbia Record Club. The
question , then , is not whether some new entrant should be allowed
to reap where he never sowed, but whether he should be permitted
to participate in both the future sowing and the future reaping.

We are clear that he should. The CoJumbia Record Club has, by
the admission of its own offcials , earned a satisfactory profit on
every dollar it has spent so far, including every dollar " invested"
in advertising. Having gotten back all that it spent, plus a return
it considers satisfactory, we see no rational justification for not
allowing new firms to sharc in whatever profits there may be in
the mail  order sale of these licensors fut"re records and for deny-

ing the record-buying public the benefits of their competition for
those profits.

39 Tr. 5148.

40 It should be noted that, by and Jarge, the demand fo!" phonograph records runs primarily
toward the particular artist , rathel" than in terms of the "Jabe!" of the manufacturer he may
happen to be temporarily recording for.
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Our order is a narrow one , designed simply to stop the fixing of
artists ' royalties by Columbia and its competitors , and to eliminate
the "exclusive" feature of these contracts. In the latter regard,
respondents wil be prohibited from entering into or maintaining
any contracts with competing record manufacturers that " vent
other club operators, including potential club operators, from

acquiring the phonograph r cords of any other manufacturer or
producer on the same terms and conditions as respondents acquire
such records 

* * * 

" Elimination of this cost barrier can reasonably
be expected to make the club market substantially more attractive
to potentiaJ entrants and thus to promote the public interest in the
development of a more competitive structure and more vigorous
competition in this market.

One further matter requires mention here. Respondents and
severaJ nonparty witnesses to this proceeding persuaded the ex-
aminer to put a mass of data in CCL?nerCL. We have examined that
material car ful1y and have found only one exhibit that, in our
opinion, ever had any serious claim to being "confidential " and
the basis for that claim has been removed by time. This was a
BillboCLrd market study for 1962." It would of course be improper

to unnecessarily publish data that constitutes a firm s stock- in-
trade and thus allow its potential customers to get it free rather
than having to pay for it. But its saleability was describ d as de-

pending upon its timeliness , and hence the 1962 data can now have
no more "secrecy" value than the 1961 data that was considered
already "stale" at the time of the hearings in 1963:" The other
documents placed in cal1W1' by the examiner and considered so
confidential" by respondents and these nonparty witnesses con-

sisted largely of saJes data and club membership figures. There is
nothing "confidential" about sales data in an antitrust proceeding;
unless it can be used freely, meaningful measurement of the vari-
ous markets involved are virtually impossibJe.

K or is there any presumption of confidentiality for any other
data the parties might prefer to call "secret" and withhold from
public scrutiny. Indeed, the presumption is the other way. Com-
petition depends for its continuing vitality upon free entry and
free xit to and from industries, and ntry depends in no small

measure upon knowledge of opportunities, knowledge of sales
41RX 311 in camera.
42CX 244a, in camera.
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volumes, of probable costs, and of estimated profits. The pubJic
interest lies in encouraging entry, not in protecting the barriers
erected around industries by established firms , whether these be
knowledge barriers or other kinds. Only in the most extraordinary
circumstances should data of this kind be withheld from the public
record. H. P. Hood Sons , Inc. 58 F. C. 1184 (1961).

An appropriate order wil be entered.

FINDINGS As To THE FACTS , CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint in this
matter on June 25 1962 , charging that the Columbia Broadcasting
System, Inc. , and its wholly owned subsidiary, Columbia Record
Club, Inc., has engaged in certain unfair business practices in
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15

C. 45. Hearings were held before a hearing examiner of the
Commission , and testimony and other evidence in support of and
in opposition to the allegations of the compJaint were received into
the record. In an initial decision filed September 30, 1964 , the

examiner found that said charges of law violation were not su-
stained by the evidence and ordered the dismissal of the proceed-

ing.
The Commission, having considered the appeal filed by counsel

supporting the complaint and the entire record, and having de-

termined that the initial decision should be vacated and set aside
now makes these its findings as to the facts, conclusions drawn
therefrom , and order , the same to he in lieu of those contained in
said initial decision.

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

1. The respondent, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. (here-

inafter CBS or Columbia), is a corporation organized and existing
under the laws of the State of New York , with its principal offce
and place of business at 485 Madison Avenue , New York , New
York. It has seven operating divisions; (a) CBS Television Net-
work, (b) CBS Television Stations, (c) CBS Radio, (d) CBS
Laboratories , (e) CBS International, (f) Columbia Records , and
(g) CBS News. Its aggregate sales increased from $316.5 milion
in 1955 to $473.8 milion in 1961.' Its total net assets increased , in
that same period , from $74. 0 million to S142.4 milion.

2. An unincorporated division , Columbia Records Division , pl'O-

1 ex 204 pp. 34-35.
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duces phonograph records in its four (4) manufacturing plants
and seJ1s them to a whoJ1y owned subsidiary, CoJumbia Records
Division Corporation , which in turn sells to (a) a division that
sel1s to whoJ1y owned "branch distributors" and to non-CBS in-
dependent wholesaler distributors, both of which reseJ1 to sub-
distributors and retail record stores and (b) a whoJ1y owned
subsidiary corporation , Columbia Record Club , which retans the
records directly to the consuming pubJic, bypassing the wholesaler-
retailer distribution cbannels. In 1961 , and 1962 , the Club' s sales of
records to consumers totaled $41.5 milion and $53 milion , respec-
tively ; Columbia s nonclub sales to the trade were approximately
the same as its Club sales. In the aggregate , then , phonograph
records accounted for somewhat Jess than 207c of CBS' s total sales
of $473. 8 million in 1961.

3. This proceeding is concerned primarily with Columbia

formation and operation of its Columbia Record Club, an organi-
zation that distributes phonograph records direct to the consuming
public through the "club" or "subscription" form of mail order
seJ1ing. Under the "club" method of seJ1ing, the consumer becomes
a "member" of the selling organization and "commits" himself to
buy a minimum number of phonograph records over a stated period
of time.

The principal features that distinguish the "club" from the
nonclub (retail dealer or rack) method of seJ1ing and buying are
as follows. The Club' s initial communication with the consumer is
accomplished by extensive advertising, principaJ1y in such national
magazines as Life , Look etc. These advertisements describe an
introduciory offer ! under which the consumer, as an inducement

to "join" the Club and agree to buy a certain number of records at
a fixed price over a stated period of time , is offered a number of
records immediately at a nominal (below-cost) price.

2 These plants an located at (a) BridgepuJ" , Connecticut; (b) Pitman !\cw Jersey; (e)
Tene Haute, Indiana: and (d) Los Angeles , California. The one located in Pitman , New Jersey.
completed in May 1961 , houses " the world's largest Lp llong- playing) manufact\ning facilities
with "an annual capacity uf 25 million Lp " ex 264 , p. 9. That is 14. 1. of all LPs sold in the
United States in 1961 (163 milion). RX 44l.

3 CX 266 , i83- , and RX 422 in camera.
4 FOI' example: U !TJhe Club offers the biggest hlb from Columbia-Mel'cury-- Kapp"

Liberty- United Artist.-\Varner Brothers-Epic and many other record ('ompanies! MOJ'e Top
Stars * * * More Savings * the g!' eatest values ever offered by any record club! " 
fabulous saving * * * world's largest record club. By joining now , you can have your choice of
ANY SIX of the 78 outstanding records shown on these two pages-up to a 3G.88 retail value

ALL SIX for only S1.8!1. What' s more, you ll also receive a bandy l'ceOJ'd bJ'115h and cleaning
cloth-an additiona1 value of $l.J9--ahso:uteIy FREE! * " on;y membersnip obJigation is to pur-
chase six selections from the man:' than 400 to be offered in the coming 12 months. . ." ex
731-

5 Tr, 6144.
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The basic "popular" LP carries a "list" price of $3.98 in both

CJub and nonclub channels. Discounting and the like among the
retail dealers has reduced their average price , in recent years, by
an estimated 25 % below list, or to $2. 98. The clubs , on the other
hand

, "

discount" by "giving away" records designated as "free.
Thus , at the time of these hearings in 1963, the Columbia Record
CJub' s " introductory ofIer" to new members was six (6) records
for an aggregate price of $1.89, plus 55( postage, or approximately
419 per record , provided the new member also agrees to buy
another six (6) records in the next 12 months at the " list" price of
$3. 98 each , plus 35( postage on each , or a total of $4.33 per record.
The total bil for the 12 records figures to 328.42 , or $2. 37 each.

In the second year , the Club member buys on a 3-for-the-price-
of-2 basis. For each two he "buys " at the list price of $3.98, he gets
a second one "free. " Thus, he buys two for $3.98 each ($7. 96).
plus a 35( mailng and handling charge for each (701'), or a total
of $8.66-for an average price of $2,88 per record.

After receiving the first six records under the " introductory
offer " the new member buys his second six in accordance with
what is called the "negative option plan, " Every 28 days the
CoJumbia Record Club mails to its members a 24-page magazinc
describing the 100 to 200 records currently being offered by the

Club, along with a card of the type used in data processing ma-
chines , calJed a "negative option card. "f1 The card describes four
(4) "options. " First, the member can do nothing about the card
(e. throw it away), in which case he will automatically be sent.
and biled for a phonograph record called that month' s "current
selection " of the Club "division" to whicb he belongs.' Second , thc
member can "check" a "box " on the card. reading: " INSTEAD OF the
current selection, send me the records I have checked on the re-
verse side. " Third, he can check a box reading; "IN ADDITWO: TO the
current selection , send me the records I have checked on the rever8e
side. " Fourth, the member can check one saying; "CHECK here if
you DO NOT wish to receive any records this month. In practice

the CJub's offcials anticipate in advance that approximately 35 '
of the members of its largest ("popular ) division will not return

6 See RX ;J85 , aUachment to p. 19.
7 TnI' Cl1Jb had fOUl" divisions until recently: Listenin ' and Drlncing; Cja8 ica:; Bl'uadway: and

Jazz. A fifth division, Country and Western , was later added. Som.. 40' :;- of tne Club' s tota:
members an' in the largest division, Listening an,j Dancing (" popola," ) division. Tnc uther

t.hree were of approximately eQ'Jal size , about 20,/".' each. The Club had appruximat,'ly :2 mil:ion
members in aJl divi ions in November 1962. Tr. 5128

8 RX 385 , attacnment to p. 19 (boldface type in u!"iginfll; emJ)hnsis added). The member that
wants no record at al1 in a particular month wiJl of cours.. still have to buy at least six (G)
records over the commitment period of 12 months.
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the card and hence wil recei ve and accept the record selected for
them by the CJub.

4. The CoJumbia Record Club itself was formed in August 1955.
Thereafter, commencing in May 1958 , Columbia decided the Club
could be more profitably operated if it sold not just its own
(Columbia) records , but those of some of its competitors as well.
However, instead of going to those manufacturers ' wholesale dis-
tributors (described here as the "open" market for phonograph
records) and paying the same price paid by other record retailers
(the Columbia Record Club is admittedly a "retailer " in that it
sel1s directly to the ultimate consumer), the Club entered into 
series of "licensing" agreements with nine (9) of its medium-size
and smal1er competitors under which it uses their "masters " to
produce finished records at a total cost of some 87. , versus the
$1. 60 or more al1 competing retailers (whether clubs or stores)
are required to pay wholesalers for those same records. It also
included in those " licensing" agreements provisions (a) fixing
(depressing) the price (royaJty) to be paid by those manufacturer-
competitors to their own artists on records sold through the Colum-
bia Record Club'" and (b) giving the Columbia Record Club the
sale and "exclusive " right or " license" to fabricate records from
those nine competitors

' "

master" records (for a royalty of some
17. 89 on each record it fabricates from them), those competitors
expressly promising (i) not to engage in a "club" operation them-
selves, (iJ) not to sel1 their records directly to anyone eJse who
resel1s them through a mail order "club" operation , and (iii) not to
allow anyone else to use their "master" recordings for the purpose
of producing finished records for resale through a mail order
club" operation.

5. Columbia established the Record Club for the purpose of pre-
venting the entry of certain nonrecord firms , particularly book
pubJishers and distributors. Columbia intended to thwart further
competition not only in the sale of records but in the hiring of

Tr. 713-714. In one period , for example, the lowest " pulJ rate" of any record (percentage of
members accepting the record selected for them) in the monophonic ection of the Listening- and

Dancing Divi;;ion was 25% (95 667 records sold): the highcst had a pull rate of 34';;- (156 948
records sold). Tr. 8411. One of the Club's offcials testified that the " CLUTent selections " sent
automatically to members accounted for 48.4% of the Club's total . "lrs 'Volwmc in 1962. Tr.

8418, 8, 31-8532.
10 Two of the ..al"Jie t of these "ontract also contained provisions (a) fixin the price at

which the Columbia Record Cluh was to l'€S€U the competitors' records and (b) fixing the l1rice
at which tho e competitol'S were themselves to seJl their records in nonclub channels , i.,' , to their
own distributors (who in turn selJ to retaiJ stores). The evidence is not suffcient, however, to
support a finding that these two price fixing agreements have eontinued in pfTeet or that they
were a part of the Jater licensing contracts.

The evidence un the fixing of artists ' royaJties. on the othe!' hand , is clearly set out in sevel'aj

of the contracts , including the later ones. See Findings 10 and 11.
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artists. In approximately the middle of 1951 , Mr. Goddard Lieber-
son, then the executive vice president of Columbia Records, in-

itiated a series of meetings with an offcial of the Book-of-the-
Month Club, Mr. Harry Scherman " to see if there "was an area of
possible working together with someone in the book club business
to go into something of the record club type of operation.

Columbia concluded that the book club' s approach was "not real-
istic" and dropped the matter. Then, in 1954 , the book club initiated
further meetings. Again, Columbia found the proposal unattrac-
tive. At the last of that series of meetings , however , in December
1954 , the book club' s offcial announced "that he had come to the
final decision that the Book of the Month Club unde,. his manage-
ment was definitely going into the record club business that he

would repeat to us his interest in doing it in conjunction with
Columbia Records , and when we told him that we did not have an
interest in joining with him in this venture , he told us that, be that
as it may, he should warn us then that he would need important

artists, and if they were OUTS , and some of then/, 'would be , he said
he would make an ef/m.t to get them unde,' contmct you know
when their contracts with us had terminated. "):! This was later
confirmed by several of Columbia s artists, who reported that they
had in fact been approached by Book-of-the- Month Club with very
attractive offers. U

Columbia s offcials were concerned over this new competitive
threat; " (IJ twas per/ectly obvious that the club form of selling
was the way of the future and that Book-of-the-Month had already
demonstrated through its Music Appreciation Record Club that it
couJd make a successful club. '" .' " Well , if the mail  order people
became powerful in the record club field , as they gave every indica-
tion of doing in 1955, it was entirely conceivable and in fact

probable that with the immense purchasing power that could be
generated through mail o?'de?' selling, the important ,' ecording
artists would naturally gravitate to these companies. " * * lHence
those artistsJ would be not available for retail , or at least would be
available under such terms and conditions as might not be bene-
ficiaJ to the retail business.

"'" "

(IJt was soon obvious they (the

book firms) would be able to go to artists and offer them hetter
deaIs than we could. "16

-..

llTr. 6168 ct. sC'l.

12 Tr. 6170 (emphasis added).
13Tr. 6173 (emphasis added).

14Tr. 6174.
15 Tr. 5035-5038 (emphasis added).
16Tr. 4839.
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Columbia moved swiftly and effectively;
Q. Before this was over, Mr. Adler, which Columbia artists did Book-af-the.

Month Club actually sign?
A. I don t recall nov,' whether they signed one or none. I think we effectively

thwarted it.
Q. Is it possible that they didn t sign any Columbia artists:
A. I said I didn t know whether they signed one or none. We effectively

thwarted their plan,
This threat of new competition was particularly alarming because
it came from outside the " industry" (records), posing the danger

of entry by a complete stranger; "Well , we felt that several things
could happen with a third party being in the business , a third
party, I mean , other than the record manufacturer and the dealer
and the normal distribution that goes to the dealer. We felt that if
the important artists were siphoned away into a club there was a
reasonable possibilty that they would never find their way to the
retail business; therefore , the retailer would suffer. We would aJso
suffer by not having these artists.

"""

6. Columbia s purpose in entering into the licensing contracts

with its competitors included , in addition to the obvious one of

increasing the Club's sales and market share, the desire to prevent
those competitors from entering the club fieJd on their own or
from selling their records to anyone else who attempted to sell in
that club field. The first contract between Columbia and its com-
petitor-licensors, the one with Caedmon dated May 15, 1958

granted Columbia " the exclusive right, privilege and license" to
use the master recordings" of Caedmon in the manufacture and

sale "through our mail order record club " Caedmon agreeing that
it wouJd " not sell by mail order methods of any kind or nature

whatsoever, and LwouldJ not authorize or consent to such sale 

any third paTty, of phonograph records manufactured from any of
the master recordings, or from copies or duplicates thereof, "lO

This provision was amended 11 days later , May 26 , 1958 , to make it
somewhat more specific as to the channeJ of distribution aimed at
and the competitors Caedmon was not to sell to; "You (CaedmonJ
agree that, during the term of this agreement , you wjJ not distrib-
ute or sel1 or authorize or consent to the distribution or sale by
any third party of phonograph records manufactured from any of
the master recordings t.hrough any mail order record club which
regularly distributes or oilers for sale to its members significant
quantities of phonograph records of a musical nature, incl.?ldin,q 

17 Tr. 5043-5044 (emphasis added).
18 Tr. 6177-6178.

CX 19 , pars. 3(a) and 4(c) (emphasis added).
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without limitation , the Book-of- the-Month Club,' 'Music Treasures
of the World,' any RCA Victor record club, and any Capitol record
club. "20

In other words , the restriction on Caedmon was reduced from
the broader channel ("mail order methods of any kind or nature
whatsoever ) to the narrower one (" any mail order record club"
and four competitors of the Columbia Club were specifically named
as examples of the competing "clubs" Caedmon was forbidden to
sel1 to. (Caedmon remained free, however, to sell its records
through normal retail channels.

)"'

7. The second of these contracts, the one with Verve dated
March 31 , 1959 , similarly granted Columbia the exclusive "right,
privilege and license" to manufacture and sell phonograph records
made from certain specific Verve "Licensed Masters" through the
club channeI by direct mail in accordance with the merchan-
dising method known and understood , in the mail  order business,
as tbe ' subscription ' or ' club' plan as distinguished from individual
over-the-counter sales by retail store outlets receiving their phon-
ograph records from phonograph record distributors * :1'

":!:! "

You
(VerveJ agree that during the Term of this agreement you wil not,
in the territory of the lInited States and Canada, (1) sell by direct

mail, (2) offer for sale by direct mail , or (3) authorize or consent
to the sale or offering for sale by direct mail by any third party of
phonograph records manufactured from master recordings which
you now own or control or which you may hereafter own or
control."2

8. The third of these agreements , the one with Mercury dated
April 1 , 1960 , granted the Columbia Club "the sole and exclusive
right , privilege and license" to manufacture and sell records made
from Mercury "master recordings" by "direct mail in accordance

with the merchandising method known and understood, in the mail
order business , as the ' subscription ' or ' club' plan as distinguished
from individual over-the-counter sales by retail store outlets re-
ceiving their phonograph records from phonograph record distrib-
utors. * " " e, It further provides; "You (MercuryJ agree that

o ex 20 (emphasis added).

21 " It is understood an,) agTeed , however, that nothing" herein euntained i inlenoeo to or shall
in any way restrict the rli t1"ihntjon and !;aJe of l",h nhonog'l'anh h'rn!'''."' thl' O\JI'rh nOl'ma1 \' etail
channels," CX 19 , 4(c).

2 CX 23 , p. 3.

ld. pp. 7-8. Certain reco!.r1 a1''' excepterl from this j)l(JY;S;(J!, llnde,' eel.tain described cil'
cumRtances. Thus , it wa agreen that "YOLI (Ven' eJ will not autho!' ize any uthel' mail ordel'
record club (hereinafter refeIT€n to as 'other c;ub' ), such as the Capitol 0)' RCA Victor C1ub
tu release phonog-J"tph \'ecord albums embodying the perfOl')M. nces of Ella FitzSIerald 01" O ca!
Peterson except" in certain d",scribed circumstances. ld. IJ, 4

24 ex 34, p. 2 , pal', 2,
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during the term of this agreement you wil not, in the territory of
the United States and Canada , (1) sell by direct maiJ , (2) offer for
sale by direct mail, or (3) authorize or consent to the sale or

offering for sale by direct mail by any third party of phonograph
records manufactured from master recordings which you now own
or control or which you may hereafter own or control."z;;

9. The remainder of the contracts contain similar provisions
giving the Columbia Club the "sole and exclusive " right to use the

licensor s masters to produce records for sale by the "club" method
and expressly prohibiting the licensor from selling in competition

with the Columbia Club or allowing anyone else to use its masters
to do so.

10. Certain of these contracts between Columbia and its com-
petitors also contain express provisions fixing the prices (royal-

ties) to be paid by these companies to artists who record for them.
Thus the contract with Verve (March 31 , 1959) provided that

Verve would attempt to get its artists to agree to accept (a) a
50 % reduction in their royalty rate on their records sold through
the Columbia Club, and (b) a complete waiver of any royalty
payment at all on those of their records that the Club should give
away fTee to its subscribers as " introductory offer" or "bonus
records." The contract recognized, however, that Verve might
be "unable ,. ,. ." to obtain execution (by the artistJ of a modification
agreement substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit I
and provided that, in such event, Verve was to notify Columbia
of this recalcitrant artist within 15 days. "We shaH then have the
right to negotiate directly with any such artist to obtain the
execution of any such modification . but in the event we shaH be

Id.. p. 3 , pa)'. 7.
2r, Respondent attaches sigr.ificancc to the fact that the contl' Brt.-; ria nut run in perpetuity,

but arc limited in time-c. g.. Cameo-Parkway, 1 year; Caectmon , 2 years and I month: Kapp,
Liberty, Rnd United Artists, 3 years and 4 months: and Mercury, 3 years aml 6 months. How-
ever , several of them contain express " options to renew " ant1 they are in practice regularJy
renewed.

Columbia also emph!lsiz..s the fact that the mOl'e recent of the contracts (,ontain " release
f'aDses giving the licensor-competitors an option to either tnke individual !"ewn1s ("partial"
re1ease) OJ" entire catalo s ("compJete" l'elease) out of th.. Columbia Record Club and put them
in another cJtlb if they get a better offer fl'om sclch other record club. (The Caedmon , L'nited

Artisb3 and Libel'ty contracts contained both types of J' eJease clauses , and the Kapp contract
had a "partiaJ" reJease dause only. ) Thel'e has been no significant use of these clauses . however
and the Jicensors make it cl",(1r that they like their lll1angements with the Columbia Recon1
Club and have no intention of aJlowin their l'eCOl"16 to be offered through any other club. Se..

tr. 1,s94.-1595.
. CX 27- , 2S-a. Whl;e V!1rvp was to use its "best efforts " tn obt!lin this kind of concession

from its artists , Columbia said that " we agree to accept " in lip'J of the one desnilwd , a modiE-

catio HimiIal' to E"hibit II. *" ex 2 b. That "Exhibit II " prepared fo!' the signature of
the artist , provides in part: " J a ree to waive (aJlJ my l"OY!lltieH . * . on alJ recorde sold via
mail 01'1('1' under the ' subscription ' or 'dub' plan 

* *

. I have received S500 as payment in fuJl
for this waiver." ex 30
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unsuccessful, we agree that such master recording shan not be
deemed to be included in Schedule A or C of this agreement

Lrecords to be used by the ClubJ. With reference to such direct
negotiation , if we obtain a modification whereby the artist is 
be paid a royalty in excess of fifty per cent (50 %) of the royalty
payabJe to you hereunder, with reference to such Licensed Master
the royalty payable to you pursuant to paragraph 12 (five (5) per
cent of the royalty price with respect to ninety per cent (90%) of
our net saJesJ shal1 be increased to a figure no less than two and
one-half percent (211 7c) greater than that payable to the
artist."" Thus, taking $3.46 as the "royalty price" on a $3. 98 Jist
price record , Verve was to get 17. 31' (5 ;, of the royalty price) on
9 out of every 10 of its records sold by the Club. But if the artist
insists upon more than half of that 17. , it would be raised to the
point where Verve could pay the artist his fun price and stil
reaJize 8. 6( (2'12/c' of the "royalty price " $3.46).

11. Another of Columbia s contracts with its competitors, the

one with Mercury (April 1 , 1960), was still more explicit on the
subject of suppressing competition in bidding for artists ' services:
You lMercuryJ recognize that it is our (ColumbiaJ policy to pay

no more than half of customary artist royalty with respect to
recordings sold by us by our direct mail operation , and agree in
general to conform to this policy, except, in cases of artists who
are dead or no longer under contract to you. ":!!) This provision
concluded; "Nothing herein shan prevent you (MercuryJ from
absorbing or paying on your own behalf any additional royaJty on
records sold by us to any of your artists. You win , however , advise

28 ex 23 , pp. 19- , par. 25. This provision cuntinued: ").othing contained in this paragTap11
shall alter the concept that aJl royalty payments to al'this are to be mad" dircctly by yuu; ana
in that regard , we (ColumbiaJ wiJl send a cupy of any modification obtained by' ,,; to you within
five (5) days after such modification has he",n executed by the artist. Ibid.

The royalty provisions in at least one of the otheJ ' contJ' acts eXpl"C5s1y desil,nated the al"ti5t
sharc: "We rColumbial wiJl pay YOll rVangual'dl Ii royalty of jive (5) pel" cent of the royalt
price plus an additional artist royalty of two and one- half pelcent of tne royalty price.
Said royalty shal1 be paid on ninety (gO) pel' cent of OUI. net ales of Albums manufacturerl

fl"m the master recordings. :ret sales al.e rlefined as g,'UeS shipment le rett1' " ex 4:-\, "p. :
pal'. 7.

:)0 ex 34 , p. Ii , pal'. J:-. It was fUl. the,' pruvided: You rMel' CUl'yJ wiH make you,' best eJIort
make available to us under the terms of thi agreement the T'erfol'mancc of major a,. ti8v; w
are now under contract to you 01' who have previously been unoel. contract to you , and will
supply us by May 31 , 1960 , with a Jist of those who arc not S0 available. Tf thi list in (Jur view
is so material to the terms of thid eontra('t that we deem it imp088ibJe to meet the gual'antcc
herein provided , we shall w notify you wit.hin ten days thereafter and .'hall :hen be obliged
to !Jay only such ruyalti..s pursuant to pal'agravh 11 as nl' e eal'ned on it"ms all'eady lI ..d 0" an-
nounced by us and not on the )' oyalty guarantee as provided in ection 11 hereof. Except f",.
payment as 8uch thi contract shaJJ th€reUpOIl be terminated.

You agree that the performances of any artist signed by vuu sUbst:Ciut:nt tu the date of this
contract and to be pel"ormed before the te1.mination the,."of shaJI be f\vailab!., to us pUl.s\ll1nl
to the terms of this agreement, Ibid.
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us on request of any such additional payments or agreements to
pay, and you agree that we shall not be liable for any royaJty
beyond that specified in paragraph 11 (7%% and 1070 , res pec-

tiveJy, on nonclassical and classical records, figured on 95 '10 of
net salesJ . "30

Similar provisions were contained in Columbia s contracts with
its other competitors,

12. While there are no provisions in the written contracts
between Columbia and its competitors that deal with the matter 
not attempting to hire away each other s artists , the record is
clear that there is , in fact, an understanding or agreement among
them to lessen their competition in this respect. Thus, one of
Columbia s liccnsor-competitors was asked about an incident in
which Columbia had let him know that one of his artists had

offered his services to Columbia:

Q. Is this one of the advantages of being in the club, by the way?
A. I \vouldn t say it is one of the advantages of being' in the club. I can

think of many other significant advantag' cs. I wou1d say that is possibly, one
could consider this a fringe benefit.

13. Several alternative "markets" have been suggested as the
appropriate area in which to evaluate the probable competitive

effects of these licensing agreements, including (1) the "all-
record," (2) "all- " (3) "all-mail-order " and (4) the mail
order "club" markets. The one advanced by respondent is the "all-
record" market, e" all phonograph record sales in the united
States , including both "LP' :! and " singles " and including sales
made through all channels of distribution-retail stores, "rack "34

30 Ibid. As a CoJurnbia Dffcia! explained the situati(11l in H. letter to Mercury: "It has been
my experi"'1lc('anrl of course I will he glad to dder to your jl1dgment in this matter-that
unce YOU truckle to an artist, it io very diffr.dt to get the :l1tist in line again." ex 358(c)- (d)
(emphasis added),

31 \Va1nel' Brothers , ex .''d, p. 5 , pal" 11: KalJlJ, CX 41, p. 7 , par. 13; Vanguard , ex 43

, p.

, pal', 9; United Artists , ex 44 . p, G, pa!", 1;1; Lib",rty, ex 4.5 , p. 6, par. 13; Cameo-Parkway,
ex 453 , p. 6, pal" 13.

T\". 3676 (emphasis add",d).

' "

LP" is an abbreviation uf " lu:Jg- playing, " a I'ecunl that genel'alJy contains six (0) sungs
or performances on each side (usualh a minut.es or playing time per song), fur a total of 12

songs UI' performances p",r r",cord (;16 minutes), as contrasted with the' "single " which has

only one (1) song 01' performance on each side (6 minutes playing time un both sides). The
two records also differ in diameter and in turntable speed: the LP is 12 inches in diameter and
evulves at a speed uf 331/, )' evolutiuns pel' minute , while the "single " is 7 inches in diameter
aDd turn, at 45 n'vo1utions pel' minut.., The two also sell at different p1"ice the LP "Jist
price" is S3.98 and up, the " sin " 98\!-99\!. The LP accounted fOl' about. 7, ( of total

phonograph record sa es in 19(;1.

4 " Racks " are the familiar stnlctures LJispJaying phonograph recu)'ds in supe,markets , d\"1JJ.
stures , and uther higl1-traffc l'etail a)'eas, Their distinguishing charactel'istic is that , unlike the
retail record deal",r s stOJ' , which may cany viltnally all of approximate:y 25 000 sepal'ate
records offered fa!' sale by all record manufacturers , frequently cany only the 50-150 most
popular records (the CUl'ent " hits
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juke boxes, and "clubs. " In 1960 , total consumer expenditures
for all kinds of records , through all channels, were an estimated
$521 milion.." Columbia s share of this total was an estimated
21.2%-" The other two members of the phonograph record in-
dustry s "big three " RCA and Capitol, had an estimated 16 %
and 11.1 %, respectively, of the all-record market. Decca , Mercury,
and MGM fol1owed with 3.4%, 2.7%, and 2.4';'" respectiveJy.
Some 20 other firms shared the bulk of the remaining 43. 2 %.

--.

Firm
Share of 1960 all.record

sale (percent)

.-- - -

Columbia
RCA m
Capitol

Big Three" total

21.2
16.
11.

"--

48.

Decca
Mercury
MGM n
All others

3.4

2.4
43.

100.

- .

CBS produces a somewhat larger share of all
playing) records that is , exclusive of "singles

" :,)!!

LP" (long-

- -

Fil"
1!J60 h!J.1e of " LP"

ales (percent)

--- - -

Columbia
RCA '
Capitol

Big Three '" total

25.4
17.
13.

56.

Decca
Mercury
MGM m
AJ1 others

1.8
36.

100.
35 The reJative share of each of these four (4) channels of distribution in the cunsumertotal expenditurcs on phonograph l'ecorrls in 19fjJ was estimatpd as follows (CX B9a):

- -

1961 ale

Channel of di t!'ibution
DolJars

(millions) l'cl' centag..

---

Retail stOl'
Racks
Clubs _
Jllke boxes

147
100

Totald 5R7 100

As noted below , the " cJub" ngun fO!' 1961-$100 million-was late\' scaled d()WrHnl1c!, that figurebein estimated as cl()se!' o "ctual Club sales in the folluwing yeal' , 1962 , when the .' universehac! grown to an estimaterl $fi20 million. This w(Julfi givf' the rl\lh_1(i 1';, "f nil 1'PC"1'; sale.
in the latter ""Clil'
3fiCX 199b

RX 35D.
38 As noted , LI"s A' Count for IlpPJ"Qximately ir,'

;- _

,'f aJI phonogmph record sale"39 RX 354.
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In what is referred to in this record as the "mail order" channel
of distribution-the sale of phonograph records through the mail
by a1l types of organizations , including sales by mail order houses,

clubs " etc.-respondent offers the fo1lowing share data:

--.

Share of aU phonograph record
sales by "mail order" in percent

- -

3d & 4th
quarters

15t8

Firm 1961
quarters

1962

Columbia
RCA .. u - u
Reader s Digest

Capitol -
All others -

47.
18.
17.

7.4

44.
20.
18.

In the stil narrower "club" channeJ of distribution-that is , the
saJe of phonograph records through the "membership" or " sub-
scription" method of mail order se1ling as described beJow-CBS
accounts for more than 50 % of total sales ;

Firm
1960 share of all phunograph
recurd sales throu h "clubs

percent
Columbia
RCA
Capitol

56.
26.

Big Three" total 90.

An others 9.4

14. The significance of the specific sales voJume acquired by
Columbia under the cha1lenged "Jicensing" agreements (some

40RX 450.
41 ex 357. Some market share data is availahle for two later years. 1961 and 1962 , but it is

not as complete for all channeJs of distributiun as the 1960 figul"es set out above. One index for
the a.1l.1'eco1'o market is available , an index based on a eomparison of ir:dlvidl;al record mamnu-
facturers ' payment. of excise taxes with total excise tax collections. This shows Co:umbia with
16.52% in 1960 18.47("/c in 1961 , and 20.72' ;' of the aJI- record market in J962. RX 418 , h, camera.
Columbia contends that its share of all "club" sales fell from 56, 1'/,. in 1960 (as shown abuve) to
41.5' ir, in 1961. RX 451 in camp-ro.. No such decline occUlTed. Tn fact, sales of the Co!umbia
Record Club increased from , 1\0.4 million in 1959 , to S:17.5 milion in 1960 , to S4L5 million in

1961 , and to $51\.2 million in 1962. ex 783-1' and RX 422 in camera. Certainly no greater in-
creases occurred in the sales of the club sector as a whole. The alleged clecline in its 'Ohare in
1961 is based on the fact that the "universe" figure-sales of ail club8-is not nn exactJy
known figure but one estimated by Bilboard, the industry s statistician , which admittedJy

over' estimated" the 1961 llnive!'8e figure (putting all cJub sales at $100 miJion) and thereby

giving Columbia a fictitiously lower "sharc" of that inflated total. Bilboard later' put the 1962

figUTC at S100 milion , scaling the 1961 figure downwarrl accorrlingIy.
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$12.8 mi1ion in 1961) is similarly afIected by the choice of the
relevant market." First, if there is only a single "all-record"
market for phonograph records in the United States, then the
total sales of the Columbia Record Club-including both its own
CoJumbia records and those licenscd from its competitors-do not
constitute a dominant market share. Measured against the 1961
universe" figure of $587 million, the Columbia Record Club'

sales of $41. 5 mi1ion in 1961 constituted some 7. 07 ';; of all phono-
graph records sold to consumers in that year. Of that $41.5 million
total, $12. 8 million of it (30. X) represented the Club' s sales of

the nine (9) competitors' records under the challenged licensing

agreements. Measllred against the over-all , all-record universe
figure of $587 million , that $12. 8 million sales volume acquired by
Columbia from its competitors amounts , therefore, to only 2. 1971,

of all phonograph record sales through all channels of distribution.
Stated another way, acceptance of an "all- record" market as the
relevant market would mean the situation is one in which
Columbia, with slightly less than 20)"; of that over-all market on
its own labels, has "acquired" by contract another 2. 19 ri;' from its
competitors.

A much more concentrated structure is presented, however , if
the sale of phonograph records through the "club" channel of
distribution is itself considered a separate market, set apart from
the over-all record market by mcaningful economic factors. The
Columbia Record Club had , as noted, 56. 1 % of the sales of all
record "clubs" in 1960 and at least 53 S(. in 1962. The latter figure
, we believe , a conservative estimate of its share in the inter-

vening year , 1961. As noted above , its 1961 sales , in dollars , were
$41.5 mi1ion , with $12. 8 million (30.9,;) being accounted for by
its sales of competitors ' records. This means that without the
sales volume acquired pursuant to these challenged licensing agree-
ments, the Columbia Record Club' s 1961 sales would have been
$28.7 milion, or S12.8 million less. In terms of percentages , it
would have had not 53 ' ; of all sales through the "club" channel of
distribution but some 37 i; , about 16 percentage points Jess. Stated
another way, the existence of an economically meaningful "club"
market would mean the situation is roughly one in which (1) a
firm with some 37,; of the relevant market already ($28. 7 milion)
has acquired another 16 percentage points by contract \vith nine
of its competitors ($12.8 million), for a total of approximately
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53%, and (2) in which that firm and two others have more than
90 % of the relevant market."

15. There is no persuasive evidence here that the sale of phono-
graph records through clubs and through nonclub mail order
methods combine to make up an economically meaningful "mail
order" market. The principal category of sales proposed for this
market, " other than Club sales, is the sale of what are called

record j'packages groups of records sold as a unjt in a single
mail order transaction. Reade?"s Digest magazine is the largest
seller 43 of such packages, with saJes of some $12.1 mi1ion in
1962 " a figure that would be equivalent to approximately 12. 1 %
of all "club" sales in 1962 ($100 mi1ion) or approximately 2%
of al1 record sales , through all channels of distribution ($620
mi1ion in 1962).

The "package " records sold by Reader s Digest however , are
not the same ?'eco?'dB that are sold in the "clubs. " Some of the
records sold in these packages bear the same titlcs , and were per-
formed from the same published music scores , but the aJ. tists are
not the same. The offcial in charge of Reader s Digest's package
operation testified that these packagc records consist primarily
of "war horses" or "standard repertoire (e. Beethoven
symphonies) performed by orchestras and performers that are
generally unknown to the American pu blic; no "name" artists are
used as performers , and hence the records " cost lcss J;j and seJl

42 Usin the Columbia Record Club' s actual sales figl1!e fol' 1962, s..; million. and a 'i\lmi!lg"
that the licensors ' contribution to that total remained ilt no more than the ;jO.

;;, 

they ac-
counted fo!' in the prior yea!' , 1961 , then he twu components of the CJub's 1962 sales of S53
miJlion would have consisted of (1) $36. 6 milliun on CoJ\1mbia s own :abels. plus (2) $16.
miJion on the licen ors ' Jabels. (In units , the nine licensor ' J'",cords constituted ;,6.3(! of a;1
records shipped by the Columbia Record Club in 1962- 1 milion out of the total of 22.
miJion LP's it shipPQd. ex 823 in camera. Dividing each uf these figures by the 1952 " "Iub"
universe of S100 milion !'ives iYj;; as the approximate shan- of the club market of Columbia
own labels , 16.4'l as that of the nine licenwl' , f01' a combined tuta! of 53';'.

4:, The principal seJJers of " packages " are Reader s DiQcst maga7.ine Life mRgazine, Book-
of- the-Month Club , Columbia , and Sears Roebuck. Tr. 10 . 15,. Read H Digest gave its phono-
graph record sales in terms of an "average" tigun for the years 1%0, 1961 , and 196:0 as
S12.1 milion. RX 700 in camera. (Its sales in 1957 had been S7. 8 million. Ibid. Both Life
magazine and Book-of- the-Month Club had total phonograph record sales of $1 milion or less in
1962. HX 502 and 507-508 in camera. This latter f,gure ;!; ume J i;th of i;' of the industry
approximately $620 miJion total sale and les,; than 1';'(. of the e timaterl $100 million of aU
club" saJes in that year(RX 311 in camera: tl" Gg67 , G931).

44 Ibid. These " package" saJes of Reader !);gcst are sepamte and rJii'tir. ct from it.s ,;aJcs
through a "club" operation it coneJu"ts as a seJling ag-er. t fur RCA. Tn the pa"kage business,
Reader s DiQest seEs records manufactured by RCA but heal' ing its uwn " tleadel" S Dig-est
label. In the other opcration , it is under formal contract to " act as (RCA' sJ a!?en in deveinp-
ing, adveJ. tising, promoting, and servicing lRCA'sl Rewrd Cjllb ..' HX 704- a (contract be-
tween RCA and Reader s Dige8t); . 9459. Th,. RCA Club (administered by Header Digest
has a much larger saJes volume , approximately $14 mjlion in 1961 and :;22, 7 mi:lion in 19(;2.
RX 645. The latter figure wuuld be approxirnate y 22. :" uf the estimated nOli mi:liun tutal
club" sales in 1962 (compared to the Columbia Record Club's 553 miJlion , or 530/0
451' 1'. , 114- , 115; 10, 146- , 150.
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for less. This is precisely the opposite of the situation in "club"
seIling. As discussed bclow , the records sold in clubs feature the
artist and his personality, rather than the repertoire itself , and
hence seIl largely those records that carry the performances of
weIl-known, highly publicized artists. In the one case. the seIler is
attempting to seIl the repertoire alone (e. Beethoven s Fifth

Symphony) ; in the other , he is seIling the artist ( 

g., 

Columbia
Leonard Bernstein) . " Supply and demand conditions are obviousJy
not the same in the sale of these two entirely different records.
One of respondent' s own offcials implicitly recognized this. "They
CBook-of-the- :.onth Clubl are now out of the record club business.
They are in the business of selling records by mail orrler. "47 The

Reader s Digest offcial in charge of its "package" operation testi-
fied that " I don t think the package business is in competition with
the record club business."!' With different performers , different

costs, and different prices , the "package" record and the "club"

record are clearly in different markets.
16. In view of our findings below that club sales are in a market

by themselves and constitute the relevant market involved in this
proceeding, it necessarily foIlows that "singles" are not a part of
that market; only "LP' " can be economicaIly marketed through
the club channcl of distribution.

17. We find that the " relevant market" involved here is the sale
of phonograph records through what respondent describes in its
own licensing contracts as sale " by direct mail in accordance with
the merchandising method known and understood, in the mall

order business, as the ' subscription ' or ' club' plan as distinguished
from individual over-the-counter sales by retail store outlets "50

the relevant market is the sale of records through the "club"
channel of distribution.

First, as discussed in some detail above , 51 this record is replete
with evidence of respondent' intent to exclude competing clubs

from that marketing channel. And a purpose to exclude others
from an area necessarily implies a conviction that it constitutes
an economically meaningful market, because otherwise there
would be no potential economic g-ain from the exclusion. Re-
spondent' s own belief that the exclusion was from an economically
meaningful market is inhercnt in the language of the contracts;

4G See .Q. tr. 10, 159- , 164:

4T Tr. 5018 (emphasis added).
48Tr. 10 , 12:-.
4!JTr. 4894.
o See

g., 

ex 2:'1

, p. 

,1 Finding o.

10. 62:-\- 11\, 1i35; In. 6(;1- , 6n
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You (Caedmon) agree that, during the term of this agreement , you wil not
distribute or sell or authorize or consent to the distribution or sale by any third
party of phonograph records manufactured from any of the master recordings
th?' ough any mail anle?" ?' ecord club which regularly distributes or offers ior
sale to its members significant quantities of phonograph records of a musical
nature, including without limitation , the " Book-of-the-Month Club,

" "

Music
Treasures of the World " any RCA Victor record club, and any Capitol rec-
ord club.

You (lVIercuryJ agree that during the term of this agreement you will not
in the territory of the United States and Canada , (1) sell by direct mail , (2)
offer for sa1e by direct mail, or (3) authorize or consent to thc sale of phono-
graph records manufactured from master re ordings which you now own or
control or which you may hereafter own or controLr.

18. A finding that the relevant market here is the sale of records
generally would require a finding- that phonograph records sold
through local retail stores, "racks " and juke boxes are adequate

substitutes " as far as the consumer is concerned, for records

sold through "clubs, that, as to a given record ",1 being offered
at the same price , the consumer is indifferent as to which channel
of distribution he patronizes. This is clearly not the case. First of
all, the prices are not the same. There is an entirely different price
structure on rccords sold through clubs and those sold through
nonclub channels. In the nonclub sector, the "suggested retajj
prices" (prices the manufacturers suggest their dealers charge
consumers) are as follows; (a) "popular" records , $3.98; (b)
classical" records , $4.98; (c) "broadway show tunes, $5. 98Y'

While respondents have adequately demonstrated that dealers in
some of the smaller towns do in fact charge these full list prices
there was evidence that the "average" dealer price has been re-
duced ("discounting, " etc. ) by some 25"; , to approximatcly $2.

)2 ex 20.
53 CX 34 , JJ. :! , par. 7. Se" aJso FindinKs G , 7, S and 

The records soJd through the CoJumbia Record Club a)'e :odmittedly physically id"n:icaI to
rccords sold thl'01JRh rJeaJe!' tol'e , rack , am1 juke boxe

, "..'.

. Andy Williams

' "

Moon Rive"
(reconJed by Kapp Records , one of the ninc competing manu-:act:Jl'ers that signed" " licen,;inK
ag'reemellt with the Colt,mbia Re"orrJ Club) is simultilneously o:d thro 'gh the Columbia Record

CIIJb and through these other rctaiJ outlets. In othn words . th"le is no "pl'dlAct differentia-
tion " involved in the def. nition of the relevant mar"et here. A noted below . howeveJ , thi,;

does not mean that club and nonclul; o\Jtlet8 have exactly the "1n(' TG)Jc'rt();TC in 01:1 r,, pccts:
the Columbia Record Club limit it. e;r pl'mal'ily to " hit

" ,'

econb, offe!'ing ome joO- :;UO re o)'

per mor;th (about 1 500 pel' year) tu its Club membe" , WhNelJS retail de01le,. often aJTY th"
entin' 25 000 separate l'ecord cunently offered by all of the cOl1nh-y , J'eeol'd mar;ufactur"r

The point is simply that , on each of the small number of H hit " thilt the Club doc. el"ct tu

handk, phy ically identieal copies of thllt precis" :'ccon:J- th" amP (mg. ame performe)' . ete.
.-are in fact being offt,red for sale to tbe eonsuming IJublic at thc aml' time :; . uther ,.etail

olltJets.
, The e are the pl' ice8 for monaural r"col'd,-;: stereo lecord a)' tO SJ.OO mOl'e. " Singles " whj

constitute sume 25% of all record sal(,5 , hav" a sUg'ge,ted list price of D8jt-99r
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on a "popular" ($3.98) record. The "club" price to the consumer
on the other hand , is approximately $2.37 for exactly the same
record, a difference of more than 20 % between the club and
nonclub prices to the consumer. If consumers were in fact in-
different as to which channel of distribution they bought their
records through , making their choice solely on the basis of price
then the club channel would necessarily have all of the business on
those particular records it elected to sell, and the nonclub sector
would have none. '" It is clear , then, that consumers do in fact

distinguish between the various channels of distribution.
19. The so-called "disadvantages" of buying through cJub

versus nonclub outlets-limited selection to choose from , having
to wait from a month to six (6) weeks before the records arrive
not being able to play them before buying, and the necessity of
making a "commitment" to buy six (6) records at 83.98 each (plus
mailng costs) over a period of a year-are obviously evaluated
differently by different people. The clubs have their primary appcal
to persons having certain characteristics , most particularJy those
having (1) a propensity to shop by mail,'' (2) a desire to develop a

phonograph rccord "collection "" (3) a dcsire for "guidance" or
expert assistance in developing that record collection 5!\ and (4)

an active interest in buying at economical prices.
More specifically, the individuals that join phonograph record

clubs tend to be (1) young adults, who have (2) just purchased a
phonograph record IJlayej' Gl who are (3) relatively uncertain in
their own musical preferences , and who, having purchased other
(nonrecord) items by mail in the past, (4) have no particular
reluctance to buy rccords in that manner. These characteristics
make up a record buyer that is , in the phraseology of Columbia
market researchers, " susceptible to club values,

"" 

a buyer that
believes the clubs

' "

advantages" (20(;;- lower price , the convenience
of arm-chair buying, 1 expert "guidance in developing a well-

jG One of the Columbia He ord Club offcials testifLed that the Ja1"ger part of the j"e"cJrrl-buyinl'
public obviously thinks thcre are some " rlisadvantag-es " in buying through tn", "club" channel
because "othenvise

, '

we wuuld have all of the sales of rec.Grds through Iubs rather than at
1'etaii 

.. *

" 1'1" 4929 (emphasis added). A5 not€d, th" clubs aC,"lmnted fOl' om,=thing less than
20';" of all J"ccorrl sale in 19G2 (Ie 'i than S10() million o;-,t of a total of an e timated S620

miJion).
5, RX 320. 1'r. 8;,38- 8342.

HX 340. 1'1" 795\! , 8315 , 8820-8321-
1'1' 8: 05.

1101'1', 8315 8323.
I; RX 337. 'fl'. 7944- 7945 , 8308-H309.

See RX 340.
!;31'1', 8319 , 8323.
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rounded collection of "hits " etc. ) far outweigh its "dis-
advantages.

20. Columbia s offcials recognize the distinctive characteristics
of the people who make up the "club" market for phonograph
records , particularly the fact that they are "new collectors" who
are only temporarily " susceptible" to club values and who wil
soon "outgrow" the Club or cease to be one of its potential
customers. For the Columbia Record Club as a whole , the long-run
shrinkage rate percentage of members resigning during the

year, is 54. 13 ';. This means that , of any hypothetical group of
100 new members enrolled at the beginning of any particular year
54 of them would have dropped out by the end of the year. 54 The
club market, " in short , is composed of those members of the

record-buying public whose characteristics , at a particular period
of time , make them regard the club' s features as "advantag-es
not disadvantages, and who are thus responsive to the club'
substantial price advantage over nonclub channels.

21. To the new collector who considcrs the "club" method of
buying generally equal to or at least not decisively inferior to

shopping for records in retail stores, price tends to become a
highly significant factor. That is to say, in the area of "overlap
in product between the "clubs" and nonclub retail outlets " a
consumer "susceptible" to club values can be induced by the clubs
approximately 20 q, lower price to purchase his entire require-

ments of those particular ?'ecoTds from them , buying none of those
specific records in the retail dealer market. A club member who has
just committed himself to buy 12 records from a club for S2.
each (including postage) may well buy othe?' records at his local
retail dealer s store for S2. , but not one of the 12 "hits" selected
from the club' s offerings at the lower price (and , to him , greater
convenience). In the sale of those 12 records, to this particular
consumer (and , therefore to the other three to four milion club
members like him), the clubs of the "big three" have no economi-
cally meaningful competition. This particular portion of the
record-buying public-the young adults just beginning their record
collections, those who have a relatively high propensity to shop by
mail, etc. is highly " susceptible" to the clubs' offer of this dis-
tinctive group of records ("hits ) at a sharply differentiated price

(20% lower), and hence constitutes a separate "market" in which
RX 365. 1'1". 8406.

(i,'j The three rJubs ofler , as noted. 200.-400 records te' the;l" members in any given month , or

Jess than 2';" of the 25 000 records offered for sale in the retail stores. It is only in the sale of

those relativeJy few rt:cords that there is any " o\' " betwt'en the ufferings of the two chaT!-
neJ of distribution.
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different conditions of supply and demand operate than those
present in the other channels of distribution.

22. The CoJumbia Record Club is able to profitably sell records
at a Jower price than those same records can be sold through

nonclub retail outlets because it enjoys a substantial cost ad-

vantage over those other channels of distribution. That is to say,
the "club" market is characterized not only by different " demand"
conditions , but by different circumstances on the " supply" (cost)

side as wel1. The cost structure in the club retailing of phonograph
records is entirely different from the cost structure in nonclub
record retailng. The Columbia Record Club presented data
showing total costs per licensor record shipped by the Club in
1962 as $2. , broken down as follows;

_._- - - - -

cen.L

Acquisition cost (mfg" royalties to licensors, etc.
Free merchandise

Advertising costs m

Sales promotion costs -- - - - m m -
Other operating and distribution costs -
Bad debts -

Total:

87.
12.
35.
17.
28.
31.8

$2.

23. In the nonclub sector (e. the manufacturer-wholesaler-
dealer chain), the outlet at the end of the chain that is said to com-
pete with the clubs , the dealer , necessarily incurs total costs that
substantially exceed those of the club , no matter how effcient he
might be. Instead of the 87.5f the Columbia Record Club pays for
the records of Liberty, Kapp, Warner Brothers, and the other
licensors, the dealer structure (there are some 5 000 or more
phonograph record dealers in the country) pays a price that ranges
from a low of about $1. 60 to a high of $2.47." Columbia s own

66 Tr. 10 469- 10, 470: 10 937. The R7.5j! "acquisition " cost b itself broken down as follow

(CX 821, in ca:mera);

Manufacturing- cost
Royalties to licensors

Copyright royalties -
AFM fees
Excise tax

A2. !:W

17. 8j!

l:J.
2.4j!

10.

Total: 87. 5'"

"i" The "list" price st)'ucturoc of the industry caUs f01 (on the " pupula!' '' recurd) a manufac-
tUJ"er-to-whoJesaler price uf $1.1;9 to S1. 2; a wholcsalt,r- to- dealer price of 82.47; and , f,naJly, a
deaJel"- to-consumer price of $3. 98. There is , however , considerable " discountinp: " at twu of these
levels and , hy some of the \;malle!' firm\; at least , at aJi th1"ee of tbem. Tbu , une distributor
testified that , whiJe " to many cURtomel' (retail JeaieJ'J we got as high as . j7" !Jer record

(tJo tbe customo- which had tbe most preference by ize and tbing of that SOl':. tbe lowest Wt.

would get down is between 51.80 and 51.ti5. " 1'1' 1427. Many dealers , however, apparently

pay tbe full " list" price of 82.47 for the majurity of their records. See

g., 

tr. 832-833; 1267-
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dealers paid in 1961 , after a1l "discounts" had been taken into
account, an "average " price of $2.12 per record. While the price
paid for records is presumably the largest single item of cost to
the deaJers, it is not the only one. The addition of a1l operating
and overhead costs would undoubtedly bring the costs of even the
largest and most effcient phonograph record dealer substantia1ly
above the $2. 13 costs incurred by the Columbia 1,ecord Club in its
operation. To the extent that the nonclub sector has higher costs

than the clubs, its capacity to compete with them is proportionately
reduced and the products it ofIers , at the higher prices its greater
costs force it to charge , become progressively Jess acceptable as
substitutes" to the consumer. Here, the thin profit-margins of the

many dealers that testified in this proceeding,"' on the one hand
and the evident satisfaction of the Columbia Record Club with
its profit-margin "" on the other , raises a fair inference that the
difference in the prices charged ($2. 37 by the clubs versus an
average of S2.98 by the dealers) is more than accounted for by the
difference in their cost structures. Different prices and different

costs are two of thc principal ha1lmarks of economica1ly separate
markets.

24. The source of the Columbia Record Club's advantage over

the nonclub sector, the ability to acquire records for 87. 5( tbat
cost nonclub retailers $1.60 or more, is also one of the primary
factors responsible for the highly concentrated structure of the
club" submarket. On its own (Columbia label) records , this cost

advantage stems simply from the fact of integration from the
fact that Columbia, in its role as a manufacturer, can "sell"
records to its retailing arm (the Columbia l,ecord Club) at a lower
price than it charges outside distributors (wholesalers and re-

tailers). RCA and Capitol , being similarly integrated from manu-

1273; 2219-2221; 2b93-2897; 3261: :-!01-3302: 33\1-3393: 5705-5706. Even l;ood . a lal'gc dealc)"

in New Yu)"k City, testified that "82.47 i8 the I1orm " and that 82.00 " (bl the best riea)" it can
get. T!'. 1284-1285.

The wholesaler cannot sell fur much less than that Sl.!:U figlir" int" he p"-ys his own ff,mu-
facturcr-suppli,-r a minimum of at least $1.(jO. Thu , one wholesalc)' testitled that "the be

deal that I as a distributor can get * can bring- my price Ifrom the manufactuJ'er) do\v;1

tu auullt $1.61. * *" 'fr. 14IH. Operating e:;pen e'i wou ld add "at lea t fiv(' or mure pe1""€nt
to that figure " tr. 1419 , brir.gillg the totaJ to $1. 69. Thi all!:.. ;8 cOl"l"obumtecj by the teotimoIJY
of 01102 of the smaJJer manl1facttl1NS , Anrjjo-FicteHty (develop",. of he sler"" recurd), that it
sumetimes sells to whole5aler for $1. 60 or S1.iO. " Tr. :20;!5- ;!0 1;. (Columbia , howt've!.

apparently gets the fuJJ " " price from its wholesalers. III 1%1 , its LP aleo to i o wholt'-

salers on its own " Columbia " label total(,d S:1U

;;:\

1)00 ir. uuJl"-r yoium" and :6 600 000 ;"
\.nits old , for an average l,rice nf $1.9:- on each " Culumbia " LP old to it wholesalers that
'leal' ex 2, 'JH ;n "1n""".

GS See

, ('.

.G., iT. 149; 21R5-2186;
2692; 2797-2798; 2811: 2957.

Tr. 8532.

227g..2274; ;o;J'):;: 2;-;97- 24uU: 241J7-24.1: 25;;4- ;;;;: 2tifJO,
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facturing to club retailing, presumably enj oy a similar position.
The principal issue in this proceeding, however , is not integration
as such 'o but the use of the restrictive " licensing" agreements
described below to foreclose potential competitors from , and hence
artificially maintain a noncompetitive structure in, the " club"
market. In substance, those agreements enable the Columbia
Record Club to enjoy the same cost advantage over potential
entrants into the club market that it enj oys over retail dealers in
the nonclub market. As noted , they enable the Club to acquire the
records of these nine (9) medium-sized and smaller competitors at
a totaJ cost of 87.5(0 per record " while expressJy prohibiting those

competitors from sel1ing directly to any other club , on any terms
whatsoever, a restriction that would compel another club desiring
to handle the records of those nine producers to go to the latters
wholesaJers and buy them at the "open market" price (wholesaler-
to-dealer) of at least $1. 60. This imposes on potential entrants into
the club market an immediate cost disadvantage, vis- vis the

Columbia Record Club, of at least 72.5( (81.60 - 87. 5(0 = 72. 5(0).
The magnitude of that disadvantage is illustrated by the fact that
according to the Columbia Record Club' s own figures, its profit on
each record sold through the Club is not over 241' on those sold to
first-year members , and not over 75( on sales to second-year
members.

':.

The significance of the market share foreclosed by this cost
disadvantage can be summarized as follows. Columbia produces in
its own pJants, as noted above , some 21.27r of all phonograph
records bought by American consumers through all channels of
distribution. And RCA and Capitol have an estimated 16% and
11. 1 %, respectively. Therefore , these three companies Columbia
RCA , and Capitol-can foreclose from potential entrants into the
club field some 48 % of all records '" simply by unilaterally re-
fusing to sell their own respective labels (Columbia , RCA , and
iO While the complaint in this matter charged a form of " ud distribution " (selling direct

to consumers , in competition with Columbia dealers , at a price iS2. :Jj" that is lower than the
price charged by the Columhia factory to CoJumbia d,'alers ($2.47) for tlw same Columhia
records), the evidence of injury to competition at the dealer level is not , in our opinion

suffcient to S\1PPO!. t economicalJy maeaningful flndinr.s on tbis )Joint.
71 Finrling 22.

72 The price to f. rst-yeal' membe!. , as noted , i an average of 37 pel" record. Subt1.acting
the CJub's average cost figure of :52. 1:, gives a per-recorrl profit of 24 . The second- year price
averages $2. 88; cost remains the same , 82. , for a per- rf'cord profit of 751!.

j3 Columbia dirl in fact refuse to se1l to R club that attempted to enter except at t!", full
wholesale- to-dealer price of $2.47 , less periodic discounts. or an averagco price of 82.12. Tr.
9014-9015. A club paying that price for its records , and incurring the same additional eOJ;ts

that the Columbia Record Club incurs , would have totaJ costs 37: , and hence would 1,,,;,,

just over 81.00 on each record sold in competition with the Columbia Record Club at the
Jatter s price of $2. 37.
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Capitol) directly to such potential entrants (or by refusing to sel1
except at prohibitively high prices). This stil leaves, however

some 52% of the market "open" to nonintegrated clubs. Since both
RCA and Capitol testified here that their clubs had been profitably
operated with the use of only their own records- , RCA has
operated a successful club using only RCA records (1670 of al1

records sold in the country in 1960) and Capitol has operated a
successfuJ club offering only Capitol records (11.1 % of al1
records)-this remaining 52;10 would obviously be suffcient to
permit the profitable operation of a number of additional record
clubs besides those of the "big three. " It is the foreclosure of the
most significant portion of that nonintegrated 52 % of the supply
of records to potential club entrants, through the device of ex-

cluding them from direct access to these manufacturers, that is
involved in the "licensing" contracts involved here. While data
is not available on the share of al1 phonograph record sales through
al1 channels of distribution by these nine manufacturers, a rough
approximation is provided by Columbia s estimate of their share

of al1 record sales through the largest of the distribution channels.
sales through retail record dealers ;

Lic.rnsor s Share of Hetail
Dealer "LP" Sales in Year

Prior to Contract

Licensor ReC(Jrd

Manufacturer
Date of
Contract

As percent of
ail Dealer

Record Sales

As p"rccnt of
aJl Deale,.

Record Sales

- -

1. Caedmon-
2. Verve --
3. Mercury --
4. Warner Bros.
5. Kapp un n
6, Vanguard --
7. United Artists -
8. Liberty --
9. Cameo-Parkway

May 15, 1958

March 31 , 1959
April 1 , 1960
September 15, 1960
October 7, 1960

June 1 , 1961

July 1 , 1961
October 25 , J 961
December 15 , ) 961

1.4
1.8
1.5

1.0

1.5
1.7

1.6
1.7
1.2

Total: 11.8% 11.3(fr,

' Indicates less than 0.5%.

- -

;00 matter which of these figures is taken-11. l or 11. /c of

al1 record sales-the share of the nonintegrated supply effectively
foreclosed by these contracts is substantial. Thus, 11. 3% of all
phonograph record sales constitutes some 22 ';';, of the 52 %' manu-

74 RX 452 and 453, in C(j?nwrn.
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factured by all firms other thall the integrated "big three ""; and
hence not subject to price control at the manufacturing level by
those integrated competitors. In other words, the situation is one

in which some 48 '/ of the total supply of records is aZ,' eady con-
trolled by the "big three " and hence subject to being withheld en-
tirely from the new entrant into the "club" market (or sold to him
only on terms so disadvantageous to him as to destroy his capacity
to offer really effective competition), and in which one of those
three integrated firms then proceeds to foreclose, by means of
restrictive licensing agreements, economical access to another 11.3

percentage points , bringing the total record supply under the con.
trol of the big three to over 59 ' ; and leaving potential " club"
entrants less than 42 ';; from which to draw the rccords needed
for club use.

25. The significance of the foreclosure is even greater to the
would-be operator than any of these figures indicate , however. As
noted above , not all of the approximately 25 000 separate records

carried in the stores of the retail dealers are equally attractive to

the particular segment of the record-buying public that joins
phonograph record clubs. They tend to be relatively young, rel-
atively unsophisticated in their record choices, and hence most
prone to accept the most "popular

" ("

hit" ) records , those that are
being played most frequently by the media and listened to most
frequently by their friends" The total quantity of records suitable
f01' club use is therefore largely limited , as a practical matter, to
the 100-400 records on the popularity "charts " at any given time.
And the licensing agreements giving the Columbia Record Club
exclusive club rights to the records of these nine competitors cover
a disproportionately large share of these "hits, those licensor-
competitors are particularly strong with the kind of artists (and

hence of records) that appeal to the purchasers in the club

market." Thus , the March 24 , 1962 , popularity "chart" published
by Billboard magazine (a trade magazine) listing the 150 largest-
selling monaural LP' s as of that date indicated that 33 of the 150

, J1.:J'/; divided b

' ,

'j2' ;: eql!aJs 21.7'

/;,

in See :FiIJJiIlI:19 and 20,
77 " rW Ie have the H1.tists whom the public wa!:t, to IWiiL Jf I may iiY , I think that' 'if

important point. A per OT1 whu b:1YS a ecord , popular 01' cl,,sic:al , is I,ng-ely buyin" th l'ecorrl

bec.allSe of the I'articular aTti s perfuTmar;ce, In the pup tielll, if it s an Ami)' "\Vil' iam

Johnny Mathis, they want what. Johnny :M,.t!,is 0" Andy "\VilIiams wil do, So it i ;n the

cbs5ical f,dd, They wlIr:t Bernstein s performance of tbis work or OJ'mandy , of that, In'

Bruno Walter , 01' whomeveJ' it happens to be, The )J1Ibli" ;s wl!cn1l:u w;th the (lrtisf "11,1 :ha

, by t!'e w,.y, o"r complete philo50phy "f recording. " Tr , 7:24 ::emph,.sis ,.dded\. T\-'\ls, une of
CoJumbia R€eon1 Club's advertisements declarerl that "every record checked un this page h,,
hit the bed- eIJer liSb," ex 114.
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or 22 % of them, were records produced by the licensor-manu-

facturers that have given the Columbia Record Club exclusive
rights to their "club" sales, " Columbia itself had another 32 on
that chart (21. 3 %), for a total of 65 (43.3 %) of the "hits" on
either Columbia or licensor labels. Columbia , RCA, and Capitol

together accounted for 103 of those 140 best-sellers (69.3%).
The remaining 47 records (30.751, constituted, for all practical

purposes, the principaJ records available to potential club entrants
for club distribution. A more realistic assessment of the share
of the market covered by the contracts in issue here is thus made
by comparing the 33 licensor-hits foreclosed to the potential club
operator with the number that would have been available to him
had there been no such contracts on that date , namely, 80, or
53. 3 % of the entire 150.0 Those contracts thus foreclosed potential
entrants into the club market from 33 out of a total of 
(41.

',.) 

best-sel1ing records that would have otherwise been
availabJe (those not on the "big three " own labels).

26. The significance of the "exclusive licensing" contracts

described above lies , as noted, in the fact that they give Columbia
p,'ice advantage over any actual or potential competitor in the

club" market (and , indirectly, in the noncJub market as well).
It is this cost differential tbat makes it virtually impossible for
competing clubs to enter the club markct and successfully match
the prices at which Columbia, RCA and Capitol SJ resell to the

78 Uniterl Artists (7 best-sellers on the chart); KBplJ (7): Cameo-Parkway (5); Mercury
(4); ,Varner Brothers (3); Vanguard (2); VPTve 0). ex 200

70 Ibid. It was of COUTse precisely on the is of its estimate of their capacity to produce

future " hits " for its Club that COl'.lmhia si!;ned up the nine licensl'-co!T. petitors in the first
place:

The basic j'eason (fol' signing up Cameo-ParkwayJ was that * * . Columbia and tbe Lom-
panies we weTe then af!liated vdth had not (kH1J a great deal of Sllccess with the te!,n-
oriented typ" of material. We found the type of member we were getting in were asking fo:'
this material. The profile of o\.r club waS getting younger, and we felt that we had to meet
their legitimate requests for this type of material. Bernie Lowe, who was then head of
Cameo-Parkway, had had a lan Q histoTY of success in creating tccn-oTicnted material and one

of hi arti , Chubby Checkers , created the d'mce craze , the twist. He had , in addition , otber

popular teen artists such as Bobby Rydell. We feJt, after he approached us , that it would be
mutuaIly beneficial iur us .to distribute his cataJog- through the club. 1'1'. 5188- 5200 (emphasis
added)"
Similar testimony was given in expJanatiorJ of the other contracts. See tr. 51G5 (Caedmon);
5166 (Verve); 5185 (Mercury): 5189- 19() (Kapp), 5185-5196 (United Artists); 5197- 519S
(\Varner Brothers); 5201 (Liberty); 5201-5202 (Vanguard\.

80 It bas subseq\Jently been repurted in the trade pr"s that another une of the big three

Capitol , has similarly been given "exclusive" rights to the dub distribution uf a number of
otber record manufacturers . thw' presumably J' ec1ucing still further the s' J!,J)J'Y of records
suitable for club distribution avaiIable to the potential entrant into the club rmirket.

HI As noted helow, RCA anu Capitol \vere r'egoti"ting wit.h cenain o' hcl" independent
rnanufactl1rer- orrqwti:oT ior similar " liccn ing " arrangements at. tbe close of the r"cord In
this proceeding- and one of them , Capitol , has slJb cq\1ently been rcpor ed by the trade press ,,
having- actuaJly entered into such arrar.gements.
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consuming public. This differential is accomplished by (1) aUow-

ing Columbia to borrow the "master" for a "royalty" payment
(17.81) on each individual record it manufactures from that
master." The sum of that royalty payment (17.81 per record),

and the additional costs Columbia actually incurs in manufacturing
the physical records from that "master" (42. 81). plus advertising
and other costs, is a total of 87.5f, the aggregate cost respondent
actually incurs in acquiring the finished Jicensor records, whereas
(2) Columbia s competitors are compelled to acquire those same

records, if at all, through the more expensive route of buying
them as TetaileTs, trom wholesale distributors (aU clubs are
admittedly "retailers " in that they sell directly to the consumer
and do so in direct competition with the traditional retail record
store), at the usual distributor-to-dealer price of $1. 60 to $2.47.
1n other words , Columbia has gotten a lower price for itself and
has gotten, along with it, an agreement from its suppliers that
they won t give that lower price to any of Columbia s club com-

petitors. The result is a cost barrier " to any would-be new
entrants in the club market and the insulation of the Columbia

Record Club from the added competition they necessarily would
bring.
27. The effects of these arrangcments on potential entrants

to the club market are illustrated by the expcrience of a firm
that attempted to enter in 1958, the Diners' Record Club.

Founded by Mr. Bernard Solomon (who also has an ownership
interest in several small record manufacturing companies, one
of which is also in the music publishing busincss), the firm was
initially able to buy records directly from apparently al1 of the
various manufacturers, including both the big three (Columbia

RCA , and Capitol) and the major independents. According to the
testimony of :VIr. Solomon, some of the rnanutacturers had sold
him records for as litle as 50f per record , the more general price,

As emphasized abovte, thest' " exclll iv,,' lJn:1' acts lio not phyoically IJIcvl:nt curnpt'tinK

dubs from acquiring or reselling- the records 0:: these ni1"OO manufacturers: they simpJy make it
ml",h mOl'e C:f!Jcn.

'-;.

J)" fOl' them 1u do (). Thu,; , the l' econis uf Hr. ' manufactU!" el" in the rnuntry
can be 1"eadily obtained in the " open market " i.

('.

, from that rr. anufact\;,.,, s oIVn distribuior.
()" fl'om " tnLn hipping " whole a,e \Vh(l , in turr.. ucq\,jre them f,'um hi, rJi tl'iu\ltol' . Hen""

the onJy effect of the e " licen ing " pro\'i ion tu limit t.w ,"V1Inc horn which cumpetinl'
cJubs cun buy tl", record of these nine manufact\Jrer8. de11yinl,: them the (JpportuJlity to buy

directly from h(),e manufactureJ's and therefore fOl'cir'R: all wo\:ld- be c()npdito,.s out intn the
open market." where the price is necessarily hig-he,-. (A :'oted abo\' , whole aJe distributor"

lJay at least $1.60 per record and' hen"e mu t nocccs arily charge (It Icnst t.hat mO\1nt 1L) any
club they might sell these record8 to.

:j This firm was n"t owned by the well- knuwn Diners ' Club but had a cuntract tu USe ib
name , maiJing- Jisb, etc.
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however , being some $1.50. Then, the

se1ling to him directly;

72 F.

manufacturers stopped

Q. Did there come a time during the operation of the Diners ' Record Club
when you were unable to buy certain products?
A. Yes 

'" 

, * Columbia, RCA and Capitol.
Q. Did there come a time \\'hen you were unable to buy CrecordsJ from

Kapp Records (a Columbia licensor 
A. Well , Kapp, I solicited and they said they couldn t sell me records.
Q. And did there come a time when you were unable to buy (recordsJ di-

rectly from United Artists (another Columbia licensor)?

A. Well, I bought records from United Artists , but they discontinued sell-
ing the records to me.

Q. What is your understanding of the reason that Kapp Records discOllM
tinued sellng to you? * * .

THE WITNESS: Well , Kapp Records Dever sold to me, Vole just had meet-
ings , conversations , and correspondence , but they never sold me records. * * "
Well , they stated to me that they harZ an exclusive agrec ment with Columbia
and couldn t sell me any records, b;;

Q. What is your understanding of the reason enited Artists discontinued
sellng to you'? * 

" .

THE WITNESS: 11r. Si Mael and Harry Goldstein of United Artists both
informed me that they had to stop selling me because of the arrangements with
Columbia Record Club.

Solomon had been selling, in his Diners' Record Club, a small
label called "Challenge Records." Early in 1961 , Warner Brothers
one of Columbia s " licensors," contracted with Challenge to take
over its distribution. The Diners ' Record Club promptly lost
Challeng-e as a source of supply: " . . '" * "\Varners had an exclusive
arrangement with the Columbia Record Club and they were taking
over the distribution of Challenge; that could not be interfered

with as part of the deal and Challenge would have to follow the
same CexclusiveJ route for clubs as Warner Bl'thers did. " 07

In reply to a direct request from the Diners' Record Club
David Kapp, president of Kapp Records, wrote Solomon as
follows; "Our agreement with the Columbia Record Club is an
exclusive one, and consequently we cannot enter into any agree-
ment to sell you records for your club, " so As to why the "big
three" cut him off:

S1 " Gen!'1'diy, it was 81.50 for monaural record and 81.75 for stereo J"ec0j"js , but there wer
variations both ways where we paid a Jot mOre in some cases. " Tr. 3787. Se., also tr. 381.
3844 3907-3911 3943 6531.

, Tr. 371\7-3788, 3790-3791 (emphasi "dded).
5r,Tr. 37UO- 3791.
87 Tr. 3796. \Vhile the Columbia-Warner contract ,"overs only thl! distribution of c.ertain

spec'if:c. \Varner records , Solomon was still r.ert"in that he lost ChldJenp;e as a s\.lpplier because
Columbia wanted it that way.

88 CX 562. Similarly, Mercury wrote him , on January 2 , 19C1: " In view of 011r re ationship
with Columbia it is impossible for us to pal.ticipate in YOllr record dub arrar.gcment. " ex 563.
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Q. What is your understanding as to the reason the three majors (Colum-
bia, RCA, and Capitol) refused to sell to Diners ' Record Club?

THE WITNESS: In the cases of these approaches to these three companies,
it was my understanding that the reason I couldn t buy product directly from
the company was because of the existence of their own record clubs and there-
fore they didn t want to avail me of their products.

SoJomon explained the failure of his Diners ' Record Club in
these terms;

Q. Mr. Solomon , why did your company go out of business?
A. Well , as I said before; No. 1, a lack of adequate source of material of

records to feature in the club. We had a basic repertoire from a number of
companies, but needed three major companies, certainly; Columbia, RCA
Capitol, as well as the afiliatcd (licensor J companjes to Columbia Hecord Club
in order to successfully operate the business.

Columbia maintains that the Diner s Record Club went out of
business because of the business inadequacies and personal short-
comings of its controlling stockholder and chief executive offcer
Mr. Solomon. It is al1eged that those manufacturers who have
refused to sel1 to him have done so for. reasons unrelated to the
issues involved in this case , including such things as slowness in
paying for records previously sold to him , al1egedly unreasonable
demands on his part for price and promotional concessions from
his suppliers, and, apparently, for al1eged discrepancies in his

income tax reports. While the first two items are obviously rele-
vant, the record suggests that the financial diffculties of :111'.

Solomon s Club , and hence his problems with creditors and his
efforts to get more favorable terms, were at least in a substantial
measure reJated to the price disadvantage he worked under.

Respondent also suggests that , notwithstanding the licensing
provisions prohibiting its nine licensor-competitors from sel1ing
to any other club , Solomon s Club was stil able to get records from
those manufacturers, There is some evidence that at least some
of those companies did make a few sales to Diner s Record Club
after having promised Columbia they wouldn t do so. For example
Solomon conceded that Mercury sold him some 100 000 records
for about 50( per record not only after the date of Mercury

exclusive" contract with Columbia but even after the January 27
1961 , letter explaining that its contract with Columbia made it

P,9Tr. ,'JR01- :J802.
!10 Tr. 392H. He testified furtner: "Let. me ,ay tnat a lot of the names and material that we

did otTer in the club , as Mr. Rabinowitz :Columbia s attorneyJ pointed out before, were good

names; however , tney must be recognized that thes., were old masters that were rEecorded

many years ag-o , and the quality w"-s inferior, These same artists had all sinc" gone and been
attracted to Columbia , RCA , CaIJitoj and other larger record comJJanie , and we were dealing
with old-type product, ev",n though they had a name tature tlH'y still didn t ,tand up to tnl'
performance-tlwil' (' urrent performance. In addition , a Jot of thi,; older catalogue W!lS not ill
stereo and 5tereo was a very big factor in our 0pcration. " Tr. 928- :J929.
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impossibJe for Mercury to do business with him." (These and later
sales were apparently accomplished through the device of letting
Solomon set up his own ostensibJy "independent" distributor-
ship. ) However, some 90 % of the records bought at that price
were what the industry calls "cutouts " records with so small a

demand that the manufacturer is no longer currently producing
them-in short, records that are on "sale, "!J3 The few current
records they let him have "were put in in order to, like they call

, sweeten the pie. " 94 Secondly, although Solomon was abJe to
buy some records from Mercury stil later through his own "dis-
tributor " he testified that "the prices were anywhere from 55
to 60 percent higher than I had paid previousJy. " "5

28. A significant feature of these contracts giving the CoJumbia
Record Club the sole and " exclusive" right to make copies of and
sell these competitors ' records in the club market is that , with
two exceptions, "' they gave Columbia the right to pT€'uent other

clubs from using even the records Columbia did not want to use
itself. The total number of records thus removed from club dis-
tribution by these licensing agreements was 1 773 , or 70.7% of
the 2 509 records owned by these 7 Jicensor-manufacturers in the
1962-63 period. Or , to put it another way, the Columbia Record
Club elected to use 736 , or 29.3 % of those 2 509 records, and
effectively precluded anyone else from using any of them , includ-
ing not only the 29.3 % it picked out for its own use, but the
remaining 70.7% as well. This is shown for each of the Jicensor
labels in the table below; 97

Licensor Records Used

by Columbia Club

Licensor-
Mfr.

Number of Records
in Catalog Number

Percent of Total
Number in Clltlllol;

Caedmon -
Verve --
Mercury
Kapp --
United Artists -
Liberty -- --
Cameo-Parkway

194
695
754
275
283
248

279
124

39. 18%
12.
37.
45.
24.
31.05
43.

91CX 563.
!)2Tr. 3944- 3945.
93 Tr. 3950-3951. Solomon defines them as records that "can be purchased "n the OP"Tl market

at a price of less th!ill a dollar and are not sold through the regular distributors , but through
various '" * .. distress sale uperations. Ibid.

WTr. 3952.
U5Tr. .11;15.
96 ThE' VY'arner Brothers and Vanguard contracts cov,"red certain named records of those two

Ja.bels, rather than their entire cataJogs, ex 39 , 4:1.
7 The catalogs of these companies are included in the record as ex 265, 285, 2R9, 398, 445
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29. Entry into the business of manufacturing or producing
phonograph records for sale through the conventional distributor-
retailer channels is reJativeJy inexpensive. Representatives of
several producers testified that aJ1 the new entrant needs is an
artist under contract and enough money to (a) rent a recording
studio for the required number of hours and (b) hire a "custom
presser" 98 to run off a few thousand copies of the record for
distribution to the "disc jockeys " and wholesale distributors arouI)d
the country. The "custom presser " charge for producing a

normal run" of 10 000 finished records from a tape is, as noted,
38if per record," or only $3 800. And while the cost of a contract
with a weJ1-known artist can run into many thousands of doJ1ars

Record Manufacturer

RCA
Decca
Columbia
Capitol --
Mercury
London
Imperial- -

. --

Miler International
Jay-Gee (Jubilee)
Atlantic

Dot -- m
Vanguard
Kapp _ m --
Audio Fidelity
ABC-Paramount
Liberty -
Verve
Cameo-Parkway
Chess Record --
United Artists
Roulette Records

Warner Brothers -
Reprise Records -

(Stereo Fidelity)

Year of Entry Into
Record Industry

1928
1934
1938
1942
1945
1946
1946
1947
1947
1948
1949
1950
1950
1953
1954
1955
1955
1955
1956
1956
1957
1957
1958
1961

470 and RX 29H. Respondent' s offcials initially testified that the Club had actuaJly nsed 51 of
Ca"dmon s records , 47 of Verve , 177 ot Mercury s, 86 of Kapp s, 54 of United Artists , 63 of

Liberty , 20 of Cameo-Parkway s. Tr. .5251-5252. Columbia s counsel, in oral argument before

the examiner , sairl: "The Club has used almost 24% of United Artists catalog and not 17% as
claimed at pag-e 33 of Complaint Counsel's reply; and has used almost 37% and not 28';;' of

the Mercury catalog." Tr. 11 074. And , by ,July 1953 , the CJub had used 26 Cameo-Parkway
records , 43% of that label's catalog. Ibid.

8 Tr. 2827.

DDTr. 2832-2834.
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there is testimony here that there is no shortage of new artistic
taJent 100 and hence that the new entrant has no diffculty in

discovering" new artists at relatively modest costs. This is cor-
roborated by the fact that some 20 firms have entered since
1945 (page 363J : I'll

30. Entry into the "club" or " subscription sel1ing" mail order
market, however , is more expensive. Columbia suggests that the
capital requirements for entering the "club" market are very
high , relying principally on the fact that its own Columbia Record
Club was launched in 1955 with an advertising campaign that
cost $500 000; that its own Club spent some $8 milion on adver-
tising in 1962 (15 % of saJes) ; that servicing the Club operation
is very expensive; and that Diner s Record Club , attempting to
enter on an initial capital of $5,000 and another $30, 000 in initial
advertising funds secured from suppJiers , ultimately went out of
business. 0:2 Respondent' s economist, Mr. Peter lVIax, using the
net assets" held by Columbia , RCA, and Capitol when they

formed their respective clubs in 1955 and 1958 ($48.9 milion
$26.8 milion, and $305.6 milion , respectively) as a test of ade-

quate financial resources for entry,'03 concluded that there were
at Jeast six (6) "potential entrants" capable of making a " serious
entry into this area : 104

Record Company
1961 Current

Net Assets

Decca (:iCA , Inc.

London -- u

-- - --

Dot (Paramount Pictures)
MG:VI --
ABC-Paramount -- --

-- -

Colpix (Columbia Pictures)

$63, 954 386
18,055,842
75, 118,096

943 354
941 312
178 523

- -

Applying this test , however, at least three (3) others of the
100Tr. 5740-5746.
101 RX 437. Interestingly elll1ugh , entry into recurd retailing aplJears to require considel'ably

more capital than entry into record " manllfllcturing." Thus , whereas severaJ producing firms
wefe founded on initiaJ investments of 85 000 Or less (e. Stl1rday, tr 5740-5741)), one re-
tailer testified that he had paid 8RO 000 for his busi1le S40 OOO for his record inventory,

$1i,OOO for fixtures , and $25 000 for the store s goouwilI. 'Jr 3157 , 3161.

Finding 27.
103 "Kow , I should explain vvry briefly the measure tbat I selected hen', 1lam,')y. current

nct a%cLc . Thi , of course, is ddine,) as- ir. term" of balane., hed aeeouIJtin the
company s CUrTent a65ets less its current Jiabilities. It therefore yields , as a resid'Jal amount
a measure of the company hi.rl1u iiqllirl '''sets 0" :iqLJid assets which are \;nencumbered by
short-term JiabiJities and represents in physical terms, of "our , such tbings as cash and
readily marketable securities which funds, if the company so chose , might be l"ed to (manee
ignificant or serious entry into this area. " 'Ir . 9789 9790 (emphasis added).
10JTr. 9789-9790; RX 487.
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nine (9) " licensors" (besides MGM) are also potential entrants
into the club business. 

100

Record ComjJany

1961 Current

Ket As ets

United Artists --
Warner Brothers -
Mercury (Consolidated Electronics)

-- -

$65,364 751
47, 513,439
40,554, 784

31. As to the number of firms that have actual1y entered the
club" market, respondent's economist testified as follows: "

we know, it was only in 1955 when CoJumbia, as the first ful1
catalog club, entered or launched into the mail  (orderJ method
of distribution in a serious way. Since that time, of course, there
have been some highly significant entrants. ObviousJy the entry
of Capitol and the entry of RCA Victor into this channel of dis-
tribution constitute highly significant entries. In addition, in
defining this channel of distribution as the purveying of records
through the maiJ , we have entry of such entities as Life (magazineJ
in, I believe , 1962. Dot (RecordsJ, very recently, as 1 understand

, at least in a preJiminary way; I believe the record indicates a
similar sort of entry, at least in a preliminary way, by Star day
(RecordsJ. Apart from RCA Victor , we have the entry into the
distribution of records by maiJ by Reader s Digest (magazineJ in
fairly recent years." lOB

In fact, only three (3) of these-Columbia , RCA , and Capitol-
are "serious" or "significant" factors in the club market. Star day,
a smal1 manufacturer of records located in Madison, Tennessee,
a suburb of Nashvile, started producing records in 1952 on a

beginning capital of less than Sl OOO and had total sales of only

$600 000 in 1962 '"7 a very smal1 fraction of 170 of the industry
1962 sales. As to its own club; "1 hope to start my own record
club because I recognize the need. Whether I would want Columbia
or one of the other clubs to handle my records would depend on
unforeseen things in the future pertaining to my own club, if I
get it started. " lOR

We know of no record evidence of any club having been in
fact started by Dot. \O'

103 Moody s Industrial Manual, 196:-.
10GTr. 9788.
107Tr. 5755.

l08Tr. 5764.
109 Mr. Randolph C. Wood , president of Dot Hecordin1; Corpoyation and vice president of his

parent cornpanJ', Paramount Pkturcs , testified that, from the selling of appliances in

Gallatin , 'IenI)essee, he had " entered the mail  order busines (of) sellng records by mail
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32. There has been no successful entry into the "c1ub" market,'lO
then-at least as far as this trial record indicates 111 since RCA

and Capitol entered in 1958. One serious attempt at entry was

made, and it failed largely because of the cost disadvantage it
suffered under in acquiring records for resale through its c1ub.

The club market thus remains, after nearly 10 years since the

Jast of the "big three" entered , a tight knit oJigopoly, with a single
firm, Columbia, holding more than 50 % of the market and two
others , RCA and Capitol, sharing the buJk of the other 50 %.
This is in marked contrast to the relatively high rate of entry into
the producing of phonograph records and c1early suggests the
presence of substantial barriers to entry. The most formidabJe is
plainJy the "exc1usive" licensing contracts between the Columbia
Record Club and its nine licensor-manufacturers , and the 71. 5if

or more per record cost disadvantage 110 they impose on potential
entrants into the c1ub business on the records of this group of

major independent producers , producers whose records a potential
entrant would want to sell in a new c1ub operation. This cost
barrier constitutes a serious impediment to entry into the c1ub

COD by radio " in 1947, and had founded Dot Recording Corporation in April of 1 50. Tr.
4103. He testified further:
Q. Are YOU pI'esentJJ" interested in having your prorIuets sold through Ii record club '
A. Mr. Lavine. I have been interested for several years , to the point of constantly thinking

about this facet of the business , because in order to be competitive and do the best joh for

Dill' artists , which , after alJ, are the most important part of OU1" operation if you had to

narrow it down , for competitive reasons I am almost forced to be illterested in club operation,

either through affliation oj' tlll'ougb Oll' own club. That doesn t mean that I !'cally want to
do it. 1t i the fact that I feel that I wiI have to do it or should do it.

Q. Are yo\. taking- teps at the pJ"e8ent time to impJement thi8 point of view?
A. We are contemplatins; lit! but fhave madel nD defmite decision. Vo/e are running mail

order test8 and we have neg-otiated and discussed the pos8ibility with all of the companie8 who
have clubs in the pa t; o far , we have not made a definite decision.

Q. \\'hen you say you are running mail order test , is that with a view to the J1o sibility of
8tarting a Dot Record Club?
A. Yes , it would be a Dot Record Club.

(Tr. 4119-4120: empha b added.

Ql'gflnized on an original investment of ahout 51 000 , Dot record8 had 5ale of some 515 million
in 1962 (tr. 4127-4135), mail order Rales of less than $100 000, It had , over-all, ome 3, 6% of the
dealer LP market in 1961. CX 241.

11() There is, as discussed in Finding 15, no seriou cumpetition between "club" and
packllr;c" records.

111 The trade press hl\8 subsequently reported , and advertisemenb eontlrm , the entry of a

firm cfllled "Record Club of America. " ::either complaint cour.se! nor respondent have offered
to inform us as to the competitive signifieanr,e of this new entrant. It recently (ded a motion
to intervene in this proceedinr:, but only for the purpose of advisin" \10; that Capitol , like
Columbia, had entered ;nto a serie8 of "Jicen8ing " agTeements with other manufacturers, thm
acquiring exclusive cluu rights over those manufacturen' reeords and denying the movant
access to them. That information was largely cumt.lative of what was already in this record,
and the motion to intervene was accordingly denied. Since both compJaint counsel and re-
pondent requested that the Commission deny that motion tu intervene , we as ume they arc

agreed that thi new entrant, Record Cbb of America , has no competiti\'e significance in the
club market.

112 Findings (; and 22.
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market,11 and the cause of a substantial lessening and prevention
of competition within that market.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Columbia Broadcasting System , Inc. , and the CoJumbia
Record Club, Inc., are corporations engaged in commerce, as

commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
2. Respondent has entered into a series of "exclusive licensing

contracts with nine (9) of its competing phonograph record
manufacturers or producers whereby, in return for "royalty
payments that average approximately 17.8f per record , those
producers loan or " license" their record "masters" (from which
finished records are made) to the Columbia Record CJub on an

exclusive" basis, agreeing, in substance, that for a period of
years they wil not (a) sell their records through a maiJ order
club" operation of their own; (b) sell their records directJy to

anyone else who resells through a mail order "club" operation;
or (c) allow anyone else to use their "master" recordings for the
purpose of producing finished records for resale through a mail
order "club" operation.

3. The reJevant market in which to evaJuate the competitive
effects of these licensing agreements is the sale of phonograph
records through mail order record "clubs." Members of such clubs
constitute a separate and distinct sector of the record-buying
public, their distinguishing characteristics being (a) a relatively
high propensity to shop by maiJ , (b) a relatively high or begin-

ner s interest in securing "guidance" or expert assistance in
seJecting records for that collection , and (c) a relatively active
interest in buying at economical prices. The individuals that make
up this market tend to be relatively young adults that have just
purchased a phonograph record player, and that are interested
in having someone else select for them the most "popular" or
hit" records at lower prices than can be secured in the conven-

tional record dealers ' stores. The clubs of the " big three" record

producers (Columbia, RCA, and Capitol) cater to this distinct

113 We reject as frivolous the contention of respondent's ewnomist , Mr. Peter Max , that the

nine (9) "cxc1usive" licensing contracts , wherein those firms expressly promise not to start
their own club and not to sell to ilnyone elsOi who stal"L a club , constitute a " form of ,"ntry.
Tr. 9791- 9793. The essence of th," concept of entry i the addition of a new decision-maker

to cnallenge the price and product policies of the e tabli hed firn; and P'-t competitive re-
straint. on their discretionary powel". See Joe S. nain BarrieTs to NC1t' Compdition 

(1956). Here , these nine (9) firms , aJl potential entrants themseJves and producers of product
needed by other entrants , expressly abdicated that vital decision-making function , appointing

the Columbia Record Club , in effect, their excJusive saJes agent , to make aJJ "club" decisions for
them.
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group of customers by selling them a limited variety of "hits
(some 200-400 per month, versus the 25 000 available in deaJer

stores) at a price that is approximately 20 % Jower than the
dealers charge for the same records ($2.37 versus approximately
$2.98). The clubs are able to sell to this market at these prices
because they enjoy substantially lower costs than the nonclub

retail dealers. Different prices and different costs in the two
channels of distribution clearly indicate that different conditions

of supply and demand prevail in each and that they therefore
beJong to separate and distinct "markets.

4. The purpose and the effect of these exclusive licensing con-
tracts is to prevent other actual or potential club operators from
acquiring the records of those nine producers on equally favorabJe

terms. Because of those agreements , other clubs cannot buy at all
from these manufacturers themselves, nor can they "rent" the
latters

' "

masters" and fabricate their own copies as the Columbia
Record Club is allowed to do. Rather , the existence of these exclu-
sive grants to Columbia forces other clubs desiring to sell the
records of those nine producers to go to the latters ' wholesalers
and pay $1.60 or more per record-as contrasted with the 87.
the same records (Mercury, Kapp, Warner Bros., etc. ) cost the
Columbia Record Club. This cost disadvantage has the effect of
barring potential newcomers that would otherwise have found
the operation of a club profitable and hence of preventing com-
petition with the clubs of the "big three" that could have otherwise
been rcasonably expected to flourish. The result is that a competi-
tive industry structure has never been allowed to develop in that

market. The Columbia Record Club had 56. 1 % of that market in
1960; RCA had 26. 8 %; and Capitol had 7. /c Together, the
clubs of the "big three" controlled 90.6 % of all phonograph record
sales through clubs. As a result, potential competitors (clubs)
have been denied access to that market and the returns they

could have otherwise have earned in it and the pubJic has been
denied the lower prices and other benefits that could reasonably

have been expected to flow from the heightened competition their
entry would have created. This prevention of competition consti-
tutes an unfair practice and an unfair method of competition
within the meaning of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
5. Respondent has further fixed and continues to fix and

maintain, by agreement with several competing manufacturers
or producers of phonograph records, the prices (royalties) paid
by those producers, to the artists who record for them on records
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sold through the Columbia Record CJub , in violation of Section 5
of the FederaJ Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents CoJumbia Broadcasting System
Inc., and CoJumbia Record Club, Inc. , and their offcers, repre-
sentatives, agents and employees , successors, or assigns, directly
or indirectJy, or through any corporate or other device, in con-
nection with the manufacture, promotion, offering for sale, sale

and distribution of phonograph records in commerce, as "com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forth-
with cease and desist from;

Entering into , maintaining, or continuing any contract, licensing
agreement, or understanding with any other manufacturer or
producer of phonograph records to:

(a) Establish , fix, or maintain the price or royalty paid

by any other manufacturer or producer of phonograph rec-
ords to any artist for such artist's recording services;

(b) Prevent other club operators , including potential club
operators, from acquiring the phonograph records of any
other manufacturer or producer on the same terms and con-

ditions as respondents acquire such records, including but

not Jimited to agreements which have the effect of;
i. Giving respondents the sale or exclusive right , privi-

Jege , or license to manufacture , distribute or sell through
clubs phonograph records manufactured from master re-
cordings owned or controlled by any other manufacturer
or producer of phonograph records;

Ii. Restricting or preventing any manufacturer or pro-
ducer of phonograph records from licensing, authorizing,
or consenting to the making of phonograph records from
its master records by any other person for the purpose
of resaJe by the subscription or club method of direct
maiJ sel1ing;

iii. Restricting or preventing any manufacturer or
producer of phonograph records from selling its own
records by the subscription or club method of direct mail
sel1ng;

iv. Restricting or preventing any manufacturer or pro-
ducer of phonograph records from selling its records
directly to any person for resaJe by the subscription 01'

club method of direct mail sel1ng.
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It is further ordered That the initial decision be , and it hereby
, set aside , and the Findings As To The Facts , Conclusions and

Order of the Commission be, and they hereby are, substituted

therefor.
It is further ordered That respondents shall , within sixty (60)

days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission
a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form
in which they have compJied with the order set forth herein.

Commissioner Elman not concurring.

IN THE MATTER OF

INTER-STATE BUILDERS , INC. , ET AL.

ORDER , OPINIONS , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 8624. Complaint , May 14, 964-Decision , July , 1967

Order requiring a Cincinnati , Ohio, distributor of alumjnum and insulated sid-
ingproducts to cease misrepresenting- that a customer s house will be used
as a model, that its salesmen are factory representatives, that its prices

are reduced , and that its products are guaranteed.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Inter-
State Builders , Inc. , a corporation, and Milton S. Gottesman,
individually and as a director of said corporation , hereinafter

referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said

Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it
in respect thereof would be in the pubJic interest, hereby issues
its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Inter-State Builders, Inc. , is a cor-
poration organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal offce
and place of business located at 1902 Dana Avenue, Cincinnati
Ohio.

Respondent Milton S. Gottesman is a director of the corporate
respondent. He formulates , directs and controJs the acts and prac-
tices of the corporate respondent , including the acts and practices
hereinafter set forth. His address is the same as that of the cor-
porate respondent.
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PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have
been , engaged in the advertising, offering for saJe , sale and distri-
bution of aluminum and insulated siding products to the public.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents
now cause, and for some time Jast past have caused , their said
products, when sold, to be shipped from their place of business
in the State of Ohio to purchasers thereof located in various other
States of the United States , and maintain , and at all times men-
tioned herein have maintained , and substantial course of trade in
said products in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business, and for
the purpose of inducing the purchase of respondents ' products
respondents' salesmen or representatives have represented , di-

rectly or indirectly, in oraJ solicitations to prospective purchasers;
1. That the homes of prospective purchasers have been specially

seJected as model homes for the instal1ation of respondents ' siding,
that after installation such homes would be used as points of
reference for advertising purposes by respondents and that as a
result of allowing their homes to serve as modeJs, purchasers

would receive special or reduced prices for respondents ' products
and/or commissions from sales made to other buyers who pur-
chased respondents ' products after observing the model home in
respondents ' advertising.

2. That respondents ' salesmen or representatives were special
representatives from the factory, thereby implying that purchasers
would be deaJing directly with the manufacturer.

3. That respondents ' salesmen or representatives were repre-
sentatives of United States Gypsum Company.

4. That respondents ' products are " guaranteed" or uncondi
tionally guaranteed " thereby representing that said products are

guaranteed in every respect for an unlimited period of time.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact;
1. The homes of prospective purchasers were not specially

selected as model homes, and respondents never intended to use.
nor did they use , purchasers ' homes as points of reference for
advertising purposes. In addition , respondents did not give special
prices or discounts to purchasers who agreed to have their home
used as models, and purchasers did not receive commissions on

sales due to the fact that respondents never advertised the "model
homes.
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2. Respondents' salesmen or representatives are not factory

representatives, and purchasers do not deal directly with the
manufacturer of such products, but with respondents.

3. Respondents ' salesmen 01' representatives are not representa-
tives of United States Gypsum Co.

4. Respondents ' products are not guaranteed in every respect
nor are they guaranteed for an unJimited period of time.

Therefore, the statements and representations set forth in
Paragraph Four hereof are false, misleading and deceptive.

PAR. 6. Further , in the course and conduct of their business
respondents have made certain statements and representations
with respect to their products in direct mail circulars. Among and
typical of such statements and representations are the following;

Special Money- Saving Offer
Trcmendous Savings
Save up to 50% on materials.

PAR. 7. Through the use of the aforementioned statements

and others similar thereto, not specifically set out herein , respond-
ents have represented , directly or by impJication , that they were
conducting a speciaJ sale and that the prices of the advertised

products constituted a reduction from the actuaJ bona fide prices
at which such products had been offered to the pubJic on a regular
basis for a reasonably substantial period of time in the recent,
regular course of respondents' business, and that savings were

thereby afforded to purchasers.

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact , respondents were not conducting
a special sale and the prices of the advertised products did not
constitute a reduction from the actual bona fide prices at which
such products had been offered to the pubJic on a regular basis for
a reasonably substantial period of time in the recent, regular course
of respondents ' business, and savings were not thereby afforded to
purchasers.

Therefore, the statements and representations set forth in
Paragraphs Six and Seven hereof are false, misleading and decep-
tive.

PAR. 9. In the conduct of their business , at all times mentioned
herein , respondents have been in substantial competition , in com-
merce , with corporations , firms and individuals engaged in the sale
of aluminum and insulated siding products of the same general
kind and nature as those sold by respondents.

PAR. 10. Thc use by the respondents of the aforesaid false , mis-
leading and deceptive statements , representations and practices has
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had , and now has, the capacity and tendency to mislead members
of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief
that said statements and representations were and are true and
into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondents ' prod-
ucts by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.

PAR. 11. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as
herein alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the
public and of respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now
constitute, unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce, in violation of Sec-

tion 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Mr. Thoma. .J. WhiteherLd and M,' . .John T. WrLlker supporting
the complaint.

Mr. .JrLmes L. Ostmnder Cincinnati , Ohio, and MT. G. DUrLne

Vieth, M,'. .JrLmes F. FitzprLtrick and Mr. RichrLTd B. Sobol 

Arnold, FortrLs Porter Washington , D. , for respondents.

INITIAL DECISION BY JOHN B. POINDEXTER , HEARI!\G EXA !INER

SEPTEMBER 9, 1966

The complaint in this proceeding, issued by the Federal Trade
Commission on May 14 , 1964 , and amended at the hearing on the
record , alleges that Inter-State Builders, Inc. , a corporation, and
Milton S. Gottesman , individually and as a director of said corpora-
tion , hereinafter called respondents, violated the provisions of the
Federal Trade Commission Act by making false and deceptive
statements and representations both oral1y and in newspaper ad-
vertisements and other printed advertising material in connection

with the sale of aluminum siding and other home improvement
materials to the public.

Respondents answered and denied the substantial allegations of
the complaint. Thereafter, a hearing was heJd in Cincinnati , Ohio,
at which time oral testimony and documentary evidence were of-
fered in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the com-
plaint. Proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law were filed
by respective counsel.

Thereafter , on .January 21 1965 , the hearing examiner issued an
initial decision finding that the allegations of the complaint had
been sustained and that respondents had violated Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. Respondents were ordered to
discontinue their false pricing, savings, guarantee , and affliation
claims to sell aluminum siding or other products.
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Respondents appealed to the Commission from this decision,
urging, among other grounds, that the hearing examiner erred
in refusing to make available to respondents' counsel for cross-
examination and impeachment purposes interview reports pre-
pared by Commission investigators which recounted their prior
interviews with consumer witnesses who testified at the hearing in
support of the a1Jegations of the complaint.

Upon consideration of the appeal , the Commission vacated said
initial decision and remanded the matter to the hearing examiner
to;

(1) examine the interview reports made with respect to each of
the witnesses (other than Milton S. Gottesman) ca1Jed by counseJ
supporting the complaint to determine whether such reports con-
tain pre-hearing statements which should be made available to
respondents ' counsel under the "Jencks rule" as described in the

Commission s opinion dated April 22 , 1966 (69 F. C. 1152J ;

(2) deJiver to respondents ' counsel any of such reports or por-
tions thereof found by him to be statements within the meaning
of the "Jencks rule" and to be relevant for the purposes of cross-

examination;
(3) if requested by respondents ' counsel , reconvenc the hearing-

in-chief to permit respondents ' counseJ to utilize such reports or
portions thereof for the purpose of cross-examining any of such
witnesses whom respondents ' counsel requests be recalled for such
purpose; and

(4) issue a new initial decision which should includc specific
fmdings with respect to the issues presented on this remand.

Thereafter, pursuant to said order of remand , the hearing
examiner scheduled a hearing for August 15 , 1966 , at which hear-
ing counsel supporting the complaint was requested to produce the
original or an exact copy of the investigation report made by the
Commission invesUgator of his interview with each of the eighteen
consumer witnesses who testified at the original hearing in support
of the al1egations of the complaint.

Accordingly, a hearing was held on August 15 , 1966 , in Wash-
ington, D.C. At said hearing counsel supporting the complaint

produced what he represented as being authentic copies of each of
the eighteen investigation field reports made by the Commission
investigator. The hearing examiner examined each of said reports
in camera" to determine whether any or all of said reports con-

tained "Jencks statements" as enunciated in the majority opinion
of the Commission issued on April 22 1966 (69 F. C. 1152J.
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After examining each of said reports, the hearing examiner
announced on the record that he was abJe to determine from the
face of each report that it did not contain a "Jencks statement,
but was a mere summary of the investigator s interview with the
witness. The hearing examiner then stated that he would prepare
and issue a new initial decision which would embody findings of
fact and conclusions of law based upon the record made at the
originaJ hearing as well as his examination of the eighteen in-
vestigation field reports. Respective counsel have informally ad-
vised the hearing examiner that they each waive the refiling of
proposed findings of fact, conclusions of Jaw, and proposed order
based upon the hearing held in Washington, D. , on August 15,

1966.

Upon the basis of the entire record, the undersigned hearing

examiner makes the fol1owing findings of fact and conclusions of
law, and issues the following order;

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The respondent Inter-State Builders, Inc. , is a corporation
organized and doing business under the laws of the State of Ohio
with its offce and principal place of business located at 1902 Dana
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio (45207). The individual respondent
Milton S. Gottesman is a director and manager of the corporate
respondent. He formulates , directs and controJs the acts and prac-
tices of that corporate respondent (Tr. 48), including the acts and
practices hereinafter found. His address is the same as that of the
corporate respondent.

2. Respondents are now, and for some time past have been
engaged in the offering for sale , sale and distribution of aluminum
and insulated siding products to the public. In the course and con-

duct of their business, respondents now cause , and for some time
past have caused their said products , when sold, to be shipped

from their place of business in the State of Ohio to purchasers

thereof located in various other States of the United States , includ-
ing Kentucky, Indiana, and West Virginia (Tr. 53), and maintain

and have maintained a substantial course of trade in said products
in commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act. The gross dollar sales of corporate rcspondent Inter-
State Builders , Inc. , for the fiscal year 1962 (October 1 , 1961 , to
Scptember 30 , 1962) were $853 478.26, and for 1963 (October 1
1962 , to September 30, 1963) were $875 495. 71. (Tr. 326.

3. Inter-State Builders , 1nc. , obtains most of its business from
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newspaper advertisements or direct mail advertising. Mr. Gottes-
man , Inter-State s director and manager, places advertisements in
newspapers on behalf of Inter-State , similar to CX 1 , 2 , 3, and 4
soliciting the business of homeowners who may be interested in
having new aluminum or otber types of siding, roofing material
doors , windows , etc. , installed on their homes. An example of re-
spondents ' newspaper advertising is CX 2 , an advertisement which
appeared on behalf of Inter-State BuiJders , Inc., in the April 17,
1962 , issue of the Dayton, Ohio, Journal Herald. This advertise-

ment contained , among other statements, the following;
Inter- State Builders , Inc. wil select 25 homes in the area to cooperate in

their advertising program , , for thosc cooperating, the homeowners wil
save hundreds of dollars on the installation of aluminum siding * " * For the
25 homes selected not only is the price sharply discounted , but special terms
will be arranged with no money down ", ,

" "

. If you think your home will
qualify and if you would like a1uminum siding at a sharply reduced rate call
Cincinnati-Collect ::E 1-5.'00 .

. .. ""

. Leave your name, address and phone
number and a local representative wil call on you for an appointment. If a
phone is not handy drop a card or letter to Inter-State Builders, Inc., 1902
Dana Avenue, Cincinnati 7 , Ohio.

These newspaper advertisements sometimes contain a coupon on
which the interested homeowner may write his name , address , and
phone number , then detach and mail to Inter-State Builders, Inc.
at the address given in the advertisement, its offce located at 1902
Dana Avenue , Cincinnati , Ohio (45207).

4. Inter-State also obtains business from direct mail circulars
simiJar to CX 17 and CX 18. These circulars state , among other
things , the following;

Special Money- Saving Offer
Tremendous Savings
Save up to 50% on materials

At the bottom of the circular is a printed, postage-guaranteed
postcard addressed to Inter-State Builders , Inc. , 1902 Dana
Avenue , Cincinnati , Ohio (45207). On the reverse side of the card
are spaces for the name , address, and phone number of the in-
terested homeowner to be filled in. A perforation allows the card
to be detached from the circular for mailing to Inter-State at its
address printed on the card.

5. After the coupon or postcard has been returned to and re-

ceived by 1nter-State, Inter-State then turns the name , address
and phone number of the answering prospect over to a salesman
or as Mr. Gottesman , in his testimony characterized , a "broker.
The "broker" then calls the prospect by telephone and makes an
appointment for the "broker" to call in person at the residence
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of the homeowner.' At this meeting, the "broker" attempts to
sell" the prospect by obtaining from the homeowner a signed con-

tract for the installation of the home improvements at a specified
price. Inter-State Builders , Inc. , receives a commission of 12 per-
cent from the "broker" on all sales where the lead for the sale was
furnished by Inter-State. The "broker" estimates the actual cost
of the completed job , adds an amount for his profit , and inserts
this total amount in the sales contract and signs the contract along
with the homeowner purchaser. (Tr. 73. ) Inter-State supplies its
brokers" with contract forms, credit applications, promissory

notes

, "

pitch" books; etc. (Tr. 70-72. ) It also supplies them with a
time payment schedule for computation of financing charges for
their use in case the contract is to be signed on an installment
basis. (Tr. 90.

6. At the time of the hearing, one "broker " Mr. Jack Masch-

meier, of Cincinnati , Ohio, was employing three girl telephone
solicitors who were using three telephones located in one of the
rooms of corporate respondent's offces at 1902 Dana Avenue,
Cincinnati , Ohio (45207). This offce and the three telephones were
provided by corporate respondent without any charge to the

broker " Mr. :\1aschmeier. (Tr. 424-425. ) At the direction of ;111'

Maschmeier, the girl telephone solicitors used the sales "pitch"
described in ex 51 , to the gcncral effect that the girl callng was
not a sales person but was an employee of the U.S. Outdoor Ad-
vertising Company, which was making a survey of the home-
o\vner s area for one of the country s leading manufacturers of
building materials, for the purpose of selecting one home which was
to be used to advertise a brandnew permanent covering for the
outer walls of the house , etc. , etc. The girl would attempt to make
an appointment for the "special representative" of L'.S. Outdoor
Advertising who was "in town for a few days" to call on the
homeowner. If she was successful in making the appointment , the
special representative of U. S. Outdoor Advertising Company, " in

reality Mr. Jlaschmeier , would then make a personal call on the
homeowner and attempt to obtain a signed contract for the installa-
tion of the siding or other improvements at a specified price set out
therein, and generally providing for monthly payments over il

1 Some "brokers" employ c!ilJed " telephone solicitors " who calJ the prospects by telephone
and mab' appointments for the " broker " to visit the home of the prospect. Tn som" indances
the telephone solicitors obtain prospects for the "broker" by ( ialing- the nUTnber of poenoT15

listed in tbe teJephoTIe directory of a particular city 01' town and inquiring if su h person is
interested in having new sirling or other ma eriaJs instal! d Ut) hb or ber home. Also , sam"

brokers " empJoy men called "canvassers " who go from house- to-house and soJici home
improvements. If the homeowner is interested , the "canvasser" makes an appointment for the
broker" to eaJJ at the home of th(' j1rospect.
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one-, two- , or three-year period. Copies of approximately thirteen
signed contracts from thirteen different homeowners were received
in evidence at the hearing, CX 20 , 22 , 24 , 27 , 30 , 34A- , 35, 37

, 43 , 46 , and 48. (Mr. Maschmeier testified as a witness for re-
spondents.

7. Each contract is on a printed form cal1ed a "Sales Con-
tract," provided by Inter-State Builders, Inc. , with its name and
address listed at the top of the form , and reciting that the home-
owner who signed the contract would be cal1ed the "Purchaser
and that "Inter-State Builders, Inc., and/or Inter-State Construc-
tion Co. '" would thereafter be cal1ed the "Contractor " etc. Each
of the thirteen homeowners who signed a contract was cal1ed as a
witness by counsel supporting the complaint. ' Their testimony, as
wel1 as the testimony of five other homeowners who had been
solicited by Inter-State s salesmen but did not sign contracts for
the instal1ation of siding or other home improvements, with slight
variations , took one or al1 of the fol1owing forms; that the pros-
pect' s home had been selected as a model for the instal1ation of
Inter-State s siding; that , if the prospect purchased and had cor-
porate respondent's materials instal1ed and permitted the " im-
proved" home to be shown as a model to other prospects, the
purchaser would receive a special or reduced price, and/or would
receive a commission on sales made by the salesman to other
homeowners as a result of having viewed the purchaser s improved
model home. As a matter of fact, the corporate respondent did not
select houses to be used as models and did not give special or re-
duced prices to purchasers of its instal1ed home improvements for
advertising purposes. (Tr. 93-94.

8. Some of corporate respondent's salesmen or "brokers
represented to prospects that they were "from the factory," there-
by impJying that they were employed by the factory which manu-
factured the siding products and that the purchasers wouJd 

purchasing directly from the manufacturer and, for this reason

might receive a lower price. (See the testimony of Mrs. Albert
Johnson , Tr. 105-130; Miss Wilma Rayles , Tr. 147-153; Mr. James
Kel1ey, Tr. 177-187; Mrs. Dorothy Chapman , Tr. 188-199; Mrs.
Mildred Heffelmire, Tr. 219-242; and Mrs. Marlene Kel1ey, Tr.
298-311. ) Some salesmen also represented themselves to be

Inter-State Construction Co. , was formerly operateu by Mr. Gottes!nan in Louisvile
Kentucky. (Tr. 49.

S Counsel also called five arlditional witnesses who did not sign sales (,l1ntracts but who
testined concerning the representations made to them by corporate respondent s salesmen in
their attempt to sell corporat.. respondent's home improvements.
4 The amount of the commission varied in amonnts, 825 , $50 , or $100.
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representatives of the United States Gypsum Company. (See testi-
mony of Messrs. Vincent Ehemann, Tr. 204-210; CarJ Moritz , Tr.
212-218; Dale Trester, Tr. 263 276; Scott Jewell, Tr. 277-288;
and Mrs. Clair Cornett, Tr. 289-297. ) As a matter of fact, said
salesmen were not representatives of any factory or of the United
States Gypsum Company, but were salesmen for corporate re-
spondent. Corporate respondent's salesmen also represented to
their prospects that its products and installations were "guaran-
teed" or "unconditionally guaranteed " thereby representing that
said products and completed jobs were guaranteed in every re-
spect for an unlimited period of time. As a matter of fact, there
are Jimitations on Inter-State s guarantees and corporate respond-
ent' s guarantees are limited to "the labor and materials" (testi-
mony of the individual respondent , Mr. Gottesman , Inter-State
manager and operating head , Tr. 91-96).

9. By respondents ' use of the statements referred to in Para-
graph 4 herein , such as " Special ::1oney-Saving Offer

" "

Tremen-
dous Savings,

" "

Save up to 507c on materials " in their direct ad-

vertising circulars (eX 17 and CX 18), respondents represented
that they were conducting a special sale and that the prices of the
advertised products constituted a reduction from the actual bona
fide prices at which such products had been offered to the pubJic
on a regular basis for a reasonably substantial period of time in the
recent, regular course of respondents' business and that savings

were thereby afforded to the purchasers. The testimony of the in-
dividual respondent Gottesman refutes the c1aim that corporate
respondent ever conducted a special sale or that its prices were
reduced. Corporate respondent could not have a special sale be-
cause , by Mr. Gottesman s own testimony, Inter-State did not have
a regular price for materials alone or for a completed job . and
the completed price of a siding job varies from home-to-home and
the completed price estimate varies from "broker" to "broker.
(Tr. 80 , 83-84.
10. Respondents seek to avoid any legal liability or responsibil-

ity for the false representations of such salesmen or 'j brokers " on
the ground that such salesmen or "brokers " were not in the employ
of respondents, but were independent contractors working onJy

for themselves. It may be true that the salesmen or "brokers " were
not paid a salary by corporate respondent but only received their
remuneration from sales of home improvements made for and on
behalf of the corporate respondent. Nevertheless, the respondents
clothed said salesmen or "brokers" with apparent authority to
bind respondents for representations made by said salesmen.
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Respondents furnished said salesmen or "brokers" with printed
contract forms bearing the name of corporate respondent Inter-
State Builders, Inc. , for the use of such salesmen in selling and
obtaining signed contracts for the installation of home improve-
ments on behalf of said corporate respondent. The rcspondents
aJso furnished said salesmen or "brokers" with credit applications,
time scheduJe payment forms

, "

leads" to prospective purchasers,
manufacturer s "pitch" books (Tr. 70- , 90), and the use of an
offce and three teJephones, all without charge to said salesmen

(Tr. 424-425). The Federal Trade Commission Act was passed by
the Congress as an aid to protect the public against unscrupulous
business practices such as those found to have been practiced here
and respondents cannot escape responsibiJity for such unlawful
acts and practices committed by their agents by claiming that said
salesmen are independent contractors.

11. As argument in support of their contcntion that said sales-
men or Hbrokers" are not employees of respondents , respondents
say that said salesmen or "brokers " after obtaining signed con-

tracts from homeowners for the purchase and installation of re-
spondents ' aluminum siding or other home improvement materials
is not obligated to "sel1" the contract to Inter-State Builders , Inc.,
but is free to "sell" the contract to some other home improvement
company. This type of argument begs the question. Even should
it be assumed that the salesman or "broker" is free to " sell" the
contract to some other home improvement company, this does not
relieve respondents of their rcsponsibility for any false representa-
tions made by said salesmen or "brokers" while purporting to act
for respondents. The complaint herein involves only alleged false
representations made by salesmen who were soliciting home im-
provements on behalf of the corporate respondent Inter-State
Builders , Inc. , not some other company. The contracts were on
forms provided by the respondents and with the name "Inter-
State Builders , Inc." printed thereon. The salesmen or "brokers
represented and led the homeowner to believe that the salesman
or "broker" was obtaining the contract for and on behalf of Inter-
State Builders , Inc. , and that Inter-State Builders , 1nc., would
install the home improvements called for in the contract. The
evidence and testimony is conclusive that the salesmen or "brok-
ers" were acting for an on behalf of Inter-State Builders, Inc. . at
the time they made the false representations complained about in
this proceeding. After clothing such salesmen or "brokers" with
ostensible authority to act on their behalf and accepting the bene-
fits accruing from such signed contracts which had been obtained
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by said salesmen or "brokers " at least partly as a result of such
false representations , respondents cannot now escape responsibil-
ity by disowning such salesmen or "brokers " as their agents.

12. At the hearing held in this proceeding on August 15, 1966
pursuant to the Commission s order of remand issued April 22

1966 (69 F. C. 1152J, the hearing examiner examined the field re-
port prepared by the Commission investigator reporting his inter-
view with each of the eighteen consumer witnesses who testified at
the hearing in this proceeding and finds that neither of said in-
vestigation field reports contains a so-called "Jencks statement" as
defined in the Commission s opinion issued April 22, 1966 , but

contain mere summaries of the investigator s interview with the

witness. It is plain from the face of each field report that the re-
port does not contain a "Jencks statement," that is , a substantial
verbatim recital of an oral statement made by the witness to the
Commission investigator and recorded contemporaneously with
the making of such statement . but is a mere summary.

13. It is further found that the representations made by re-
spondents in their newspaper and direct mail advertising and by
their salesmen or "brokers " as found herein, are false and decep-

tive. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false and deceptive
statements and representations has had and now has the capacity
and tendency to mislead members of the purchasing public into
the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and repre-
sentations were and are true , and into the purchase of substantial
quantities of respondents' products by reason of said erroneous

and mistaken belief.
14. In the conduct of their business and at all times mentioned

herein, respondents have been in substantial competition, in com-

merce, with corporations , firms, and individuals engaged in the

sale of aluminum and insulated siding products of the same general
kind and nature as those sold by respondents.

CONCLUSIONS

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as found here-
, were and are to the injury and prejudice of the public and of

respondents ' competitors, and constituted , and now constitute , un-
fair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce , in violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

It is further concluded that neither of the investigator s reports
of interviews \vith the eighteen consumer witnesses contain 
Jencks statement" but were mere summaries of the investigator
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interviews with each witness. There is nothing in any of the inter-
view reports which would indicate that the report or any part
thereof or any statement made therein by the Commission investi-
gator had been approved by the witness or purported to be "
substantially verbatim recital of an oral statement made by said
witness to an agent of the Government and recorded contempo-
raneously with the making of such statement." On the contrary,
each report shows on its face that it is a mere summary of the
investigator s interview with the witness,

ORDER

It 'is ordered That respondents Inter-State Builders , Inc., a
corporation , and its offcers , and Milton S. Gottesman, individually
and as a director of said corporation, and respondents' agents

representatives and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device , in connection with the offering for saJe, sale and
distribution of aluminum siding or other products , in commerce
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act,
do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Representing, directly or by implication, that the home
of any of respondents' customers or prospective customers

had been selected as a model home to be used as a point of

reference for advertising purposes, unless in every instance

the home has in fact been selected as a model , and unless in
every instance the home is used for such purposes;

2. Representing, directly or by implication, that any spe-

cial price , allowance, discount or commission is granted by
respondents to purchasers in return for permitting the
premises on which respondents' products are installed to be

used for model home demonstration purposes , unless respond-
ents grant such special price, allowance, discount or com-
mission in every instance;

3. Representing that respondents ' salesmen or representa-
tives are factory representatives, or otherwise misrepresent-
ing the status of such salesmen or representatives;

4. Representing that respondents ' salesmen or representa-
tives are representatives of the L'nited States Gypsum Com-
pany, or representing that respondents or their representa-

tives are affliated with any company or organization with
which they are not in fact affliated;

5. Representing, directly or by implication. that any of

respondents ' products are guaranteed , unless the nature and
extent of the guarantee, the identity of the guarantor ann the
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manner in which the guarantor wil perform thereunder are
clearJy and conspicuously disclosed;

6. Representing that respondents ' customers are granted
any reduction in price for their products , unless the price

offered constitutes a substantial reduction from the actuaJ
bona fide price at which such products had been offered for
sale on a regular basis for a reasonably substantial period of
time in the recent , regular course of respondents ' business;

7. Misrepresenting in any manner the savings available
to purchasers of respondents ' merchandise.

OPINION OF THE CO:lIMISSION

JULY 28 , 1967

BY JONES C01nmissione1':
This matter is before the Commission for the second time on

appeal by respondents. After appeal from the first initial decision
by the hearing examiner issued on January 21 , 1965 , the Commis-
sion, without considering the merits , remanded the case to the
examiner to reconsider certain interview reports of v,dtnesses
called by complaint counsel (69 F. C. 1152J. The examiner issued
his second initial decision on September 9, 1966, confirming his

earlier exclusion of the interview reports as attorney s work
product and reaffrming his findings and conclusions on the mcrits
of the case. The case is again before us on respondents ' appeal
from these decisions of the examiner.

The complaint, issued on May 14 , 1964 , charged that respondents
vioJated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
alleged that respondents

' "

salesmen or representatives" had
falsely represented in oral solicitations that prospective purchasers
of respondents ' aluminum and insulated siding products would
receive discounts on purchases in return for allowing their homes
to serve as models of respondents ' products or would receive com-
missions on sales made to other buyers who purchased respondents
products after observing the purchasers ' remodeled homes; that
respondents ' prices were advertised as special sales prices and as

1 Counsel for both sides advised the examiner during th., hearing' on remamj that they wou!n
waive the re!lUng of proposed findings of fact, concJu ions of IRw ann propo ed orner." which
had been originally submitted priot tu the initial decision of the examiDer on Jamwry 21.
1965 (SuppI. I.D. p. 3i5). On September " , 196(i, the eXaminer supplemental initial decision
issued incorporatin the 1indings aDd concJusions of his first decision except for some deletion,

ill par. 8 of his first initial ,lecisioTl and except for the findinRS and concbsions relating to th.,
production of the interview reports a to which ncw tlndirl" and concllJsion were enlere,
by the examinel'. Since thc examiner s second initial decision encompassed the fin,Hngs and
cODclusions of his first decision as to tne merits of the case as weJl as nis findings and COIl-

clusions un remand, "e wiJ refcl' in tnis opinion onJy 10 his secon,l initilJI ,lecision.
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reductions from respondents ' regular price of such merchandise
and that respondents falsely represented that their guarantees
were unconditional. Respondents denied that the alleged repre-
sentations with respect to model homes , guarantees and special
saJes prices were false , a11eged that, if made , they were not ma-
terial in inducing the purchases of respondents ' products and
finally, claimed that the persons through whom their products
were sold were not their "salesmen or representatives" and that
they did not direct or control the representations made by these
persons.

The hearing examiner concluded that respondents were respon-
sibJe for the representations of the persons through whom they
sold their products (I. D. pars. 10-11) and that respondents had
made the representations with respect to the discounts or commis-
sions which purchasers would receive if their homes were used
for display purposes, as well as those respecting special prices
and unconditional guarantees and that those representations were
false (I.D. pars. 3-7, 13). Finally, the examiner concluded that
the contested interview reports were not producible within the

meaning of the Jencks rule as discussed in the Commission
opinion on remand (LD. par. 12).

In their appeal, respondents do not challenge the examiner

findings that respondents' prices were falsely represented and
that additionally respondents ' customers had been falsely advised
that their homes would be used as demonstration models for re-
spondents ' other potential customers and that they would receive
commissions on sales to such potential customers (Resp. Suppl.
Br. p. 2).

Respondents, however , do challenge the examiner s findings and
conclusions that they are responsible for the representations of

their salesmen and that they had misrepresented their guarantees.
Respondents also contend that the prohibition in the proposed
order with respect to respondents' representations that commis-
sions wil be paid prospective purchasers permitting their homes

to be used for demonstration purposes was not supported by the
examiner s findings. Finally, respondents argue as a threshhold
issue the correctness of the examiner s conclusions with respect

to the non-producibility of the interview reports and contend
alternatively that the reports are producible as Jencks rule state-
ments or that at least the examiner should have ordered a voil' dir(
to determine this point. Thus respondents urge that the case he
reversed and remanded (Resp. Suppl. Br. p. 2).

\Ve will conshler each of these issues seriatim.
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The PTOducibilit?l of the Interview Reports

A. The Hearing Examiner s Decision

On remand of this matter to the examiner a hearing was held
on August 15, 1966 , at which complaint counsel produced copies
of the interview reports with respect to each of the 18 consumer
witnesses who testified in support of the complaint. ' The examiner
called a recess for an unspecified period of time during which he
apparentJy examined the interview reports." After reconvening
the hearing he announced that he had concluded that the reports
did not contain any statements within the meaning of the Jencks
rule. However, he requested complaint counsel to deliver copies
of the reports to respondents ' counsel; complaint counseJ did so
without objection. After examining the reports respondents ' coun-
sel returned them to the hearing examiner and stated that in his
judgment the reports were producible either as substantially
verbatim statements "or conceivably the reports were drawn from
notes which might have been read back in part or in whole 

witnesses and approved by them" (Tr. 478). Respondent argued

that there was enough on the face of the reports which "should
have triggered a voir dire examination to determine whether or
not the statement was substantially verbatim" (Tr. 478- , 481

482 , 485-86). The examiner declined to do so. In his decision on
remand he stated that after an examination of the documents
he was abJe to determine from the face of each report that it did
not contain a Jencks statement. In his initial decision he concluded;

'" , 

that neither of the investigator s reports of interviews with the eight-
een consumer witnesses contain a " Jenck statement" but were mere sum-

maries of the investigator s interviews with each witness. There is nothing

in any of the interview reports which woulrl indicate that the report or any
part thereof or any statement made therein by the Commission investigator
had been approved by the \vitness or purported to be "a substantially verbatim
recital of an oral statement made by said witness to an agent of the Govern-
ment and recorded contemporaneously with the making of such statement.
On the contrary, each report shows on its face that it is a mere summary of
the investigator s interview with the witness (I.D. pp. 881-882).

2 The hearing examiner s order dated July 26 , 1966 . scheduleLl the remand hearing for AUJ.ust
, 1966 , and stated that at that time he "wil examine awl inspect the so-called field reports

made by tbe Commission s investigators .. .. in order tbat the hearing examin"r may (1e-
t",rmine whether said reports made by the investigaturs were 'Jencks sta.tement,.'''

3 On oral argument, respondent ' counsel cuntended th,, ; this interv"l did nut exct'('U 10

minutes (Tr. Oral Argument p. 3). Complaint counsel vig-orously dbagreed with this e timatt'
and contended the int('vaJ was at least 45 rninc:tes iTr. Oral Argument pp. 

:-\

;14). Keither
connsoo! noted for the record at the time the exact length of time taken by th", examin",r ITl
OraJ Argum",ntp. 34). \Ve do not booli",v", the time of the intern!! i of any loog,d significance
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The interview reports have been placed under seaJ and delivered
to the Commission on this appeal. Both counsel agree , and indeed
respondents' counseJ strongly argued in his brief, that it is proper
for the Commission to examine these reports and to draw its own
conclusions as to their producibility (Resp. Br. p. 2; Compl. Coun-
sel's Br. pp. 1- 2).

The issues raised by respondents with respect to the producibiIty
of the 18 interview reports in issue are three; (1) do these inter-

view reports constitute substantially verbatim statements of the
witnesses interviewed, (2) were these interview reports shown
to and adopted or approved by the witnesses, and (3) can the
producibility of these reports be determined on their face without
recourse to a voir dire. Before considering the particular interview

reports involved in this case , it wil be useful to summarize the
applicabJe case law respecting the criteria which have been used
by the Courts in determining what constitutes a producible state-
ment within the meaning of the Jencks rule.

B. The Applicable Law Relative to PTOducibility of Witnesses
Inte1'view Repo1'ts

The Courts are clear that any substantially verbatim statement
of a witness or any report of a witness ' statement which has been
adopted or approved by a witness should be produced.

The question of whether a report has been signed, adopted or

approved by the witness is of course a question of fact which must
be determined either from the facc of the report or on the basis
of extrinsic evidence. 1n United States v. amma, 349 F. 2d 338,
341 (2nd Cir. 1965), the Second Circuit held that in the ordinary
case, it is the Court' s obligation to examine the report to determine
whether it raises on its face any suggestion that adoption or

approval might have occurred. If such an inference is raised from
the face of the document the Court is then under a duty to conduct

voir dire to determine the issue. If no such inference appears
from an examination of the document, it is respondents ' duty to
adduce some facts which would create such an inference. Absent
such facts suggesting the possibility of an adoption or approval
the Court is not required to conduct a 1!oir dire and is free to
decide the question on the basis of an examination of the document
itseJf.

In determining what constitutes a record of a substantially ver-
batim statement, the general rule applied by the Courts is that any
report which can fairJy be said to reflect a witness ' own words
should be produced. Reports which constitute merely an attorney
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summary of a witness' remarks just as importantly need not be
produced. PaleTmo v. United States 360 U.S. 343, 350 (1959).
As the Supreme Court stated in Palermo the utmost caution must
be exercised in ordering production of reports which do not fairly
represent the witness ' statement since it would be " grossly unfair
to allow the defense to use statements to impeach a witness which
could not fairJy be said to be the witness ' own rather than the
product of the investigator s selection , interpretations and inter-
polations" (360 U.S. at 350). The Court went on to point out that;

It \vas important that the statements could fairly be deemed to reflect fully
and \vithout distortion what had been said to the government agent. Distor-
tion can be a product of selectivity as '''ell as the conscious or inadvertent
infusion of the recorder s opinions or impressions. It is clear from the con-

tinuous congressional emphasis on " substantially verbatim recita1 " and "con-
tinuous , narrative statements made by the \vitncss recorded verbatim, or
nearly so '" .

,. '

'''' see Appendix B , post 79 S. Ct. page 1228 , that the legislation
was designed to eliminate the danger of distortion and misrepresentation in-
herent in a report which merely seleets portions , albeit accurately, from a
lengthy oral recital. Quoting out of context is one of the most frequent and
pc)\verful modes of misquotation. We think it consistent with this legislative
history, and with the generally restrictive terms of the statutory provision , to
require that summaries of an oral statement "vhich evidence substantial sclec-

tion of material , or which were prepared aftcr the interview without the aid
of complete notes, and hence rest on the memory of the agent, are not to be
produced. l'either, of course, are statcments ,vhich contain the agent' s inter-
pretations or impressions (pp, 352-53).

Thus the Courts have demonstrated that if the Jencks Act should
be applied as the Commission is here applying it, not only is the
concept of that legislation fair, but so is its appJication.

This same rationale was emphasized by the Second Circuit in
United St.ate, v. Larnrna 349 F. 2d 338 , 340 (2nd Cir. 1965) in
which the Court observed that where an al1eged recorded statement
of a witness is to be used for impeachment purposes

, "

it should

be his own statement and not someone else s interpretation of

what the witness said or what he thought the witness said,
In determining whether a report reflects a witness ' statement

or merely the attorney s summary of what the witness told him,
the Courts have indicated that some or a1l of the fo1lowing factors
should be looked to; ,

1) The extent to which the report conforms to the languag-e
of the witness;

United Stldes v. Lam.ma 34!! F. 2d 3::S, 34(J (2nd Cir. 19(5): Willi",.". v. Und d Stut",
338 F. 2d 286, 288 (D. C. Cir. 19G4); SallndeT, United State".. ::\b F. 211 H46 , ;j49-')0

(D. C. Cir. 1963): United States v. Aviles :)15 F. 2,1 Hfi , 191 Und Ci,' . 1963): U"ited Stnf,

,..

McKeever 271 F . 2d 669 , 674-75 (2nd Cir. 19,')9); United Sf. "t,,", Wn!dnHLiI 159 F. Supp. 747

749 (D. N, J, 19581.
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2) The length of the report in comparison with the length of

the interview;
3) The lapse of time between the interview and the preparation

of the report;

4) The appearance in the report of the substance of the witness
remarks;

5) The use of quotation marks;

6) The presence in the report of the comments or ideas of the
interviewer.

The Court is not under any absolute obligation to conduct a
voir dire in order to determine the issue of whether a report is
or is not a statement of the witness within the meaning of the
J cncks rule. This is a matter for the discretion of the Courts.

Campbell v. United States 365 1'. S. 85 , 93 (1961); Pale,.no 

United States, 360 1'. S. supra at 354-55; United States v. Lamma
349 F. 2d 338, 341 (2nd Cir. 1965) ; United States v. Hilbrick , 232
F. Supp. 111 , 121 (N.D. Il. 1964). As the Supreme Court stated
in Palenno:
It is also the function of the trial judge to decide , in the light of the circum-
stances of each case , what , if any, evidence extrinsic to the statement itself
mayor must be offered to prove the nature of the statement. In most cases
the answer will be plai?1 from the statenwnt itself. In others further informa-

tion might be deemed relevant to assist the court' s determination. This j:: a
problem of the sound and fair administration of a criminal prosecution and
its solution must be guided by the need , reflected in so much of our la\\' of
evidence , to avoid needless trial of collateral and confusing issues while as-
suring the utmost fairness to a criminal defcndant (360 U.S. 354-55), (em-
phasis added).

It is against the background of these general principles that
we must make our decision as to the correctness of the hearing
examiner s conclusion that the 18 intervie\v reports were noi.
producible within the criteria laid down by our earlier opinion
on remand.

C. Description of the Interview Rep()rt.

The 18 field reports under consideration were prepared by two
attorneys on the staff of the Commission each of whom drew up
nine reports. For convenience of reference each of the series of
nine reports wil be referred to respectively as the Burger report
and the Rynerson reports.

The nine Burger reports \-vere prepared on the basis of three
days of interviews , hvo interviews on November 8 , 1962 , in t\vo
different cit.ies in Ohio. three jnterviews on November 9, 1962
again in hvo different cities, and four interviews on November 10
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1962 , all in the same city. All of the Burger interview reports
were dated either January 3 or 4 1963 , almost two months after
the dates of the interviews reported. Five of these reports record

joint interviews of husband and wife attributing the facts or
information recited in the report to " informants" under such
variations as " informants fIrst learned of * * * " or " informants
did not know * * * .. and the like. The other four reports concern
interviews of either husband or wife.

None of the nine Burger reports contain any indications or
notations that either the reports or the notes , if any, on the basis
of which they were prepared had been shown to or approved or
adopted by the witnesses.

Each of the Burger reports, whether reporting interviews of
husband and wife teams or of individuals , commences with the
opening paragraph "Upon being informed as to the purpose of the
interview, the informant(s) advised the writer substantially as
follows :

Six of the Burger reports, of which three were interviews of

husband and wife jointly, arc organized in a substantially similar
manner and contain identically titled sections , frequently listed in
the same order , bearing the headings " 1. Relationship of Informant
to Investigation,

" "

2. Method of Solicitation

" "

3. Salesman,

4. Product

" "

5. Solicitation Representation" and "6. Basic Sales
Pitch," (further broken down into subtopics entitled "model home
representations

" "

referrals" and " debt consolidation ) and "
Sales Contract," It is clear from a mere examination of these
reports that they are not verbatim recitals of witnesses' state-
ments. We can take official notice of the fact that , however , much
as we might wish, witnesses do not respond in interviews in such
neat, precise and organized fashion. It is certainly clear that six
witnesses wil not narrate their experiences in virtually the same
order , picking out virtually the identical items to discuss. The
language of these reports is clearly the language of the attorney
summarizing and capsulating those facts stated by the witnesses
which in the attorney s mind was relevant 1.0 her inquiry.

The other three Burger reports. while not organized under
precise headings , in general followed the same pattern of organi-
zation and in many instances employ identical language in oetail-
ing the facts. Thus , for example , two of the reports , not organized
into sections , start the paragraph with the identical sentence to
the effect that "The lnamc of interviewee s family J first contact

with 1nterstate was ,. " .. " etc. Moreover, the vocabulary and
style of these latter three reports is substantiaIJy similar to the
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other six more tightly organized Burger reports and again clearly
appear to be the work of the attorney and not the words of the

interviewees. It is also noteworthy that this vocabulary and styJe
of all of these reports is the same whether the interviewees were
individuaJs or a husband and wife team. Again it is obvious that
nine witnesses wm not detail their experiences in the same sequen-
tial order of events nor wil1 they use identical language.

In some of the Burger reports , some material is set off by paren-
theses and in one case by the notation "Writer s Note. " It is clear
from reading these reports that the purpose of this differentiation
was to distinguish those facts recited in the report which emanated
from the witnesses and those which were known to Miss Burger.
Thus in these reports , this differentiation does not create the
inference, as respondents ' counsel's cursory perusal of these re-
ports thought it did , that the material not so set off therefore
represented the witness ' statements.

The Burger reports also occasional1y contain words or phrases
set off in quotation marks. 1n some instances these quotation marks
are used to set off proper nouns such as "'plasticrylic.

'" 

More
frequently they appear around isolated words or phrases in the
middJe of a sentence. Typical of this usage of quotation marks
in the Burger reports (represented by the inner quotations) is
the fol1owing excerpt from a joint composite husband and wife
interview:
For allowing their home to be the "first in the neighborhood"

, "

a mode1" "
advertise" the products , the K ' , s would receive the opportunity of a
lifetime: a " reduced price " on the expensive material; "factory prices
wholesale

" "

factory to your. ,,0; Mr. We 

. .

, l stated that the K " " * s
could get the siding "cheap " now.

These same words appear also in quotation marks in other
Burger reports. It is clear from the way in which these words are
used that they are intended to remind the investigating attorney

of individual words used by the witness and to highUght them as
such in her mind. However , in no sense could excerpts of them if
given to respondents ' counsel be of any value as reflecting the
witness' narrative of events discussed.

The nine Rynerson reports were prepared virtually contempo-
raneously with the conducting of the interview with a two or

three day interval elapsing between interview and report. Eight
of these interviews took place on October 26 and one on October 25
1963. Eight of the reports of these interviews were apparently

dictated on October 28 and one on October 29 , 1963. Two of the
Rynerson reports record interviews of husband and wife jointly
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without differentiating in most cases the facts recited in the
report between those contributed by the husband and those by
the wife.'; None of these reports indicate that they had been
approved or adopted by the parties or that the notes , if any, which
formed the basis for their preparation had been shown to or
approved or adopted by the interviewees.

Six of the nine Rynerson reports , start with an opening para-
graph identifying the interviewees followed by the words " inform-
antes) stated in substance as follows. " This pattern is followed

irrespective of whether the interviewees were a husband-wife
team or simply one person. In five of the reports this same format
is aJso used to introduce facts attributed by the interviewees to

respondents ' salesmen. Thus these Rynerson reports describe these
facts with the sentence; "the salesmen stated in substance as

follows 

The format, style and language of the nine Rynerson reports

are almost identical. Eight of these reports in fact use the identical
words in describing respondents ' salesman. Thus these eight re-
ports whether respondents ' salesmen were or were not " pushy,
or whether they tried to "rush" the interviewees into signing
contracts. In two of these cases the report was a composite husband
and wife interview. It is obvious that these words are either the
words of the attorney capsulating his impression of the sense of
what the witnesses reported to him or reflected the witnesses
responses to precise questions of the attorney rather than their

own volunteered narrative of their experiences with respondents
representatives.

There are other examples of facts attributed to the interviewee,
appearing in these reports in identical language, such as the rep-
resentations attributed by the interviewees to respondents ' sales-
men as to whether the siding "would need to be painted, wouJd
not need maintenance for a lifetime , would not burn , \vould resist
all kinds of weather , would insulate, would save on heating bil1s,
would not dent or peel or was indestructible." Again , it is highly
unlikely that nine interviewees narrating what nine different
representatives of respondents told them would use virtually
identical language in describing the various representation

painting, maintenance , peeling, burning, etc. or would recite these
representations in the same sequence. It is also inconceivable thai
witnesses wil volunteer to an interviewer facts with respect both
to representations which 1vere made as weJl as to representations

In one jnstan e facts were attributed to one or the other of the spouses sur.h as "Mrs. B
recalled in respor. se to questions . that * 

. * "
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which weTe not made. Unless prompted by specific questions , wit-
nesses do not narrate negative representations as to what salesmen
had not represented.

Some of the Rynerson reports contain words and phrases in
quotation marks. In four of these reports these quotation marks
are used to refer to the contents of a mailer received from re-

spondents by the interviewce. The quoted words were those which
the witness recal1ed had been contained in the mailer which the
interviewee had not retained and the report expressly stated that
they had been elicited from the witness by express questions.
It is significant that the paragraph in each of these four reports
describing the interviewees ' receipt of the mailer and its recollected
contents is almost in haec verba thus again negativing any infer-
ence that these reports reflect the witnesses ' own words or narra-
tive of their experience with respondents. In a few instances
quotation marks are put around a word or a phrase within a
sentence such as "one of the men said he \vas a representative
of Interstate , that is 'a field man,' " or in another instance "The
C " * * s said ' ' to this price." Similarly statements attributed
by the interviewee to what respondents ' salesmen said to them
are on occasion set off in quotation marks. In no instance in any
of these reports was a full scntence ever quoted. It is apparent
from reading these reports that the attorney s use of quotation
marks was intended to indicate that the quoted word or phrase
was that used by the witness.

As with the Burger reports, some of the Rynerson reports record
information identified as emanating from Commission files and
also contain comments about the \vitness ' demeanor , personality
and estimated capability as a witness as well as their stated
wilingness to appear if called. In some instances this material is
set off by parenthesis but in most instances it simply appears as
part of the running text of the report in no way differentiated
from the facts elicited from the witnesses. The interweaving of
material obviously culled from the witness with that which just
as obviously emanated from the attorney or from some other
source underscores again the inescapable conclusion that these
reports are in no sense a recital of a statement by a witness but
on the contrary are clearly summaries of facts culled by the
attorney from statements made by the interviewees to the attorney
and probably in response to precise questions of the attorney.

On the basis of our examination of these 18 reports , we hold
that the hearing examiner was correct in his condusion that none
of these reports constitute statements of witnesses which are
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producibJe under the principles laid down in the Jencks Act cases.
The two Rynerson reports and the five Burger reports , recording

joint interviews of husbands and wives , clearly constitute a com-
posite record of facts detailed by two persons and we conclude
that in no sense could they be regarded as a substantially verbatim
statement of a single witness.

The remainder of the Burger and Rynerson interview reports
do not record "continuous narrative statements" given by any of

these witnessesY As noted above, the material in seven of the

reports was itemized under separate headings. There can be
Jitte doubt that this well-organized format is not an accurate

reflection of any of the witness' statements but represents an
attempt by the attorney to categorize the various remarks which
were made for the purpose of facilitating their use in the pro-
ceedings. United States v. A viles 337 F. 2d 552 , 559 (2nd Cir.
1964). The other reports , while less rigidly subdivided, also indi-
cate that they are the product of the efforts of the investigators
to organize by subject matter the various statements made by the
witnesses. This is underscored by the fact that the Burger and
Rynerson reports respectively follow a substantially similar or-
ganization pattern which clearly negates any possible inferencc
that they record a narrative detailed by a witness. Clearly even

the wildest coincidence would not explain the fact that nine

witnesses interviewed by one attorney would all detail their story
in one organizational pattern and nine other witnesses interviewed
by another attorney wouJd all detail their stories in another but
also similar organizational pattern. The fact that these reports

were organized in such substantially similar patterns and that
the language also appears to be substantially similar indicates
clearly that the facts reported in each of thc reports are the result
of the attorney s selection and that only the highlights of the
interview which were relevant and useful for the attorney s prep-
aration of the case were recorded.

Moreover , the language of these eighteen reports is clearJy that
of the attorneys rather than that of the witnesses. The reports

consistently detailed the facts in the same words and expressions.
G Ten of these reports are introdllced with the statement that the "informanthJ advised

the writer sub tantially as followR. " This fact does not in our opinion ,,,quire the conc;usiOJl
that the reports are substantiaUy verbatim transcriptio"s o( th" witncsses ' r!'marks. Prefatorj
stat('ment. of this nature , which !Ire standard in interview reports , appeal' to be mere fo\' mali-
ties and thus do not indicate the intention of the interviewef Of affect the substance of the

reports. See United State8 Wiliams, 32R F. 2rJ , R6 (D. C. Cir, 1964) where the COU1.t ignored
a statement at the opening uf li report that " the following- i Ii ,umrrary of the wit.r;e"
conversation not read to or by the witne s; it is not intenrled to be a substant.iaJJy verbatim
account " in reaching the conclusion that it was a ub"t"ntially verlHltim recording
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It is inconceivable that 18 witnesses recounting their experiences

with different representatives of respondents on 18 different oc-

casions would use such identity of sequence and expression.

Because of the similarity of style and format and even of the
words used in all of these reports and because of the intermixture
of facts contributed by the witness with facts known to the
interviewer , we conclude on the basis of our examination of these
reports that they are obviously summaries of reJevant facts culled
by the interviewing attorneys from what the witnesses toJd them
and in no sense could be regarded as a recital of a continuing
narrative told by a witness in his or her own words and styJe.
These field reports clearJy indicate on their face that they are not

substantially verbatim recordings of the witness ' statements and
therefore we conclude that the examiner did not err in reaching

this conclusion without the benefit of a voir dire examination.
The hearing examiner also concluded that these reports had not

been signed , approved or adopted by any of the witnesses (I.
par. 12 and " Conclusions

We are convinced from our examination of these reports that
under the circumstances of this case, respondents' counsel not
having even on this appeal adduced a single fact or circumstance
even remotely suggesting that any of these reports were adopted
or approved by the witnesses, the examiner was entitled to rely
on his examination of the face of these documents and that it was
entirely reasonable for him to conclude that there was no adoption
or approval. Our own examination of these documents convinces
us that he was correct, that the possibility of the adoption 
approval of these reports by the witnesses was so remote as to
be nonexistent and that under the circumstances of this record
there was nothing to warrant the examiner to take extrinsic
evidence on the issue of the possible adoption or approval of these
reports by the witnesses.

None of the reports was signed by any of the witnesses and
none contain any indication on their face that they were shown
to or read back to the witnesses or in any other way approved
or adopted by the witnesses. Indeed there are other indications
on these documents which suggest conclusively that these reports
were not shown to the witnesses.

Several of these reports contain references to facts contained

in the Commission s files and other facts obviously not known to
or contributed by the witness. They also contain in some instances
the interviewing attorney s appraisal of the witness ' personaJity
and demeanor. These fads strongly negate any possibility that
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the reports were or indeed couJd, under the Commission s RuJes

of Practice , have been shown to the witness.' Several of the reports
affrmativeJy state that the witness was wiling to testify at the
proceedings. Surely if the investigating attorneys were careful

to note this fact , they certainly would have noted the even more
critical fact that the contents of the report had been shown to
and approved by the witness.

Moreover, the extrinsic circumstances surrounding the prep-
aration of these reports also tend to negative any inference that
either the reports or any notes on which they were based were
read back to or approved by the witness. The interviews all took
pJace in cities in which there are no Commission fieJd offces.
Since the intervaJs between the interview and the report ranged
from two days to two months , it seems probable that these reports
were transcribed by the interviewing attorneys in their own
offces in Washington , D.C. To obtain approval by the witness of
the report the examining attorney would have been required to

return to the witness ' home , telephone the witness or deJiver a
copy to him by mail. Had the investigator taken any of these
steps we believe that he would have in some way indicated on
the reports that he had done so.

We reach the same conclusion with respect to the question of
whether the witnesses may have adopted or approved any notes
taken by the attorneys during the course of the interview. Again
we are of the view that if such notes had been read back to and
approved by the witness , some affrmative indication of such an
important factor would have been made on the face of the report.
However, in the Jight of the ultimate format of these reports
whether or not the notes from which they were prepared were
checked with the witness , appears to us to be wholly irrelevant.
If notes were taken and approved by the witness , there must be
some correJation between the notes and the interview report in

order for any such adoption of notes to constitute an adoption by
the witness of the report. We have concluded that the reports
are not substantially verbatim records of statements made by
witnesses but represent the summaries of the attorneys encom-

passing highly selective facts in a sequence organized by the at-
torneys for their own purposes and convenience. Under the cir-
cumstances, it is impossible for us to infer that any notes which

7 The fa t that th€ e l' epOl"ts refer to Cummissiun iiif'S and other data nut elicited from the
witness would prubably make it improper for the attorney to have sho\YJl the reports tu th.,
witness since discJoStlre of information from the Currmission s fi eii ;s prohibited by huth the
Commission s Rules of Practice ar.d Section 10 of the Federal Trade Commission Act which
genera1Jy prohibits disclosure of ducuments ill the Commission s /;I"s.
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could have been presented to the witness could have taken the

weJl-organized form of the reports or could have been cast in

essentia11y the same language which appeared in the reports.
Accordingly, the factors which led us to conclude that the reports
were not substantiaJly verbatim recordings of the witnesses
remarks aJso compel the conclusion that they were not substantiaJly
identical to any interview notes which might have been taken
and which might have been read back to the witness.

Respondents argue that in the absence of any express negative
statement to this effect appearing on the face of the report, the
hearing examiner must order a voir dire We do not read the
cases as laying down such an inflexible rule. Indeed the courts have
gone to great pains , even in criminal cases involving even more
important rights of individual liberties , to underscore the discre-
tion which the triers of fact have in these matters and the weight
which wiJl be accorded their decision. Campbell v. United States
373 U.S. 487, 493- 94 (1963); Palermo v. United States 360 U.
343 , 353 , 360 (1959); United States v. Lamma 349 F. 2d 338,
341-42.

In the instant case we hold that under the circumstances of

this remand , respondents ' counsel failed to bring out or even sug-
gest the existence of facts which might create the barest inference
of approval or cast the slightest doubt on what we have concluded
are very clear indications of non approval appearing on the face
of these reports. As the Second Circuit in Lamona pointed out
the question of a witness' knowledge of any facts bearing on
adoption or approval is a matter for respondents ' counsel to elicit.
The Commission s opinion on remand was issued on April 22

1966 r69 F. C. 1152). In that opinion we laid out the procedure

which should be followed by the examiner and stated;
The initial step is for him to inspect the document in canwm. He may be able
to determine from its face whether it is a mere summary or has been approved
by the "\vitness. If it is unclear whether the document qualifies as H J clicks
statement the examiner should on his own motion conduct a VOiT din examina-
tion into the circumstances surrounding- its making (Comm. Gp. p. 36 (60

C. at 1175)).

The examiner scheduled the hearing on remand (0 be held on
Respondents alsu 31'gupd tnat tne heRring examiner in f"ilinv to condl;ct a v'Ji., di.,(

vioJated the Commission s instructions to him on erranci (Re )J. Br. p. ). He ponder.t arc i:
error in r.or.t.endi"" that the COIT.mission dire t.l'd the e:\i\IT. incr to ho\J a hearing ' \;nJe8
there was some indication on the face of the document that. the witnc ,; holll approved it
(Resp. Dr. )'- 71. The Con,rnission s opinion and order mad" it. quite explicit that. the examiner
was to exam-ir.e the documents and "if it was ur",JeRr whether the doc\'ment Qualif.e
Jencks sta emer.t. " a 1!oir diru might bp (O(Jndueter: (ClJmm:,siun ,-pinion p. 3(; 16!1 F. C. at
115Zj; Commission o1"der pal. 1 directing €xamicer "to determine (tti issue I by appJ'opria\e
procedure . inc:t.ding fi hea1' ing if neep,;,al'

;. 

) IGg r. C. at 11(1)'
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August 15, 1966. In his ordec he stated that at the hearing he
intended to examine the documents in order to determine the issue
of their producibility. Respondents ' counsel did not indicate that
the hearing should encompass anything else. He had ample time
and opportunity to ascertain from the witnesses prior to the

hearing whether the reports or the notes, if any, on which they
werc based , had ever been read back to them or whether they had
in any other manner approved or adopted these reports. Appar-
ently this was not done , or no such facts were elicited from those
witnesses. Despite the Second Circuit' s opinion in Larnma and
our own direction to the examiner, respondents' counsel did
nothing. He never raised to complaint counselor to the examiner
the position which he is contending for here , that under no cir-
cumstances couJd this issue of adoption or approval be determined
without a va;" diTe. Instead, he came to the hearing called by the
examiner and acquiesced in the announced procedure under which
complaint counsel produced the eighteen reports in question for

examination by the examiner \vithout indicating to the examiner
his position that unless the examiner found the reports to be
producible the hearing on remand would have to encompass
examination of the attorneys or of the 18 witnesses to resolve the
issue of approval or adoption. After the hearing examiner an-
nounced his conclusion and provided respondents ' counsel with
an opportunity to examine the reports himself , counsel then in-
quircd from complaint counsel as to whether the Commission
files indicated that any notes had been taken and was informed
that they did not. Respondents ' counsel then requested the exam-
iner to conduct a ?Joi'i' dire to resolve the question of \vhether the
reports weTe substantially verbatirn records of the witness ' state-
ments. Counsel argued in support of this request that his examina-
tion of the face of these documents indicated to him clcarly that
the reports were substantially verbatim and therefore as a mini-
mum the examiner should conduct a VOi1' di1' before ruling. No
brief was tendered to the examiner on the point nor any cases cited
to him. Respondents ' counsel, either by way of affdavit or even
oral statment, never once indicated that he had knowledge of
any facts, no matter how inferential, that even one of these wit-
nesses might have adopted or approved the report. Thus , respond-
ents ' counsel confined his opposition to the examiner s conclusion

as to producibility of thesc reports on the identicaJ source relied

upon by tbe examiner, namely, the face of the documents. 
believe that in the face of this argument and in the absence of any
suggcstion by respondents ' counsel of the existence of facts which
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might at least raise an inference of approval , the examiner was
entitled to resolve the issue as he did on the basis of his examina-
tion of the reports.

We aJso have examined these documents and we conclude that
these 18 reports show clearly on their face that they were not
signed , approved or adopted by the witnesses , and that therefore
the examiner was correct in determining that a voir dire was
unnecessary since no doubt had been raised by respondents ' counsel
with respect to the correctness of this conclusion.

The AllegaJions of the Complaint and the Order

A. Alleged MiS1'epresentations
Respondents concede that the representations made by their

field men with respect to the special reduced prices at which their
aJuminum siding products were being sold , the use of the pur-
chasers ' houses as demonstration models and the possibilty of
additional discounts and commissions which could be earned in
other sales made by respondents on the basis of such use , were
false and misleading and have not appealed from the examiner
findings and conclusions sustaining these complaint aJlegations.

The only allegations in the complaint remaining in issue on
the merits of the aJleged representations therefore are those
charging that respondents ' salesmen falsely represented that re-
spondents ' products were " guaranteed in every respect for an
unlimited period of time (Complaint, Pars. Four (4) and
Five (5)).

The examiner found , and respondents concede , that respondent.s
salesmen in many instances represented that the products and
completed jobs were "guaranteed" and "unconditionally guaran-
teed" (1.D. par. 8; Resp. Br. , p. 27; see also Tl' 105, 108, 133 , 136.
150, 167 , 284 , 301 , 317). The examiner also found that there were
limitations on respondents ' guarantees and that many of them
were limited to "labor and materials" (I. D. par. 8; Tr. 91-96).
He concluded that these guarantees of labor and materials were

conditional guarantees and hence that respondents ' oral represen-
tations were false and misleading (J.D. par. 8).

The evidence is undisputed that respondents ' representative.
orally represented that respondents ' products were unconditionally
guaranteed (Tr. 105, 108 , 167, 222 , 258, 283- , 30J). It is also

undisputeo that in some instances , the contracts ultimately en-
tered into contained guarantees of labor and materials (CX 22
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, 35) and in other instances contained no written guarantees

of any kind (CX 20 , 30 , 40 , 46) .
Respondents do not dispute these facts. Rather, respondents

contend that their guarantees of labor and materials are unJimited

guarantees as orally represented and that in any event

, "

in every

case where a representation as to a guarantee has been made,
respondents have honored the guarantee" and hence no deception
occurred in practice (Resp. Br. p. 28). The hearing examiner
made no findings on the facts underlying respondents ' defense of
performance.

Thus two separate issues are presented: First , were customers
deceived when they were orally told that respondents ' products
were guaranteed and subsequently found out that the unconditional
guarantee as written in the contract was expressed in terms of
labor and materiaJs? Second, under the circumstances of this
case, were customers deceived when after receiving similar oral
representations, their contracts contained no written guarantees
of any kind?

On the first issue as to whether an oral representation that a
product is unconditionally guaranteed is false where the written
guarantee is described in terms of labor and materials, we believe
that the examiner was wrong on this record in concluding that
such oral representations were false (l.D. par. 8). We recognize
that unlimited guarantees can , if so expressed , encompass matters
other than labor and materials such as time of completion and

indeed completion itself. However, the record does not indicate
that anything beyond labor and materials was referred to. Re-
spondent Gottesman testified that the guarantee covered "the
performance that we have committed as far as the labor and
materials are concerned" (Tr. 91). He also testified that only
obvious limitations were involved such as an automobile running
into the home (Tr. 96). If any time limitations were intended,
these would be written into the contract (Tr. 90). Our attention

has not been drawn to any such contract provisions. The contracts
in evidence , embodying guarantee representations , contained the
phrase " labor and materials guaranteed unconditionally (e.
CX 24 and CX 35) . The examiner failed to indicate in what respect
he believed that these contractual guarantees were more limited
than those orally represented (LD. par. 8). We conclude , there-
fore, that in those instances in which unconditional guarantees
of labor and materials were written into the contracts, the sales-
men s representations with respect to unconditional guarantees

were not faJse or deceptive.
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The examiner did not consider the question of whether custom-
ers were deceived in those instances in which oral c1aims of
guarantees were made but no written guarantees were given to
the customers or incJuded in the contracts.

In his testimony respondent Gottesman stated that Inter-State
take (sJ care" of all complaints in those cases in which the con-

tracts contained specific provisions for unconditional guarantees
(Tr. 392). However , Gottesman did not intimate, as respondents
counsel c1aims, that respondents honor a1J representations, oraJ or
written (Resp. Br. p. 28). He was able to cite only one instance

where respondents repaired a hole in a defective installation under
a contract containing no provision respecting guarantees (Tf. 105
126 , CX 20). Moreover , the record demonstrates that respondents
contracts specifica1Jy provided in sma1J print that respondents
were "not responsible nor bound by any representation not con-
tained in this agreement" (e. CX 22). This provision is not only
consistent with Gottesman s testimony on the stand, but is also

consistent with respondents ' contention vigorously urged here on
appeal that it is not responsible for the representations made by

its field men. In the face of this contract provision which respond-
ent Gottesman s testimony confirmed , evidence of a single isolated
incident where a repair was made without a written guarantee
hardly provides support for respondents ' contention which they
now make in their brief that for the life of their products respond-
ents did in fact repair or replace defective products or reimburse
the customers for such products as tbeiy salesmen s representa-

tions imply, irrespective of whether or not the contract contained
any written provision to this effect. :voreover, the evidence in
the record indicates that the failure of the contracts to incorporate
the salesmen s oral representations of unlimited guarantees in

fact operated to prevent customers from even c1aiming any rights
under such oral guarantees. For example , Mrs. Marlene Ke1Jy,

an Inter-State customer, testified on cross-examination that this
was precisely her reaction. In response to a question as to why
she never ca1Jed Inter- State and asked them to make repairs when
some of the siding went bad, she testified;
A. WcB , we signed the release contract. What ,Rood ,vould it do: They didn

give us a handwritten guarantee ('11'. 308).

We conc1ude , therefore, that respondents have failed to adduce

suffcient probative facts to support their defense that they honor
all oral representations of guarantees regardless of whether the
appeared subsequently in the contract or not.
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We do not have to reach the question , therefore , of whether such
a defense is Jegal1y suffcient, although we wouJd and do conclude
for the reasons already expressed in the Seventh Circuit opinion

in Montgomery Ward and Co. , Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission,

379 F. 2d 666 (7th Cir. 1967) that such a defense , if made out
would be legal1y insuffcient to the charge that oraJ representations
of the existence of guarantees are deceptive where they are not
subsequentJy incorporated into a contract and where the contract

speciflcal1y provides that the guarantor is not responsibJe for any
representations not contained in the contract.

Respondents' Responsibility for the Statements of Thei?'
Salesmen

The complaint charged that misrepresentations were made in
oral solicitations to prospective purchasers by respondents

' "

sales-
men or representatives." Respondents denied that the persons
through whom their products were sold to the pubJic were their
salesmen or repre entatives but claimed that they were "brokers
or " independent contractors" who were not in the employ of
respondents and over whose activities respondents exercised no
control or direction" and therefore that "any representations

made by such brokers are solely their own" and "may not be
attributed to respondents." The examiner , while conceding that
it "may be true that the salesmen or 'brokers ' were not paid a

(1 We see no significant difference between the praetice here of oraJJy representing the exist-
ence of a guarantee which was not subsequently provided for in the written . contract and the
practice of Montgomery Vr'ard in advertising unlimited guarantecs and subsequently giving
its customers guarantee certificates containing more limited tern,s. As the court pointed out in
its opinion in Mcmtgomer)j Ward and Coo Inc.

Assuming WardR has a policy of honoring guarllnt",es 115 advcrtised, the i Rue is yet not
one of performance , but one of advertising, of whllt a prospective purchaser is likely to think
on the basis of the advertising alone. Thro delivery of limiting gUllrantee certificates with the
product purchased might mislead customers notwithstanding 'Wards ' policy. Given such a r.er-
tificate , customers are not likely to ignore its limitations when secking satisfaction under its
guarantee, particularly in view of the certificllte language

, '

the obligations assumed under this
warranty are in lieu of all warranties expre s or impHed.' If , on the other hand , each purchaser
actually was informed that advertj ed guarantccs would be honored , the certificates were mean-
ingless. The Commission determination that this state of affairs discioRed that purchasers from
Ward would be likely to believe they would be bound by thc certificate is not unreasonable.
That Wards generally intended the certificates to be meaningful is indicated by internal adver-
tising policy directives directinll copywriters to accompany promotional copy with a disclosure
of guarantee terms.

However , havinll fully credited Wards with having corporate integrity "-nd a com'Pany policy
of truthful advertising, the fact remains, as the Commission found , this could not cure ' the
capacity to deceive inberent in attaching pf'ciJic and limited guarantees to 'Products which are
then advertised without limitation.' '\' e shaTe the Commission s 'doubt that none but the most
nggressive and sophisticated customers wiJ either recall or retain the advertisement which
originally led them to considel' the purchase, nor wiJ the avcI"lIf' customer persist in his de-
mands that Wards disregard the specific g'Uarantce certificate and honor claims under the
broader guarantee originally advertised.
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saJary by corporate respondent but only received their remunera-
tion from sales of home improvements made for and on behalf
of the corporate respondent " found that since respondents "cJothed
said salesmen or 'brokers ' with apparent authority to bind re-
spondents * * * respondents cannot now escape responsibilty by
disowning such salesmen or 'brokers ' as their agents " (I. , pars.

, 11). In their appeal respondents contend that due to their
Jack of control or direction over the activities of such brokers

they have no responsibilty for the latter s representations.

In claiming that their inability to direct or control the activities
of their representatives insulated them from their salesmen s mis-
representations, respondents have apparently misconstrued the
applicable legaJ test, under which , as the examiner correctly found
a sel1er is held liabJe for deceptive acts in violation of Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act made by individuals whom
the se1ler has invested with apparent authority to act on its behalf
and that it is immaterial that respondents have not directed or
contr01led these persons. This principle was clearly articulated
by the Court in Goodman v. Federal Trade Commission 244 F.
2d 584 , 588 , 592 (9th Cir. 1957) which rejected the precise con-
tention made by respondents in this case;

The petitioner s primary contention is that the salesmen who sold the course

were independent contractors for whose actions he was not responsible. The

brunt of the argument is based on the claim that because the petitioper
carried the salesmen on his books as independent contractors , his agreements
with them so stated, and he had no control over their work and the manner
of performing it, the connection between him and his salesmen conformed to
the classical characteristics which courts have attached to that relationship.

The criteria of direction and control, which govern in determining whether
or not such relationship exists , are well recognized in law. 

. .:. " 

However
when interpreting a statute the aim of which is evil practices in it, the courts
are not concerned with the refinements of common-law definitions , when they
endeavor to ascertain the power of any agency to 'which the Congress has en
trusted the regulation of a business activity or the enforcement of standards
it has established. 

* * ..

Thus the courts take the view that the principal is bound by the acts of the
salesperson he chooses to employ, if ' within the actual or apparent scope of his
authority, even when unauthorized (244 F. 2d pp. 588 , 592).

A similar immunity from the statements of representatives was
claimed by the respondents in International Art Co. v. Federal
Trade Commission, 109 F. 2d 393, 396 (7th Cir. 1940) where
reliance was placed upon testimony of the representatives "
the effect that the business was being conducted by them inde-
pendently and that they receive no orders or directions from the
Art Company." In response to this contention the court noted that;
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* * * 

each salesman was issued a certificate designating him as the repre-
sentative of the Art Company; the order was taken in its name; the picture
was shipped in its name , and the customer was notified in its name of the time
of delivery. All blanks used by the salesmen were furnished by the Art Com-
pany and bore its name (109 F. 2d p. 396).

On the basis of this evidence the court concluded;

The customer had a right to believe-in fact, could not have believed other
wise, than that the salesmen were the agents of the Art Company, with full
authority in the matter. 

", * "

Here, the agent was clothed with apparent and, we think, real authority to
speak and act for and on behalf of the principal , and the latter is bound
thereby. We know of no theory of law by which the company could hold out
to the public these salesmen as its representatives , reap the fruits from their
acts and doings without incurring such liabilities as attach thereto (Ibid.
See also Standa,' d Dist1'ibuto1' , Inc. v. Fede1'1 T1'de Commission
211 F. 2d 7 (2nd Cir. 1954) and Steelco Stainless Steel, Inc. 

Fede1'1 T1'de Commission 187 F. 2d 693 (7th Cir. 1951),
There can be no doubt that in this case respondents have con-

ferred upon their agents the actual or apparent authority to speak
and act for or on behalf of Inter-State and thus are responsible
for their representatives ' conduct. Respondents furnished their
salesmen with printed contract forms bearing the name of Inter-
State (and an affliated corporation, Inter-State Construction Co.
as wel1 as printed credit appJications and time-schedule payments.
The salesmen were given specific authority to negotiate the terms
of and indeed execute the contracts with purchasers on behalf of
and in the name of Inter-State. Indeed , one of these " independent
contractors" occupied respondents' offce and, in making his
solicitations, utilized three telephones , provided and paid for by
respondents.

Although the form of respondents' contract indicates in smal1
print that it is subject to acceptance by an offccer of Inter-State
and/or Inter-State Construction Co. , the only signatures appearing
on the executed contracts contained in the record are those of the

purchasers and the salesmen who signed , not as brokers, but for
and on behalf of Inter-State or its affliate. Respondents claim that
Once a contract is signed with an individual homeowner the

broker wil take the contract from dealer to dealer attempting to
sel1 it for the best price" (Resp. Supp1. Br. p. 4). The contract
however, provides that it is entered into by Inter-State or its
affliate and must be accepted by one of said companies to be
binding. The only conclusion which could be reached by a customer
is that he is dealing solely with Inter-State and that the salesman
who signs the contract on Jnter-State s behalf is its authorized
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representative. This conclusion is further buttressed by the fact

that the customer s first contact with respondents was typical1y
through respondents ' advertisements whieh contained a coupon to
be filled in by any interested person. Thereafter, a salesman cal1ed
on the customer who had fil1ed in the coupon. The inevitabJe effect
of this practice would be to cause the customers to believe that the
salesmen who called on them were authorized representatives of
Inter-State rather than brokers who represented suppliers in
genera1.

Accordingly, we conclude that respondents , who clothed their
salesmen with both actual and apparent authority to represent
them are ful1y responsible for the representations made by these
representatives in attempting to sel1 respondents ' products.

C. The Order

The order proposed by the hearing examiner is identical to that
proposed by counsel supporting the complaint and attached to the
complaint issued against respondents.

Respondents attack one paragraph in this order as without
substantial foundation in the evidence introduced in the record.

. Complaint counsel has not appealed from the examiner s proposed
order.

The order paragraph opposed by respondents ' counsel prohibits
respondents from:

Representing, directly or by implication, that any special price, allowance

discount or commission is granted by respondents to purchasers in return for

permitting the premises on which respondents ' products are installed to be
used for model home demonstration purposes , unless respondents grant such
special price, allowance , discount or commission in every instance. (Order
par. 2.

Respondents contend that this paragraph is too broad insofar
as it applies to commissions and bonuses,1 Respondents argue that
there was no evidence-and the examiner made no such finding-

that Respondents ever misrepresented the facts relating to" the

bonuses or commissions available to homeowners (Resp. Br. pp.
30-31 and Suppl. Br. p. 10).

Notwithstanding respondents ' assertion , the record is clear , and
the hearing examiner found, that respondents' representatives

10 Although respondents have throug-hout this proceeding referred to their salesmen a

broker " it is interesting to note that in all of their advcrtisillg and sales brochures appearinr:
in the record (CX' s 1 , 2, a , 4, 17, 18), the persons now characterized as " brokers " were alway
referred to as "representatives.
11 In its original brief prior to remand. re \Jondent5' objections to this paragraph were

confined to its reference tl1 commiosions (H..sp. Br. pp. 30-31). In its suppl..mental brief after
remand , respondents broadened their chaJJengc to the appJication of this paragraph to both

commissions and bonuses " (Rcsp. Br. pp. 10- 11).
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faJsely assured purchasers that they would receive some type of
special pricing concessions on sales made by salesmen to other
homeowners. The examiner found that "the corporate respondent
did not select homes to be used as models and did not give speciaJ
or reduced prices to purchasers of its insta1led home improvements
for advertising purposes" (LD. par. 7). This finding is not
cha1lenged by respondents on appea1. Respondents' president
Gottesman , also named as a respondent here, conceded on direct
examination that the corporate respondent never used purchasers
homes as models (Tr. 93). While none of the witnesses used the
words "bonuses or commissions" in their testimony the clear
purport of the evidence in the record is that respondents' sales
pitch here was to represent to their prospective customers that

they would receive monetary compensation for permitting their
homes to be used for demonstration purposes to enabJe respondents
to make saJes to other persons. Thus , we are of the opinion that
the order need not track the express representations used by
respondents ' saJesmen , but may and indeed must be couched in
suffciently broad terms to ensure that respondents cannot avoid
the prohibitions contained in the order by a slight verbal shift in
their solicitations.

Accordingly, in our opinion , the examiner did not err in in-
cluding in the order a prohibition forbidding respondents from

misrepresenting that commissions wi1l be paid in return for per-
mitting customers ' premises to be used for model home purposes
and we rej ect respondents ' appeal on this issue.
Coming to the provisions of the order as proposed by the

examiner , we are of the view that they are not suffciently re-
strictive to ensure that these respondents wil not in the future
engage in the same deceptions which they are being directed to
terminate in this case.

Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the order , directed at the principal mis-
representations employed by respondents in this case , prohibit

respondents from making those representations in the future
unless they are in fact true. Paragraph 1 of the order prohibits
respondents from representing to their prospective customers that
their homes have been selected as model homes to be used in re-
spondents ' advertising "unless in every instance the home has in
fact been selected as a modeJ , and unJess in every instance the home
is used for such purposes." Paragraph 2 as noted above qualifies its
prohibition on representing that special discounts and the like wil
be paid for such use "unless respondents grant such special price,
allowance , discount or commission in every instance.
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The evidence is c1ear in this record that respondents ' method of
doing business has never encompassed the use of a customer

home for demonstration purposes.
At the hearing respondent Gottesman conceded on examination

by complaint counsel that Inter-State had never used the home of
any customer as a model home (Tr. 93). There is no indication in
the record that respondents ever intend in the future to use a home
as a point of reference for advertising purposes. Since purchasers
premises are not used as models we fail to see how in any case
respondents could grant a1lowances or discounts in return for such

use. Moreover , it would make litte business sense for respondents
in the future to use this type of advertising and thereby discount
their own prices when they can simply use photographs of homes,
which they are presentJy doing, in order to ilustrate what
aJuminum siding Jooks like (e. RX 1). Respondents ' customers
are widely separated. Respondents ' primary saJes message is their
low, low prices and the great benefits which can accrue to the
homeowner from the use of aluminum siding. If respondents wish
to enhance their sales pitch through tbe use of testimonials of
satisfied customers they can certainly soJicit such testimonials if
they choose. However, if they in fact paid for such testimonials 
would be highly misleading not to disc10se this fact. Yet this is in
effect what respondents ' use of their customers ' homes for demon-
stration purposes would amount to if they truthfu1ly did this and
paid the homeowner for such use.

For a1l of these reasons, we concJude that the "unJess" clauses
in both prohibitions should be eliminated. If respondents devise a
non deceptive sales message embracing some type of testimonial
which might violatc these two paragraphs in the order , the Com-
mission s procedures afford such respondents ample opportunity
to petition the Commission , either for an interpretation of the

order as to whether the new sales program would or would not
violate the order , or for a modification of the order if one is c1earJy
necessary in order to permit respondents to engage in what can be
demonstrated to be a non deceptive sales promotional solicitation.

Parag'raph 5 of the order prohibits rcspondents from misrepre-
senting' their guarantees. Since the gravamcn of the deception
which we have found to exist in this area of respondents ' activities
was their oral representation of guarantees and their omission of
any guarantees in their contracts we are adding to this paragraph
a specific prohibition against "making any direct or implied repre-
sentation that any of respondents ' products are guaranteed unJess
in each instance a written guarantee is given to the purchaser
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containing provisions substantially the same as those contained in
such oral representation.

Finally, we are also adding a new paragraph to the order re-
specting respondents ' salesmen. As we have noted respondents
have attempted to avoid any liability for their salesmen s activities
on the ground that they do not "exercise control or direction over
the activities of such brokers." While the issue of such actual

exercise of control is not relevant to the question of respondents
responsibiJty for their salesmen s conduct, it is directJy pertinent
to the issue of relief. UnJess respondents are required to take some
action to control their salesmen, the order wil amount to litte
more than a vain gesture. Indeed , respondents point out in their
brief;

Since Respondents cannot control the brokers' actions, it is futile to issue
a cease and desist order directing Respondents to assure that these brokers

wil not make any further misrepresentations (Resp. Suppl. Br. p. 7).

For this reason , we are revising the order by adding to it a
provision which requires respondents to take affrmative steps to
(a) prevent their salesmen making any of the representations con-
demned in the order and (b) to counteract the effect of any such
representations which may have been already made.

CONCLUSIO:-

In conclusion , the initial dccision and order issued by the hearing
examiner , as amended to conform to this decision and the order
issued hereunder, are adopted as the decision and order of the
Commission.

Commissioner Reilly agrees with the opinion and order except
with that portion of the opinion dealing with guarantees.

Commissioner Elman dissented and has filed a statement.

DISSEKTING OPINION

JULY 28, 1967

BY ELMAN Commissione,'
The Jencks rule is a rule of fairness in adjudication. It is con-

cerned with substance, not form. The essential question in de-
termining the producibility of an interview report is whether it
recorded the witness s statements \vith suffcient accuracy and

reliability to justify allowing the defense to use the report in cross-
examination for purposes of impeaching or discrediting the testi-
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mony given at the trial by the witness. Campbell v. United States
373 U. S. 487, 495, 497.

The interview reports in this case were prepared by two able
and experienced Commission attorneys. They expressly recite that
they set forth the substance of the witnesses ' statements during
the interviews. They do not purport to be , and obviously are not
verbatim transcriptions of every word that was said. Like almost

al1 FTC interview reports, they are not signed by the witness.
We do not know, and the Commission does not think it necessary
to hold a voi,' dire hearing to ascertain, whether each witness
adopted" or "approved" the interview report or the attorney

notes. On their face, the interview reports appear to be entireJy

factual , objective, and accurate accounts of the witnesses ' state-
ments to the Commission attorneys.

As Commission counsel point out in their brief on appeal
(pp. 2-3), there are numerous discrepancies between the testimony
of certain witnesses at the hearing and their prior statements as
recorded in the interview reports. This would seem to be al1 the
more reason for making the reports available for cross-exami-
nation purposes , rather than withholding them. If the Commission
is sustained in its holding here that these interview reports on
their face are not producible , and do not even require a voir dire

hearing, no FTC interview reports will ever be made available
to any respondents. If the inquiry is , not whether an interview
report accurately reflects the substance but whether it mirrors the
style, format, sequence , vocabulary, syntax , and punctuation of
the witness s statements , the Jencles rule has no practical appJi-

cation to Federal Trade Commission proceedings.
My reasons for disagreeing with the maj ority on this important

question of agency practice have already been spel1ed out in the
dissenting opinion previously filed in this case (69 F. C. 1128), I
add only that the misgivings earlier expressed have now been real-
ized. The net result of the Commission s approach to the J encles
rule is to obliterate it. This is more than unfair to respondents in
Commission cases. It provides a continuing source of unnecessary
friction and delay in the conduct of adjudicative proceedings. It is
clearly contrary to the spirit if not the letter of the recentJy en-

acted Freedom of Information Act (Public Law 89-487, 90-23).
The Commission s interest is not to win its cases but to win them

fairly. It is as much a public purpose to assure respondents a fair
opportunity to make their defense as it is to conduct effcient in-
vestigations. Both interests are essential aspects of law enforce-

ment; neither requires subordination of the other. The interview
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reports in this case, if made available to respondents, would
obviously be useful in furthering their defense. Indeed , they have
been used in this case, but only to assist Commission counsel in
examining the witnesses. When it comes to assisting defense
counsel in cross-examination , however , the reports are treated as
secret" and withheld. So far as the maj ority is concerned, the

interview reports have now fully served their purpose, and wil
be returned to the "confidential" archives. I do not see how this
result can be hailed as a vindication of the public interest. What
substantial harm to any legitimate interest of the public would
arise from letting counseJ use these reports on cross-examination,

just as Commission counsel used them on direct? In Jencks the
Court quoted with approvaJ the statements in United States 

Reynolds, 345 U. S. 1 , 12 , and United States v. Andolschek 142 F.
2d 503 , 506 (2d Cir. 1944), that "since the Government which
prosecutes an accused also has the duty to see that justice is done
it is unconscionabJe to allow it to undertake prosecution and then
invoke its governmental privileges to deprive the accused of any-
thing which might be material to his defense. * * * (TJ he prose-
cution necessarily ends any confidential character the documents
may possess; it must be conducted in the open , and wil Jay bare
their subject matter. The government must choose; either it must
leave the transactions in the obscurity from which a trial wil draw
them, or it must expose them fully. " (353 U. S. at 671.

FINAL ORDER

This matter having been heard by the Commission upon the

appeal of respondents from the hearing examiner s initial decision
dated September 9 , 1966 . and upon briefs and oral argument in
support of and in opposition to said appeaJ; and

The Commission having determined for the reasons stated in
the accompanying opinion that the appeal of respondents should
be denied and that certain of the findings and conclusions and the
order contained in the initial decision should be modified to con-
form to the views expressed in the accompanying opinion;

It is DO'dered That the hearing examiner s initial decision, as

modified by this order and the accompanying opinion be, and it
hereby is , adopted as the decision of the Commission.

It is furtheT ordcTed, That the initial decision be modified by
striking the order and substituting therefor the following;

It is ordcTed That respondents Inter-State Builders, Inc. , a
corporation , and its offcers, and Milon S. Gottesman . individually
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and as a director of said corporation, and respondents ' agents
representatives and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, saJe or

distribution of aluminum siding or other products, in commerce
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
do forthwith cease and desist from;

1. Representing, directly or by implication , that the home
of any of respondents ' customers or prospective customers has
been selected as model home to be used as a point of reference
for advertising purposes;

2. Representing, directJy or by implication , that any special
price, allowance, discount or commission is granted by
respondents to purchasers in return for permitting the

premises on which respondents ' products are installed to be
used for model home demonstration purposes;

3. Representing that respondents ' salesmen or representa-
tives are factory representatives, or otherwise misrepre-

senting the status of such salesmen or representatives;
4. Representing that respondents ' salesmen or representa-

tives are representatives of the United Gypsum Company, or
representing that respondents or their representatives are

affliated with any company or organization with which they
are not in fact affliated;

5. Representing, directly or by implication, that any of

respondents ' products are guaranteed , unless the nature and
extent of the guarantee , the identity of the guarantor and the
manner in which the guarantor wi1 perform thereunder are
clearJy and conspicuously disclosed; or making any direct 
implied representation that any of respondents ' products are
guaranteed unless in each instance a written guarantee is
given to the purchaser containing provisions substantially the
same as those contained in such representations;

6. Representing that respondents ' customers are granted
any reduction in price for their products, unless the price

offered constitutes a substantial reduction from the actuaJ
bona fide price at which such products had been offered for
sale on a regular basis for a reasonably substantiaJ period of
time in the recent, regular course of respondents ' business;

7. Misrepresenting in any manner the savings avaiJable to
purchasers of respondents ' merchandise;

8. Failng-
(a) To send a copy of the order by certified or regis-
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tered mail to aJJ present and future "brokers

" "

sales-
men

" "

contractors, " and other representatives;
(b) To advise in writing aJJ such representatives; that

respondents wi1 expect such representatives to comply
with the provisions contained in the order; that said

representatives wi1 be discharged if they disobey this
order; and that respondents wi1 accept no contracts or

pay any commission or other fee or aJJowance in con-
nection with the procurement of which representations
have been made in violation of this order;

(c) To obtain from aJJ such representatives a signed
statement acknowJedging the existence of this order and
agreeing to abide by it; and

(d) Prior to the acceptance of any contract, to deliver
to the customer who has executed the contract a copy of
the contract and a separate written statement clearly and

conspicuously advising the customer (1) that no oraJ
representation which may have been made by any sales-
man or representative of respondents and which is not
contained in the contract is binding upon respondents;
and (2) that such customer may, within a designated
period which shaJJ in no case be less than ten days after
receipt of such statement from respondents, elect to
cancel the contract if in executing it he has relied in
whole or in part upon any oral representation not con-
tained in the contract.

It is furthered ordered That the respondent shaJJ within
sixty (60) days after service upon it of this order , file with the
Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which they have complied with the order to cease and
desist set forth herein.

Commissioner Reilly agrees with the opinion and order except
with that portion of the opinion dealing with guarantees. Com-
missioner Elman dissented and has fied a statement.


